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GENERAL INFORMATION

INSTITUTE. The Institute of Radio Engineers was formed in 1912 through the
amalgamation of the Society of Wireless Telegraph Engineers and the
Wireless Institute. Its headquarters were established in New York City
and the membership has grown from less than fifty members at the start
to several thousand.

AIMS AND OBJECTS. The Institute functions solely to advance the theory and
practice of radio and allied branches of engineering and of the related arts
and sciences, their application to human needs, and the maintenance of a
high professional standing among its members. Among the methods of ac-
complishing this is the publication of papers, discussions, and communi-
cations of interest to the membership.

PROCEEDINGS. The PROCEEDINGS is the official publication of the Institute and
in it are published all of the papers, discussions, and communications re-
ceived from the membership which are accepted for publication by the
Board of Editors. Copies are sent without additional charge to all members
of the Institute. The subscription price to nonmembers is $10.00 per year,
with an additional charge for postage where such is necessary.

RESPONSIBILITY. It is understood that the statements and opinions given in the
PROCEEDINGS are views of the individual members to whom they are credited,
and are not binding on the membership of the Institute as a whole. Papers
submitted to the Institute for publication shall be regarded as no longer
confidential.

REPRINTING PROCEEDINGS MATERIAL. The right to reprint portions Or abstracts
of the papers, discussions, or editorial notes in the PROCEEDINGS is granted
on the express condition that specific reference shall be made to the source
of such material. Diagrams and photographs published in the PROCEEDINGS
may not be reproduced without making specific arrangements with the Insti-
tute through the Secretary.

MANUSCRIPTS. All manuscripts should be addressed to the Institute of Radio
Engineers, 330 West 42nd Street, New York City. They will be examined by
the Papers Committee and the Board of Editors to determine their suita-
bility for publication in the PROCEEDINGS. Authors are advised as promptly
as possible of the action taken, usually within two or three months. Manu-
scripts and illustrations will be destroyed immediately after publication of
the paper unless the author requests their return. Information on the me-
chanical form in which manuscripts should be prepared may be obtained by
addressing the secretary.

MAILING. Entered as second-class matter at the post office at Menasha, Wiscon-
sin. Acceptance for mailing at a special rate of postage is provided for in the
act of February 28, 1925, embodied in Paragraph 4, Section 412, P. L. and
R., and authorization was granted on October 26, 1927.

Published monthly by

THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS, INC.
Publication office, 450-454 Ahnaip St., Menasha, Wis.

BUSINESS, EDITORIAL, AND ADVERTISING OFFICES
Harold P. Westman, Secretary

330 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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Kaiden-Keystone

1obn C. r utter
1896 - 1938

John Chester Warner was born in Freeport, Illinois, on Febru-
ary 14, 1896. He received an A.B. degree from Washburn College
in 1917, an A.M. from the University of Kansas in 1921, and an
M.S. degree in electrical engineering from Union College in 1925.

He served in the United States Signal Corps from 1917 to 1919
as a radio officer. The next year was spent at the University of
Kansas an an instructor, followed by a few months as an assistant
physicist with the Bureau of Standards. From 1920 to 1931 he did
research work on vacuum tubes at the General Electric Company
laboratories in Schenectady, New York, becoming assistant head of
the vacuum -tube engineering department.

In 1931 he joined the RCA Radiotron Company as manager of
the research and development laboratory, becoming vice president
in 1932 and general manager also in 1934.

He joined the Institute as an Associate in 1919, transferred to
Member in 1926, and to Fellow in 1933.

Mr. Warner was killed in an automobile accident which
occurred while he was driving to work on the morning of July 21,
1938.



INSTITUTE NEWS AND RADIO NOTES

Thirteenth Annual Convention

Our Thirteenth Annual Convention, held in New York City, broke
all previous records with an attendance of 1766 men and 100 women.
This is about fifty per cent larger than any previous convention atten-
dance. The forty-nine papers listed and summarized in the June PRO-

CEEDINGS were all presented as scheduled. There were twenty-nine
exhibitors.

As indicated in the program, the Institute Medal of Honor, Morris
Liebmann Memorial Prize, and PROCEEDINGS Paper Prize were pre-
sented to their recipients during the technical session on the evening
of June 16. Presentations were made by President Pratt.

The boat trip which took the place of the annual banquet was at-
tended by about 275.

Conference on Volume Indicators and Reference Volume

For some months, representatives of the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, Columbia Broadcasting System, and the National Broadcasting
Company have been co-operating in a project to establish a standard
instrument for the indication of the level of program material being
transmitted over wire lines and handled by equipment employed in
broadcasting. It was felt that developments had proceeded to the point
where a larger group of those interested in broadcasting and other
branches of radio should be invited to participate in a conference on the
subject. This conference was held in the Hotel Pennsylvania on June17.

The three original groups were represented by: Bell Telephone
Laboratories-H. A. Affel, S. Brand, S. Duma, D. K. Gannett, and
Iden Kerney; Columbia Broadcasting System-R. A. Bradley and
H. A. Chinn; and National Broadcasting Company-W. M. Baston,
H. C. Luttgens, G. 0. Milne, R. M. Morris, and George Nixon. The
American Telephone and Telegraph Company was represented by
W. E. Bloecker, F. A. Cowan, V. E. Love, A. F. Rose, and N. R.
Weible. The following lists the names of others who were present:
H. P. Westman, acting chairman; R. W. Armstrong, L. F. Curtis,
E. T. Dickey, D. E. Foster, D. W. Gellerup, F. M. Greene, A. Hass,
L. C. F. Horle, J. J. Keel, J. J. Long, J. H. Miller, H. L. Olesen,
E. G. Pack, C. F. Quentin, C. D. Samuelson, S. H. Simpson, Charles
Singer, A. E. Thiessen, L. P. Tuckerman, J. D. Wallace, L. P. Wheeler,
J. Wright, and N. J. Zehr.

919
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R. M. Morris of the National Broadcasting Company presented
first a brief history of the development of volume indicators and
pointed out a number of features which were considered undesirable
in the design and construction of various instruments that have been
used for this purpose. He then pointed out that the Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Columbia Broadcasting System, and National Broad-
casting Company had been collaborating with the Weston Electrical
Instrument Corporation with the objective of devising an instrument
which would be an improvement over the existing equipment. The
design of this new instrument and its performance was then outlined
and some high-speed motion pictures comparing its performance with
that of the present "standard" instrument were shown. This was fol-
lowed by a demonstration prepared by the Bell Telephone Laboratories
showing a number of different instruments which have been and are
being used and the proposed new model. All of the comments made
on the performance of the new instrument were favorable.

The calibration of the device and its influence on those active in
other branches of radio engineering were then discussed. There ap-
peared to be no strong opinions as to whether the instrument be cali-
brated on a 500- or 600 -ohm basis to read zero at either 6 or 10 milli -
watts, or perhaps 1 milliwatt, of single -frequency sine-wave input.
It was felt that the decisions on these points could well be left to the
original committee. In reaching the decisions, the committee will take
into account the opinions expressed at the international conference
recently held at Oslo, as well as the opinions expressed in this country.

Committee Work

SECTIONS AND MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEES

A joint meeting of the Sections Committee and the Membership
Committee was held during the Institute Convention on June 16 in
the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City. Those present were E. D.
Cook, chairman of the Sections Committee, presiding: C. T. Burke,
H. L. Byerlay, W. F. Cotter, B. V. K. French, R. T. Gabler, Ben
Kievit, Jr., H. S. Knowles, J. H. Miller, D. E. Noble, R. C. Poulter,
E. H. Rietzke, G. T. Royden, E. R. Sanders, H. J. Schrader, A. R.
Taylor, F. E. Terman, C. F. Wolcott, and L. C. Young of the Sections
Committee, and C. E. Scholz, chairman; H. A. Chinn, I. S. Coggshall,
F. W. Cunningham, H. C. Gawler, R. M. Heintz, L. G. Pacent, F. X.
Rettenmeyer, and Bernard Salzberg of the Membership Committee.
In addition, Haraden Pratt, president; H. P. Westman, secretary; and
J. D. Crawford, assistant secretary, attended the meeting. The follow-
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ing sections were represented: Boston, Chicago, Connecticut Valley,
Detroit, Emporium, Indianapolis, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Rochester,
San Francisco, Seattle, Toronto, and Washington.

Data on section membership, meetings, and finances were first
considered. Although discussed in detail, no action was considered
necessary in view of the successful manner in which our sections are
progressing.

A lengthy discussion was held as to the desirability of improving
our relations with the various colleges which offer communication
courses. It was felt that many more students could be enrolled as
members if the activities of the Institute could be brought more forci-
bly to their attention. Methods of bringing about improved contact
with qualified students were discussed.

The desirability of qualified associates transferring to Member
grade was discussed. It was felt that this problem might well be at-
tacked by the officers of the sections who could encourage men quali-
fied for Member grade to apply and thus assume their proper standing
in the Institute.

Some of the major proposed changes in the Institute constitution
which will be placed before the membership for ballot this year were
discussed.

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON ELECTRONICS

A meeting of the Technical Committee on Electronics of the In-
stitute was held in the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City, on June 16,
1938. Those present were P. T. Weeks, chairman; R. S. Burnap, H. P.
Corwith, Ben Kievit, Jr., F. R. Lack, George Lewis, Knox Mcllwain,
G. D. O'Neill, B. J. Thompson, and H. P. Westman, secretary.

As chairman of the previous committee, Mr. Thompson indicated
that, in his opinion, additional work might well be done in the field on
cathode-ray tubes and high -frequency tubes.

It was felt wise to establish a general committee on graphical and
literal symbols for standardization purposes. The possibility of the
Technical Committee's sponsoring a symposium on electronics either
during the Convention or at some other time was discussed and a sub-
committee appointed to prepare specific recommendations.

Institute Meetings
ATLANTA SECTION

A "student" meeting of the Atlanta Section was held on May 19
at the Atlanta Athletic Club. There were nineteen present and C. F.
Daugherty, chairman, presided.
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Three papers were presented by students of the Georgia School of
Technology. The first by D. A. Howard was on "Notes on the Design
of a Doherty Amplifier." He outlined first the limitations of class B
radio -frequency amplifiers, presenting then the theory of the Doherty
amplifier. He then described an amplifier of this type which was con-
structed at the college. The paper was concluded with a description of
the design of an amplifier for amateur use giving constants and tuning-
adjustment procedures.

The second paper on "Network Broadcasting" was by R. L. Adams
who outlined a number of advantages of this service. Routes of pro-
gram circuits serving the southeast were discussed. He next covered
the transmission characteristics of wire circuits and the use of com-
pensating networks. Data were given on transmission losses and the
performance and spacing of repeater stations. The problem of keeping
such equipment in operation was then considered.

The third paper on " Construction of a High -Frequency Induction
Furnace" was presented by W. M. Furlow. The subject was introduced
by a discussion of the uses of electric furnaces with particular reference
to the heating of vacuum -tube elements for degassing during evacua-
tion. A particular furnace constructed by the speaker was then de-
scribed. Various experiments to determine optimum values of circuit
constants, frequency, and load coupling, to obtain maximum heating
were described. The paper was concluded with a description of a 5 -
kilowatt amplifier to be constructed for operation with this furnace.

It was the decision of the judges that Mr. Furlow be given Asso-
ciate membership dues for one year as the prize for the best paper.

On June 9 the section met at the Atlanta Athletic Club and there
were thirty-four present. Chairman Daugherty presided.

J. F. Morrison, radio engineer of Bell Telephone Laboratories,
presented a paper on "Antennas and Transmission Lines." He pointed
out that tower antennas for broadcast use are customarily judged on
three factors; field intensity at one mile, radiation pattern, and impe-
dance at the point of excitation. It was pointed out that towers approx-
imately 0.55 wavelength high are considered satisfactory.

Theoretical concepts of radiation and the relation of currents in
different parts of a tower were covered next. It was then pointed out
that any coupling means which will permit an effective transfer of
power from the transmitter to the antenna would be satisfactory. He
then discussed the shunt -fed system in which the transmission line is
connected across a sufficient length of the lower end of a grounded
vertical radiator to obtain a satisfactory coupling impedance. Tuning
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and impedance -matching procedures were then described. Typical
performance characteristics of such a system were compared with
insulated antennas.

The paper was closed with a discussion of transmission lines which
included open -wire and coaxial systems. The performance of these
lines and formulas giving various constants were discussed. It was
pointed out that it is generally difficult to maintain sufficient balance
in 2- and 4 -wire open lines to minimize radiation.

BUFFALO -NIAGARA SECTION

On May 18 the Buffalo -Niagara Section met at the University of
Buffalo. G. C. Crom, Jr., Chairman, presided and there were forty-
seven present.

"Various Methods and Measurements Required in Television
Laboratory Work" was the subject of a paper by S. W. Seeley, RCA
License Division Laboratories. It was pointed out that phase differences
which were unimportant in oral transmission made television trans-
missions unintelligible. The light spot moves about two and one-half
miles a second. While the wave is traveling along the antenna length,
the spot lags by several hundred feet, causing reflections. Reflections
are also caused by reradiation from earth formations and man-made
structures.

Amplifiers are designed to handle direct -current signals. The time
required for a signal to travel from the antenna binding post to the
grid of the last tube may be equivalent to that of about five complete
cycles. This is about one and one-half microseconds.

With low light intensity, thirty pictures per second produces no
flicker although some is produced at high intensity. Motion pictures
are projected forty-eight per second, twenty-four being pictures and
twenty-four blanks. A tentative standard for television requires a
transmission of sixty pictures per second with 441 lines per picture.
A picture -signal generator was used to demonstrate some of the things
discussed.

F. E. Terman, head of the electrical engineering department of
Stanford University, presented a paper on "Detectors-Distortionless
and Otherwise" at the June 8 meeting. Chairman Crom presided and
the attendance was forty-seven. The meeting was held at the Univer-
sity of Buffalo.

A summary of detection theory was first presented. Fundamental
diode circuits were then given and principals of operation explained.
Such factors as distortion, efficiency, input impedance, and radio-fre-
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quency voltage developed across the output circuit were covered.
Making certain generalities, the diode efficiency of rectification was
shown to be equal to the ratio of the alternating -current impedance
to the direct -current resistance. The 6116 was shown to have the
highest efficiency of existing diodes reaching a value of ninety to
ninety-five per cent. The diode does not have the same modulation
capability on the envelope and side bands. Methods of overcoming
this deficiency were noted. It was pointed out that diode detectors
give low distortion, will not overload, have a high input impedance,
and good frequency response. Apparatus for obtaining experimental
data was described. It was pointed out that in the design of these cir-
cuits, the input and output circuits must be considered as a unit with
the diode itself. Data have recently been published to permit reason-
ably accurate calculation of the characteristics of a given diode -circuit
design.

This was the annual meeting of the section, and in the election of
officers H. C. Tittle, chief radio engineer of the Colonial Radio Cor-
poration, was elected chairman; F. J. Smith, inspector for the Federal
Communications Commission, was designated vice chairman; and
E. C. Waud was re-elected secretary -treasurer.

CHICAGO SECTION

On June 10, the Chicago Section met in the Stevens Hotel. J. E.
Brown, chairman, presided and there were 200 present. This meeting
was held in co-operation with the National Radio Parts Trade Show
Convention.

L. C. F. Horle, consultant, presented a paper on "Notes on Cross
Modulation." He described principally the important nature of the
problem of interference caused by external cross modulation. The
Radio Manufacturers Association's interest in the problem was out-
lined.

In the discussion, F. Fenton described some important sources of
interference associated with utility systems and the equipment used
by their customers. F. Johnston described some experiences met in
surveys made by WLW when their high -power transmitter went into
operation. J. K. Johnson described cross modulation in receivers and
demonstrated its measurement by the two -signal test. One design
system to avoid this trouble employs a controlled tube as an element
in the antenna -coupling system. This tube affects the coupling between
the antenna and first radio -frequency or converter tube and keeps sig-
nals within limits which avoid cross modulation.
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CLEVELAND SECTION

Meetings of the Cleveland Section were held on May 26 and May
28 and presided over by L. N. Chatterton, chairman. The earlier meet-
ing, which was attended by fifty-six, was an inspection of the new
transmitter plant at WGAR and was conducted by R. M. Pierce
technical supervisor of that station. He outlined first the problems
of obtaining a license for increased power. The licensing authority re-
quired the erection of a directional antenna so as to avoid interference
to listeners of stations located in Connecticut, New Jersey, District
of Columbia, Georgia, and Louisiana.

Following this discussion, a general tour of the station was made
and included a demonstration of the flexibility and capabilities of the
new 5000 -watt transmitter. In order to make these demonstrations,
the program was switched over to the old transmitter.

The meeting on the 28th was held at the Hotel Statler and attended
by twenty-one. "Radio Equipment in Air Transport Service" was the
subject of a paper by Claude King of the Cleveland Airport. He de-
scribed briefly the development of radio in the control of air transpor-
tation and covered radio beacons, weather -reporting service, and air-
port control. The paper was closed with a discussion of blind -landing
systems. In the discussion of the paper, it was pointed out that develop-
ments in landing beams are progressing more rapidly than other meth-
ods of blind landing, the use of warning transmitters on antenna towers
was discontinued because of interference with regular directive
signals, landing -beam -transmission frequencies lie between 90 and 120
megacycles, visual landing indicators are in greater favor than aural
devices and no correlation has been obtained between elevation and
the pattern of snow static encountered.

A motion picture, "Coast to Coast By Air," was then projected
after a brief talk on the general problems of air transportation by
W. P. Feiten, traffic manager of the Cleveland district for United Air
Lines.

EMPORIUM SECTION

On June 14, the Emporium Section met in the American Legion
Room. There were forty-six present and A. W. Keen, chairman, pre-
sided. Professor Terman presented his paper on "Diode Detectors-
Distortionless and Otherwise" which has been summarized in the re-
port of the June 8 meeting of the Buffalo -Niagara Section,
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PHILADELPHIA SECTION

On June 9, 220 attended a meeting of the Philadelphia Section held
at the Engineers Club. A. F. Murray, chairman, presided.

Professor Terman presented his paper on detectors at this meeting
and it was discussed by Messrs. Applegarth, Barton, Laport, and Pol-
lack.

As this was the annual meeting, the election of officers was held and
resulted in the designation of H. J. Schrader, RCA Manufacturing
Company, as chairman; R. S. Hayes, Bell Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania, was named vice chairman; and R. L. Snyder was re-
elected as secretary -treasurer.

SAN FRANCISCO SECTION

The June 6 meeting of the San Francisco Section was held in Man-
ning's Coffee Cafe and was presided over by Carl Pen ther, vice chair-
man. There were thirty-two present. The paper on "Harmonic Genera-
tion," by H. J. Scott and L. J. Black which was published in the April,
1938, PROCEEDINGS, was reviewed under the direction of L. J. Black
of the University of California.

"Grid -Current Flow as a Factor in the Design of Vacuum -Tube
by and Karl which

appeared in the May, 1938, PROCEEDINGS, was reviewed by Karl
Spangenberg of Stanford University.

The June 22 meeting was held in the Pacific Telephone andTele-
graph Company Auditorium. Vice -Chairman Penther presided and
there were thirty-three present.

R. L. Sink of Stanford University presented a paper on "Geomet-
rical Electron Optics." He treated electrostatic focusing generally,
pointing out similarities between light optics and electron optics. The
requirements for such focusing were outlined and the derivation of
formulas for computing electron trajectories was given.

SEATTLE SECTION

The May 27 and June 9 meetings of the Seattle Section were held
at the University of Washington and presided over by R. 0. Bach,
vice chairman.

At the May 27 meeting which was attended by fifty, a paper on
"A New Use for Radio in the Field of Fire Prevention and Criminal
Apprehension," was presented by W. L. Foss, consulting engineer for
the Houghton Radio Alarm Company. He described a device which,
actuated by conventional systems for detecting burglary or fire, broad-
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casts an alarm on the local radio -police channel giving by means of
recorded speech the nature and location of the emergency. The opera-
tion of unattended radio transmitters was discussed and means de-
scribed of preventing a delay in placing a transmitter in operation if the
channel is already in use. Experimental models of reproducing equip-
ment employing disk records were also demonstrated as well as a
method of recording magnetically on a steel wire.

The June 9 meeting was attended by forty-two and was devoted
to the presentation of three papers by students of the University of

Washington. First, "A New Beam -Type Vacuum Tube," by Milton
Pierce described the construction and testing of a new design of tube
in which a sharply focused beam of electrons is projected from the
cathode to an anode target. Electrostatic deflection plates control
this beam moving it laterally on and off the target. By choosing a
suitable operating position for the beam and shape for the anode, a
variety of conductance curves are obtained.

The second paper on "Relative Penetration of 10- and 80 -Meter
Waves into Reinforced -Concrete Buildings" was by William Harrold
and Myron Swarm. It described tests which have been in progress for
two years to determine the optimum frequency for a campus police -
radio system. Complete data are not yet available but the results of
numerous observations were presented.

The third paper on "Auditory Perspective on a Single Carrier" was
by Neil Sandstedt and covered a continuation of the work on simul-
taneously impressing amplitude and frequency modulation on a single
carrier which was described to the Section in 1935 by J. R. Woodyard.
It permits the transmission of two channels on a given carrier and re-
quires the use of additional equipment with the standard amplitude -
modulated transmitters and receivers. Cross talk between the two
channels is adequately low for this purpose. Auditory perspective was
demonstrated.

The judges awarded the first prize of $10.00 to Milton Pierce and
the second prize of.a year's Student membership in the Institute to
the authors of the second paper, William Harrold and Myron Swarm.

WASHINGTON SECTION

E. H. Rietzke, chairman, presided at the June 13 meeting of the
Washington Section which was held in the Potomac Electric Power
Company Auditorium and attended by 130.

A paper on "Ultra -High -Frequency Technique" was presented by
P. D. Zottu of the RCA Manufacturing Company. Measurements,
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circuit elements, oscillators, receivers, and the general technique of
handling superfrequencies were thoroughly discussed. Particular atten-
tion was directed to the use of distributed -constant circuits at these
frequencies and the construction of various units were described and
illustrated.

A "paper" by E. K. Jett and G. G. Gross of the Federal Communi-
cations Commission on the "Recent Cairo Radio Conference" was
presented in the form of informal remarks on the important actions
taken at the conference. Mr. Gross covered in general the regulatory
side and Mr. Jett that dealing with the allocation of waves.
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TECHNICAL PAPERS

A HIGH -EFFICIENCY GRID -MODULATED AMPLIFIER*
BY

F. E. TERMAN AND JOHN R. WOODYARD
(Stanford University, California)

Summary-A method of applying impedance inversion to the grid -modulated
amplifier is described. Two tubes are employed in the modulated stage with their
plate circuits connected through the electrical equivalent of a quarter -wave transmis-
sion line, and the modulating voltage is applied to the grids in series with the grid
bias. By this means, high efficiency and large power output per tube are obtained.
Efficiences of 65 to 80 per cent are readily secured during both modulated and un-
modulated intervals as compared with 60 to 65 per cent for the high -efficiency linear
amplifier. The output per tube is also greater than that of the high -efficiency linear
amplifier. Only a small amount of modulating power is required, and this system is
particularly adaptable to negative feedback.

The effect of the impedance -inverting network on modulated waves is discussed.
A simplified method of adjusting the tuned circuits of the impedance inverter is de-
scribed.

Formulas are derived for output and efficiency for both the high -efficiency grid
modulator and the high -efficiency linear amplifier.

INTRODUCTION

THERE are two general methods of applying amplitude modula-
tion to a radio transmitter. The radio -frequency current may be
modulated either before or after it reaches the final amplifier

tube, resulting in low- and high-level modulation, respectively. In
low-level modulation the amount of audio -frequency power required is
small, which is an advantage, but the modulated wave must be ampli-
fied by a linear, or class B, amplifier which has a relatively low effi-
ciency. In present systems of high-level plate modulation, on the other
hand, high -efficiency class C amplification is used for the radio-fre-

 quency currents, but a large amount of audio -frequency modulating
power is required. Since this audio -frequency power must be supplied
by an amplifier which has a low efficiency, the over-all efficiency is still
relatively low.

As efficiency and power output per tube have become of greater
importance with the continually increasing power of broadcast sta-
tions, several systems have been proposed for overcoming these

' Decimal classification: 8355.7. Original manuscript received by the In-
stitute, February 24, 1938. Presented before Pacific Coast Meeting, Spokane,
Washington, September 2, 1937.
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limitations. One of these, termed outphasing modulation' takes ad-
vantage of the fact that though a wave of variable amplitude must be
amplified by an inefficient linear amplifier, a wave of constant ampli-
tude can be amplified by a highly efficient nonlinear class C amplifier.
In the outphasing system the amplitude -modulated wave is changed
to a phase -modulated wave before amplification, and is then changed
back into amplitude modulation after amplification, using a phase -
shifting method. In another method of obtaining increased efficiency,
an attempt is made to vary certain plate or grid voltages in the trans-
mitter in proportion to the average amplitude (or envelope) of the
sound wave. These variations do not take place instantly, however, so
that such arrangements introduce distortion and cannot be used where
high -quality transmission is desired. The controlled -carrier modulator,
the dynamic -shift linear amplifier, and the dynamic -shift grid -modu-
lated amplifier, are examples of this method.2.3.4 Another method of
attacking the problem, and the most successful to date, is the high -
efficiency linear amplifier described by Doherty° in which the load
impedance, rather than the operating voltages, of a linear amplifier is
shifted to take care of the peaks of the modulation cycle.

HIGH -EFFICIENCY GRID MODULATION

This system makes use of the impedance -inverting property of a
quarter -wave transmission line such as was used by Doherty to increase
the efficiency of a linear amplifier. However, in the present method,
modulation occurs in the final radio -frequency amplifier tubes rather
than in a low-level stage. In previous systems of grid modulation the
carrier output per tube has tended to be low because it was necessary
to adjust the load impedance to the proper value for conditions at the
peak of the modulation cycle, so that at average or carrier level the
load resistance was too low for efficient operation. This limitation can
be overcome by making use of a quarter-wave line connected as shown
in Fig. 1. It can easily be proved that at the frequency for which L and
C are resonant, R,=Z02/RR, where R. is the apparent resistance offered
at the sending end of the line across the terminals AA' when a re-
sistance of RR ohms is connected at the receiving -end terminals BB',

1 H. Chireix, "High power outphasing modulation," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 23,
pp. 1370-1392; November, (1935).

2 F. E. Terman, "Radio Engineering," second edition, pp. 536-539, Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Company, (1937).

F. E. Terman and F. A. Everest, "Dynamic -shift grid -bias modulation,"
Radio, no. 211, p. 22; July, (1936).

J. N. A. Hawkins, "A new high efficiency linear amplifier," Radio, no. 209,
p. 9; May, (1936).

1 W. H. Doherty, "A new high efficiency power amplifier for modulated
waves," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 24, pp. 1163-1182; September, (1936).
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and Zo is the characteristic impedance of the line. That is, the sending -
end resistance is inversely proportional to the receiving -end resistance,
so that the line functions as an impedance inverter.

Consider first what would happen if tube No. 1 were working alone
as an ordinary grid modulator with the quarter -wave line removed
and the load placed directly in its plate circuit. Assuming 100 per cent
modulation, if the load impedance were correctly adjusted to give low
minimum plate voltage and high efficiency at modulation peaks, then
a quarter of a modulation cycle later, when the audio -frequency signal
voltage E11 is passing through zero, the minimum plate voltage would
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Fig. 1-Simplified circuit diagram of high-efliciency grid -modulated amplifier.
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be slightly more than half the direct plate voltage, and the efficiency
would be reduced to one half of its peak value. This low efficiency at
carrier level could be overcome by doubling the load resistance so that
the minimum plate voltage would be low, and consequently the effi-
ciency high, under carrier conditions. However, since the alternating
plate voltage cannot ordinarily be greater than the direct plate voltage,
the load voltage would then be unable to increase during modulation
peaks, and distortion would result.

Evidently, a variable load impedance is needed which increases as
the modulation cycle goes from peak to carrier level, so that the alter-
nating voltage between the plate and the cathode remains constant
and the efficiency high. Such a nonlinear impedance is supplied by the
combination of quarter -wave line and tube No. 2 shown in Fig. 1. A
quarter -wave line, neglecting losses, has the property of transforming
power at constant voltage and variable current into power at constant
current and variable voltage.6 Since it is desired to have the voltage
delivered to the antenna vary while, in tube No. 1, the voltage remains
constant and the current varies, the quarter -wave line is a useful con-
necting link between the two. Tube No. 2, which is biased so that it

 This property was discovered by Steinmetz and described by him under
the name "monocyclic" circuit. C. P. Steinmetz, "Theory and Calculation of
Electric Circuits," pp. 260-261, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York,
(1917).
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does not begin to pass plate current until carrier level is reached, serves
the double purpose of furnishing a variable impedance and supplying
additional power during the positive peaks of the modulation cycle.

Before the operation of Fig. 1 can be explained in detail it will be
necessary to consider the impedance relations of the various parts of
the circuit. The first step in applying impedance inversion to grid
modulation is to calculate' or otherwise determine the proper load
impedance R which tube No. 1 should work into as a class C amplifier
at peak level in order to deliver maximum possible power output con-
sistent with allowable plate dissipation, available cathode emission,
and allowable direct plate voltage. This value of plate dissipation can
be made higher than for unmodulated class C operation because the
tube is operating at peak level only a small fraction of the time. Also,
the allowable direct plate voltage can be made higher than for a plate -
modulated class C amplifier because the instantaneous plate -supply
voltage does not rise during modulation and put additional voltage
strains on tube and apparatus, as it does in a plate -modulated amplifier.

Having determined this value of load impedance, the actual load
placed in parallel with tube No. 2 is made equal to R/2. The char-
acteristic impedance of the quarter -wave line is made equal to R;
that is, the reactance of inductance L at the carrier frequency is R,
and the reactance of each of the condensers C is also equal to R. Signal,
(i.e., modulating) voltages E,1 and E82 are applied to the two tubes in
the same phase.

The operation may now be explained as follows. The bias on tube
No. 2 is adjusted so that between zero and carrier level this tube does
not pass current. The load impedance on No. 1 is then the reciprocal
of the actual load impedance times the square of the characteristic
impedance, or 2R. This high load impedance enables No. 1 to work at
twice the efficiency which it otherwise would have for levels not exceed-
ing the carrier. It will be noted that this causes the efficiency at carrier
level to be the same as in a normal class C amplifier, instead of only
half as great as in an ordinary grid -modulated amplifier.

When carrier level is reached, No. 2 starts to pass plate current in
the form of short pulses, which increase in magnitude until, at peak
level, this tube is also delivering its full rated output to the load. Since
No. 2 delivers power to the load, it presents an apparent negative re-
sistance across the output of the impedance inverter in parallel with
the actual load. This causes the apparent load resistance presented to
the output terminals of the impedance inverter to increase as the

7 F. E. Terman and W. C. Roake, "Calculation and design of class C ampli-
fiers " PROC. I.R.E., vol. 24, pp. 620-632; April, (1936).
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modulation cycle goes from carrier to peak level, which means that
the input resistance of the inverter decreases. Tube No. 1 is thus able
to supply a constantly increasing amount of power without increasing
its radio -frequency plate voltage (which was already at its maximum
possible value) as the modulation goes from carrier to peak level.

It will be noted that tube No. 1 operates as a class C amplifier with
a relatively large alternating voltage between the plate and the
cathode most of the time, and so has high average plate efficiency. At
the same time No. 2 also operates as a class C amplifier with high
efficiency, so the over-all average efficiency is high.

Unmodulated
R -F Input

I Quarter -wave I

I Grld -Phasing
Line

Tube
No. I

Modulo t arq DC.
Voltage Plate

Voltage

Fig. 2-Practical circuit for high -efficiency grid -modulated amplifier.
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PRACTICAL CIRCUITS

A practical circuit for placing these principles in operation is shown
in Fig. 2. Here the 90 -degree phase shift produced by the quarter -wave
line in the plate circuit is compensated for by an equal and opposite
phase shift produced by a quarter -wave line of opposite type in the
grid circuit of Fig. 2. Furthermore, the shunting reactances of the lines
are supplied by parallel resonant circuits detuned to give the required
reactance.

The bias voltages applied to the two tubes are different, since tube
No. 2 must not operate until carrier level is reached. In addition, tube
No. 1 is also provided with a grid -leak bias resistor R1 to prevent the
grid of this tube from going excessively positive at the modulation
peaks when the operating conditions are such that this grid goes
moderately positive at carrier level.
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The modulating voltage is applied to the two grids in the same
phase, but with different magnitudes, by means of the tapped trans-
former T. With ordinary triodes tube No. 2 will require from one half
to two thirds as much modulating voltage as No. 1. The exact ratio
can be determined experimentally as the condition giving the best
linearity of modulation.

The radio -frequency voltages applied to the grids of the two tubes
can be the same or different according to the adjustment of the re-
sistance R2 terminating the line in the grid circuit of tube No. 1. This
resistance may or may not be required, depending on how much it is
desired to let the grids go positive, and the characteristic impedance
of the grid line.

Of the remaining circuit elements C6 is the series element of the
grid line, and its reactance is made equal to the desired characteristic
impedance of the line. Cr is a blocking condenser that makes it possible
to read the plate current of each tube separately. L3 is the same in-
ductance shown as L in Fig. 1.

ADJUSTMENT OF CIRCUITS

The grid line of tube No. 1 must be adjusted experimentally to
have a phase shift of exactly 90 degrees. In theory, a cathode-ray
oscillograph could be used by connecting one pair of plates across
each end of the network and adjusting for a circle on the screen, but
this method is generally unsatisfactory as harmonics in the voltages
cause the accuracy of setting to be very poor, and the capacitance of
the oscillograph disturbs conditions. A better method, which does not
require the connection of any apparatus to the radio -frequency circuits,
is to couple the radio -frequency input loosely to the driver, after having
fixed C6 at the desired value as explained above, and then vary C4
while watching the plate -current meter of the driver tube. A maxi-
mum will be passed through at series resonance between C6 and L4C4,
which is the correct adjustment. Before the final adjustment of C4 is
made the neutralizing condensers should be adjusted, which can be
done by any of the conventional methods. C6L6 should also be ad-
justed to resonance, but is not critical as it does not affect the relative
phases of the grid voltages.

The radio -frequency excitation voltages on the grids of the two
tubes are preferably adjusted to the calculated value' without con-
necting any measuring device, such as a vacuum -tube voltmeter,
which might have sufficient capacitance to change the tuning and
disturb the voltages being measured. This can be accomplished by us-
ing the power tubes as vacuum -tube voltmeters. To do this the direct-
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voltage supply to the plate is disconnected, the radio -frequency voltage
is applied to the inputs, and the negative grid bias on each tube in-
creased until grid current just ceases to flow. The peak radio -frequency
voltages are then equal to the bias potentials.

The most difficult part of the circuit to adjust is the impedance -
inverting network in the plate circuits. This applies to the high -effi-
ciency linear amplifier as well as the grid modulator. One reason for
this difficulty is that there are two separate conditions which must be
fulfilled. The first is that impedances must be accurately inverted (i.e.,
the line must be a quarter -wave line), while the second condition is
that the characteristic impedance must also be correct.

When the end sections are properly adjusted, the characteristic
impedance is determined by the reactance of L3. However, the equiva-
lent series reactance of L3 will not be the value computed from the
inductance, but will be somewhat greater because of partial resonance
with the distributed capacitance of the coil and wiring. Some method
is hence needed for experimentally determining the proper value of L3
under actual conditions. A cathode-ray tube could theoretically be
used, but has the disadvantage of introducing capacitance. Small har-
monic voltages across the tank circuits also cause trouble when a
cathode-ray tube is used. A simpler and more satisfactory technique
is as follows.

A load resistance of the proper value is first connected directly
across the output L2C2. If the value previously computed as correct
for each tube at peak level is denoted by R, the amount of resistance
used is R/2. The filament of tube No. 2 is then opened, but this tube
is left in the socket so that its capacitance will be present. Since the
tube has been neutralized, the tube capacitances will be the same with
the filament cold as when it is operating. The normal value of radio -
frequency grid excitation is applied, and the direct grid voltage of tube
No. 1 set at any convenient value. Plate voltage is applied, preferably
of reduced value or through a protective resistance. Condenser C1 is
then adjusted for minimum plate current of No. 1 as in any class C
amplifier, while C2 is adjusted for maximum plate current. It will be
found that the setting of C1 for minimum plate current depends on the
setting of C2, and that the setting of C2 for maximum plate current
depends on the setting of C1, so that the adjustments are not independ-
ent of each other. It is shown in Appendix II that the correct con-
dition for quarter -wave operation of the plate line will be obtained if
the adjustments are made so as to give the highest minimum plate
current or lowest maximum plate current. This may be explained in
more detail as follows. If C2 is left fixed temporarily and C1 is varied, a
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minimum will be passed through. If C2 is then shifted a small amount
and C1 again varied, a minimum is again passed. This second minimum
will, in general, be at a different capacitance on Cl and will be a differ-
ent value of direct plate current. C2 may be changed in steps of one or
two divisions while varying C1 slowly back and forth until the par-
ticular combination giving the highest possible minimum is found,
which is the correct combination to use. In carrying out this procedure
it is essential that the minimum for each setting of C2 be obtained
and recorded. It is not possible to adjust C1 and C2 alternately to get
the highest minimum as the adjustments then diverge away from the
correct value.
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Fig. 3-Experimental characteristics of small high-efficiency grid modulator.

As an alternative method, C1 can be changed in steps and C2 con-
tinuously varied, when a series of maxima will be observed. The cor-
rect tuning in this case is the value of C1 which gives the lowest possible
maximum as C2 is varied. Both ways will arrive at the same values of
capacitance.

The above tuning procedure insures that the impedance inverter
is working properly, but it tells us nothing about whether or not its
characteristic impedance is correct. The characteristic impedance can,
however, be determined by shifting the load from one end of the in-
verter to the other as follows. With the filament of tube No. 2 opened
and of No. 1 closed, and a load of R/2 across No. 2, the condensers
C1 and C2 are tuned as explained above and the plate current is noted.
Then the series element L3 is opened and a resistance 2R is placed
directly across L1C1, which is retuned for minimum plate current. The
minimum plate current should then have the same value as before. If
it does not the inductance of L3 was wrong. L3 may then be changed
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slightly, and the process repeated until R/2 across the output of the
inverter draws the same plate current as 2R across the tube directly.

As a final check on the operating conditions, R/2 is replaced across
the output, both filaments are closed, and the calculated values of
radio -frequency grid excitation, direct plate voltage, and grid bias
are applied. At the positive peak of the modulation voltage both tubes
should then have the same direct plate current and radio -frequency
plate voltage and should deliver the same power. At carrier level, tube
No. 1 should be passing approximately one half as much plate current
as at peak level, and No. 2 should be just starting to pass plate current,
as shown in Fig. 3. At the trough of modulation, tube No. 1 should be
just starting to pass plate current. Transformer T in Fig. 2 may be
replaced by a tapped resistor and variable direct voltage for the
purpose of making these adjustments. If the plate currents are not
equal at positive modulation peaks, the grid leak R1 may be changed,
or the ratio of radio -frequency grid voltages can be changed slightly
by adjusting R2. Then, as modulating voltage is applied, the radio -
frequency load current should change linearly. Finally R/2 is replaced
by the antenna, by coupling the antenna to the tank circuit L2C2.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to check the theory, a small unit was constructed using
2A3 tubes and the circuit of Fig. 2. The transformer T was replaced
by a tapped resistor, with a source of variable direct voltage in place
of the modulating voltage. Results obtained from point -by -point meas-
urements are shown in Fig. 3. It will be observed that the results
are approximately as predicted by theory. The plate current of tube
No. 1 increases almost uniformly. No. 2 starts to conduct approxi-
mately at carrier level and increases twice as fast as No. 1 until the
two curves meet at peak level. Efficiency increases rapidly up to
about carrier level and then remains approximately constant, which
means that the average efficiency during modulation will be high.
The radio -frequency output -current characteristic is approximately a
straight line and could probably be made still more distortionless by
further refinements of adjustment. The purpose of this investigation
was not to see how little distortion could be obtained, but rather to
show the correctness of the principles, and that the system can be
made to work. The values of efficiency shown in Fig. 3 should not be
taken as what can be obtained in practice, as these data were taken
with low direct plate voltage. With ordinary transmitter tubes effi-
ciencies considerably higher could readily be obtained.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the above discussion of the effect of the so-called quarter-wave
lines in the plate and grid circuits, it was assumed that these networks
actually acted as quarter -wave lines at the frequency applied to them.
This property, in the plate -circuit network for example, depends upon
the reactances of the series and shunt elements of the line. Since the
reactance of inductances and parallel -tuned circuits varies with fre-
quency, the correct conditions for impedance inversion cannot be ex-
actly fulfilled at the higher side -band frequencies. This applies to the
high -efficiency linear amplifier as well, and is somewhat analogous to
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Fig. 4-Over-all efficiency as a function of m for a =.0.8, where a is the efficiency
factor of each tube at modulation peaks.

an ordinary class C amplifier in which the tank circuit is not quite
correctly tuned for the side bands of high modulation frequencies. In
the case of high -quality systems it is hence worth considering the
possibility of a network which would act as an impedance inverter
over a wider frequency band. In some cases, it might be desirable to
construct a network which is more nearly the true electrical equivalent
of a transmission line, as for example by using two or three smaller
sections connected end to end instead of one large section.

Calculations of efficiency, plate loss, and power output per tube
are given in Appendix I, with results shown in the curves of Figs.
4, 5, and 6. Corresponding calculations for the Doherty high -efficiency
linear amplifier system are also shown for comparison. It will be ob-
served that the grid -modulated system is not limited to a theoretical
maximum efficiency of 78.5 per cent in tube No. 1, as is the high -effi-
ciency linear amplifier. As a result, over-all efficiencies somewhat
higher, as well as larger outputs per tube, are obtained with the high -
efficiency grid modulator. Fig. 5 shows that the plate loss in tube No. 1
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is much smaller for the grid modulator. Furthermore, the plate loss in
tube No. 2 is less than in No. 1 so that a tube with smaller dissipation
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Fig. 5-Individual tube losses as a function of m.
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Fig. 6-Output of each tube as a function of per cent modulation. These curves
apply to both the grid modulator and the linear amplifier.

rating (or fewer tubes) could be used in No. 2 position when highest
possible tube economy is desired.

The application of negative feedback is particularly simple in the
grid modulator. This is true because, being a high-level modulation
system, only one radio -frequency stage is involved, so that difficulties

 &
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with phase shift are greatly reduced. Furthermore, the amount of
modulating power required is small so that only a small fraction of the
radio -frequency output power needs to be rectified to operate the feed-
back circuit. The advantages of negative feedback in a transmitter,
in eliminating amplitude distortion and hum due to alternating fila-
ment current are well known.

High -efficiency grid modulation can, of course, also be applied to
suppressor -grid or screen -grid modulators by placing the modulating
voltage in series with the desired electrode.

CONCLUSIONS

It appears from the work which has been done that grid modulation
when used in connection with impedance inversion has definite possi-
bilities for high average efficiency and high output per tube. Since this
is a high-level system of modulation, it possesses the well-known ad-
vantages of high-level modulation, but in addition has the advantage
of low-level modulation in that it requires only a very small amount of
modulating power. Calculations indicate, for example, that two tubes
rated at 10 -kilowatt carrier each when operated class C with high-
level plate modulation, would be capable of the same total output, or
a 20 -kilowatt carrier with 80 -kilowatt peaks, when used in the high -
efficiency grid modulator. Furthermore three tubes would 1e capable
of approximately twice this output if the filament emission were suffi-
cient. The plate voltage does not increase during positive modula-
tion peaks, as it does with plate modulation. Therefore the direct
plate -supply voltage can be safely increased, and since it is cheaper to
supply power in the form of high -voltage direct current than in the
form of audio frequency, one advantage over plate modulation is ob-
vious. The total power consumption of a transmitting station employ-
ing high -efficiency grid modulation is smaller than even that of a sta-
tion using high -efficiency linear amplification. Negative feedback is
particularly easy to apply to the proposed system because fewer radio-
frequency stages are involved than in low-level systems, such as sys-
tems using the high -efficiency linear amplifier.

APPENDIX I

Calculation of Performance

Fig. 7(a) shows the shape of the instantaneous -efficiency curves
for an ideal high -efficiency grid modulator. It is based on

EB E,
efficiency = (1)

EB
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where Eg= direct plate -supply voltage, and Em = minimum instantane-
ous plate voltage. This assumes that the plate current flows in short
pulses at the time of minimum plate voltage, and is reasonably accurate
for ordinary conditions of class C operation. The independent variable
k in Fig. 7 is a quantity which is proportional to the i iNtantaneous
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Fig. 7-Instantaneous characteristics of an ideal high -efficiency
grid -modulated amplifier.

radio -frequency envelope amplitude, with k =1 being carrier level.
The variable ordinate is denoted by y. The parameter s is defined by
the relation

s - EB-Em'
EB

(2)

where Em' is the minimum instantaneous plate voltage at positive
peaks of the modulation cycle. Therefore s is the efficiency obtained
at modulation peaks, and depends on circuit constants and operating
voltages. Under usual conditions s will lie between 65 and 85 per cent.

Fig. 7(b) gives the direct plate currents of the individual tubes
plotted in arbitrary units as a function of k. These curves can be
derived from Fig. 4(a) and the inverting properties of the impedance
inverter. For purposes of calculation, the direct plate voltage and
carrier power are taken as unity.

By making use of Fig. 7, the average efficiency as a function of
per cent of modulation can be calculated as follows. Let

k = 1 -m cos pt (3)

where m = degree of modulation, p =27F, and F =audio frequency.
The average input to either tube will then be the quantity fidt averaged
over an audio -frequency cycle.

1
r

1 1
No. 1 input = f -k dx = -f (1 -m cos x)dx = - (4)

7 o 8 78 0 8
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where x = pt.
1

---
T 2mNo. 2 input = - 2(1 -m cos x - 1)dx =rsr/2 7rs

Since the output equals the input times the efficiency,

1
No. 1 output = J -m cos x)2dx + f (1 -m cos x)dx

7 r/2

ms= 1 - -+ - 
4

1
No. 2 output = -f [(1 -m cos x)2 - (1 -m cos x)jdx

r/2

m in2= + .

7 4

Adding (6) and (7), likewise (4) and (5), we have,

m2
total output = 1 +

2

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

1
total input = ( +1 -2m ) (9)

m2
1+ --

2
average efficiency = s (10)

2m
1 +

Subtracting the output from the input for the individual tubes gives
the plate dissipation of each tube, based on a carrier output of one, to
be the following:

1 - s m m2
No. 1 plate dissipation = (11)

s 7r 4

No. 2 plate dissipation
2 1 - s m m2

m + . (12)
S 7r 4

In the case of the high -efficiency linear amplifier, the same pro-
cedure applies, except for obvious modifications made necessary by the
fact that the plate current in tube No. 1 flows in half cycles instead of
short pulses so that this tube has a maximum possible efficiency of
7/4. Making the same simplifying assumptions as before, the instan-
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taneous-efficiency and plate -current curves will therefore be as shown
in Fig. 8, as functions8 of k. Integrating as before to find the average
input and output of each tube gives the following:

No. 1 input = -1 f T-4 (1 -m cos x)dx (13)
r8 o r
2m

No. 2 input = - (14)
r8

m m2
No. 1 output = 1 - -+

71. 4
m m2

No. 2 output = -+ -r 4

m2
total output = 1 +

2

O

fa)

it

(b)

0 I.

4= -
r8

(15)

(16)

(17)

Fig. 8-Instantaneous characteristics of an ideal high -efficiency linear amplifier.

Equations (14), (15), (16), and
modulator. Adding (13) and (14)

1
total input = -

s

average efficiency =

(17) are the same as for the grid
we have

2m

7 7

m2
1 -

2

4 2m-+-
2 + m2=s4
2 + m

(18)

(19)

7 V

3 Footnote added in proof: It will be observed that in the high -efficiency
linear amplifier the two tubes should not be expected to carry equal direct plate
currents at the modulation peaks because tube No. 1 operates at lower efficiency
than tube No. 2. The curves of operation shown in the Doherty paper do have
equal direct plate currents at the crest of modulation and so do not correspond
to normal operation for the high -efficiency amplifier.
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Subtracting (15) from (13) and (16) from (14) gives

4 m m2
No. 1 plate dissipation = - - 1 - - -

18 a 4

2 1 - s
No. 2 plate dissipation = m - -

s 7 4

m2

(20)

(21)

The results of these calculations, for a typical case where s = 0.8,
are shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 as a function of the per cent of modula-
tion m for both the grid modulator and the linear amplifier.

(a) Actucil Circe,/ t

MOO
L

Quarter-waveI ;
Line

(b) Equivalent Circuit

R

Load

Fig. 9-Actual and equivalent circuits for analyzing an impedance inverter.

APPENDIX II

Analysis of Impedance -Inverter Adjustment

The purpose of this section is to justify mathematically the method
of tuning the impedance inverter previously described. During the
tuning, tube No. 2 is made nonconducting; therefore the actual net-
work applied to the plate circuit of tube No. 1 may be represented as
in Fig. 9(a), assuming that there are no losses in the coils or condensers.
This circuit may be reduced to the equivalent circuit of Fig. 9(b) in
which C1' and C2' are less than C1 and C2 by the amount C required
to make up the quarter -wave line. The correct operating condition will
then exist when

1 1
coin = and cuL2 = (22)

coCi' 0.C2'

where w is the angular velocity of the applied frequency.
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Let the following notation be used in describing the operation of
Fig. 9:

Y =g-I-jb= input admittance which the combination of tuned
circuits, quarter -wave line, and useful load presents tolthe
plate of the tube

g = input conductance
b = input susceptance

Y. =fir +3b, = sending -end admittance of the quarter -wave line with
load connected, and gr and b, are the corresponding conductance and
susceptance, respectively. Then

Y = Y. jb1 = g. j(b1 + b.) (23)

where b1= - (1/0.1L1). Byl.elementary transmission -line theory we
have

Yoe yo2Y.= yoz
Yr jb2 (gr2

9r b2

b22 gr2 +b2 b22)
(24)

where Yo is the characteristic admittance of the line (i.e., the reciprocal
of the characteristic impedance), gr=1/R where R is the load re-
sistance, and b2 = coC2' - (1/wL2). Combining (23) and (24) gives

g,
Y = Y02 j(b1 1702 b2 ) (25)gr2 b22 gr2 b22

Suppose that C2' is first set at some fixed value as specified in the tuning
procedure previously described, and C1' is then tuned for minimum
plate current, that is, for minimum Y. This makes

b2
b1 = I702

gr2 b22
and (25) becomes

(26)

Y = yo2
fir

(27)
gr2 b22

That value of C2' is then selected which makes Y in (27) a maximum,
as also specified in the tuning procedure. This makes b2 = 0. Placing
b2 = 0 in (26) gives b1= 0. We then have

1 1
bo = coCo' - = 0 and bo = 0)C2' - -= 0 (28)

coin 0.7/4

which are the desired conditions given in (22).
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A UNIQUE METHOD OF MODULATION FOR HIGH-FIDELITY
TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS*

By
WILLIAM N. PARKER

(Philco Radio and Television Corporation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)

Summary-Present-day high-fidelity 441 -line television demands modulation
jrequencies as high as 4 megacycles. Tube capacitance and the flywheel effect of
resonant circuits make such modulation difficult and inefficient when conventional
methods are used.

The author describes a system called "transmission -line modulation" in which
modulation is effected between the radio -frequency generator and the antenna by
means of a variable impedance connected across the radio frequency transmission
line. This impedance, consisting of a quarter -wave line terminating in the modulator
tubes, is controlled by the voltage applied to the grids of these tubes.

At high video frequencies the plate efficiency and degree of modulation compare
favorably with the conventional systems employed in sound broadcasting.

A 1 -kilowatt experimental television transmitter employing this system, which
may be modulated 80 per cent at frequencies up to 5 megacycles, is described. For
demonstration purposes a 200 -megacycle oscillator, modulated at frequencies up to
20 megacycles, is shown.

IN ORDER to provide a high-fidelity television signal for the field
testing of receivers in Philadelphia, it became desirable to re-
model Philco's experimental television transmitter. The require-

ments were these: An average field strength of 1 millivolt at a distance
of 7 miles; the carrier frequency should be about 50 megacycles; the
height of the antenna 210 feet; and the over-all frequency response sub-
stantially flat from zero to 4 megacycles. If the frequency -response
curve could be made to rise at the higher frequencies so much the bet-
ter.

The fidelity requirement was the outstandingly difficult portion of
the assignment, yet it was the most important. With a modern 441 -line
system a distinct improvement in picture quality can be shown when
the upper modulating frequency limit of the system is extended to 4
megacycles and beyond. A side -by -side comparison of such a system
with one cutting off at 2.4 megacycles is very convincing.

CONVENTIONAL MODULATION METHODS

It soon became evident that the modulator might be the "bottle-
neck" as far as picture fidelity was concerned. The amplifiers from the

Decimal classification: R254 X R583. Original manuscript received by the
Institute, February 25, 1938. Presented before Rochester Fall Meeting, Novem-
ber 9, 1937; Philadelphia Section, December 2, 1937; New York Meeting, Janu-
ary 5, 1938; Washington Section; January 10, 1938; Emporium Section, Janu-
ary 27, 1938.
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television camera to the modulator had been designed and built to pass
the required video -frequency band. Naturally the conventional meth-
ods of modulation were considered first, but after investigating them
it was concluded that they were impractical for high-fidelity television
transmission. For instance, plate modulation, used so universally for
sound broadcasting, requires high peak -to -peak modulating voltages.
When the modulating signal wave changes with almost infinite abrupt-
ness, due to the process of scanning, the effective capacitances between
the radio -frequency plate circuit and ground become practically short
circuits. Coupling resistors of low value are necessary to maintain a
satisfactory frequency response.' As a result video -frequency modula-
tor tubes operate at low plate efficiencies and the power ratings of the
tubes required appear to be unreasonably large when the antenna
power is considered.

Turning to grid modulation, we find that it has the advantage of
requiring lower modulating voltages, but the plate efficiency of a grid -
modulated radio -frequency amplifier is inherently low.

A third method is absorption modulation. This little -used scheme
is characterized by low efficiency and low percentage modulation. When
vacuum tubes are employed as absorbers they usually extract energy
from a tank circuit coupled to the transmitter load,
ate upon the principle: the power left for the load is that which the
modulators do not absorb.

Now these conventional modulation methods all have the funda-
mental defect, when used for television, that their operation depends
upon changing the radio -frequency voltage amplitude across a tank
circuit. The inherent flywheel action in such a circuit effectively pre-
vents rapid variations in the voltage envelope.

In order to avoid serious side -band clipping, it is customary to
damp the circuit by overcoupling. The result is low plate efficiency.
For instance, it is reported that one grid -modulated television trans-
mitter operating at 50 megacycles has an input to the modulated
amplifier of 60 kilowatts when the antenna power' is only 7.5 kilowatts.

Taking into consideration tank -circuit decrement, let us see by the
aid of Fig. 1 how limited we are in peak power output. Plotted against
modulation frequency in megacycles are shown calculated values of
peak power output for several ultra -high -frequency power tubes. The
sloping portion of the curves was calculated from the approximate ex -

1 R. D. Kell, A. V. Bedford, and M. A. Trainer, "An experimental television
system-the transmitter," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 22, pp. 1246-1265; November,
(1934).

J. W. Conklin and H. E. Gehring, "Television transmitters operating at
high power and ultra -high frequency," RCA Rev., vol. 2, pp. 34-37; July, (1937).
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pression (see Appendix I)

96.2/B2
P = (kilowatts per tube)

f,C
where,

Ig=maximum direct plate current in amperes
f,= maximum modulating frequency in megacycles
C= total effective plate -to -ground capacitance (including neu-

tralizing condensers) in micromicrofarads.
The horizontal portions.' of the curves indicate the output to be ex-
pected at 50 megacycles.
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Fig. 1-Theoretical curves of peak output against modulation
frequency for various tubes.

Let us take as an example the type 899 tube rated at 30 kilowatts
plate dissipation. At 4 megacycles top modulating frequency, the theo-
retical peak power would be 7.6 kilowatts per tube, corresponding to
a nominal carrier of only 3.8 kilowatts for a pair of these tubes operated
as modulated amplifiers.

The conclusion reached from considering conventional methods of
modulation was that something new and different was needed if the
requirements for television transmission were to be met. The first step
was the query: If the decrement of the tank circuit causes so much
trouble, why not modulate between the tank and the antenna? The
problem then was to find a suitable arrangement for doing this without

W. C. White, Gen. Elec. Rev., vol. 36, pp. 394-397; September, (1933).
4 John Evans, "Ultra -high -frequency high -power transmitter using short

transmission lines," presented before Eleventh Annual Convention, Cleveland,
Ohio, May 11, 1936.
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the use of even more tank circuits with their attendant side -band clip-
ping. The solution was reached in what has now become known as
"transmission -line modulation."

TRANSMISSION -LINE MODULATION

In an early test a pair of wires was connected to the 2 -wire trans-
mission line joining the radio -frequency oscillator and the antenna at
the point J shown in Fig. 2. The length of these wires corresponded to
a quarter of a wavelength. The generator output to the load fell prac-
tically to zero when the ends of these wires were open. This showed
that the quarter -wave line was behaving according to theory, because
the open-end condition reflected back as a short circuit at point J. The
next step was to choose point J one quarter of a wavelength from the
generator, so that the effect of short-circuiting the transmission line at

TRANSMISSION LINE

A

If
ANTENNA.
LOAD

Fig. 2-The transmission -line modulation circuit.

J appeared as an open circuit to the generator. These quarter -wave
sections can well be called "impedance inverters" since this is what they
actually do in a transmission -line modulation system.

Now when a shorting bar was placed across AB, or the tuning of
this section varied, the output promptly went up. Connecting various
values of carbon resistors across the open ends AB resulted in various
outputs corresponding to the resistance values. To enable modulation
by a television signal, vacuum -tube modulators replaced the resistors.
These were arranged as shown in Fig. 3. Here the schematic circuit for
the radio -frequency generator is also shown. In fact this is a diagram
of a typical transmission -line modulated transmitter, except for the
power -supply and video -frequency amplifiers.

There is no direct -current plate supply to the modulator tubes, al-
though the plates have a direct -current return path to the filaments
through the transmission lines. The radio -frequency generator employs
the usual push-pull oscillator circuit adjusted for optimum output,
with the modulator line L,,. disconnected from the feeders. The physical
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length of L. will be shorter than a quarter wavelength, due to the plate
capacitance of the modulator tubes.

The operation of the transmission -line modulator can be understood
in connection with Fig. 3. Normally the radio -frequency voltage im-
pressed on the modulator plates will cause a small amount of rectified
plate current to flow to the filaments, thus placing a finite resistance
across the end of line Lm. If the modulator grids are made sufficiently
negative no plate current will flow. This corresponds to zero conduct -

RADIO -FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR

MD LEAK

TRANSMISSION UNE

MODULATION VOLTAGE

ANTENNA

LOAD

Fig. 3-Schematic diagram of a transmission -line modulated transmitter.

ante, or an open circuit at the end of line L., resulting in zero output
to the transmission line. As the grids are made less negative, the output
will rise, until finally peak generator output will be obtained.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In order to design a transmission -line modulation system it is neces-
sary to know the various currents and voltages involved. As a matter of
convenience the various current and voltage relations can be found in
terms of m, which denotes that ratio between actual load current and
the load current with the line L. disconnected from the antenna feed-
ers.

Let us refer to Fig. 4, where the essential elements of a transmis-
sion -line modulation system are shown. A radio -frequency generator of
substantially constant voltage Et is connected to load R through a
quarter -wave impedance inverter Lt, which has a surge impedance Z,.
Across this load is also connected a second quarter -wave impedance
inverter L., having a surge impedance Zm. The far end of L. is termi-
nated in a conductance G, which represents the effective conductance
of the plate -filament circuits of the modulator tubes.

The working formulas shown in Fig. 4 give the voltage, current, and
power relations at the generator output, at the load R, and at the
modulator, respectively. They were derived from the fundamental
principle that the ratio of sending -end voltage to receiving -end current
is equal to the surge impedance for a low -loss quarter -wave line. For
constant Et and Z, it follows that at the junction of the two quarter-
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wave inverters and the load, the generator acts as a constant -current
source.

R (EQUVALENT TO REAL LOAD)

(MODULATOR TUBES)

Es

I' Zs

Es E,I,=
zg2

m in =zi -m I._ (1 - m)EggZEs = (assume constant) ER = -z,li m E,, = (1 m)

Es2R EszR .Es2R
Pi m PR = m2 P... = m(1 - m)

Zs2 Zs2 Zs2

E.FF PR G - Rm
Ps Z,2(1 - m)

Fig. 4-Design formulas for idealized transmission -line modulation system.

E,R

Some of the above relations are shown graphically in Fig. 5. For
convenience, power values are given in per cent of maximum output
(m=1).

USEFUL OUTPUT

20 40 GO 80
PER CENT MAXIMUM LOAD CURRENT

Fig. 5-Curves showing power relations in a transmission -line
modulated transmitter.

The nominal carrier power is, of course, one quarter the peak out-
put at m = 0.5, and it is interesting to note that the modulator dissipa-
tion is a maximum at this point and equal to the carrier. For any ap-
preciable modulation, then, the modulator loss averaged over a
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modulation cycle will be less than one quarter the peak transmitter
output. This decrease of modulator loss under modulation is quite ap-
parent in practice.

So far the design considerations have been based on ideal assump-
tions of loss -free quarter -wave inverters and modulator tubes capable
of an effective plate resistance of zero. In addition, if the load current
is to be linear with respect to the voltage on the modulator grids, the
modulator conductance G must also bear a certain relation to this volt-
age as indicated by the nonlinear factor m/(1 - m) in the formula for G
(Fig. 4).
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MODULATOR GRID VOLTS

Fig. 6-Typical modulation characteristic curves for loads of
various resistances.

Optimum results for a given modulator tube depend upon the
proper choice of load resistance R and the surge impedances Z, and Zm.
If R is too low, the ohmic, radiation, and dielectric losses in L. and its
associated tube -plate leads will prevent it from presenting a good
enough short circuit to stop current from flowing into R. On the other
hand, if R is chosen too high, the useful peak output will be limited
because the modulator tube conductance cannot be sufficiently in-
creased. Typical experimental modulation characteristics illustrating
the effect of the choice of R are shown in Fig. 6. The deep modulation
capabilities are obvious and it is also interesting to note that the out-
put current is quite linear with respect to modulator grid voltage,
showing that the proper conductance-grid-voltage relation fortu-
nately exists in standard triodes. The coupling to the oscillator is ordi-
narily increased until the upper bend of the characteristic is due
chiefly to oscillator overload so that the practical peak oscillator output
is closely approached. This effect is clearly shown by the upper curve.

It is interesting to note that about 150 volts, peak to peak, of video
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frequency are required for modulation, and that the input capacitance
of the modulator grids is only 32 micromicrofarads. A typical 1 -kilo -
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Fig. 7-Family of effective -conductance curves for the Eimac 300T
tube used as modulator.

watt grid -modulated radio -frequency amplifier would require a video -
frequency swing of the order of 1000 volts into a capacitive load of at
least 100 micromicrofarads.
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Fig. 8-Modulator curves showing the effect of radio -frequency voltage applied
between grids and cathodes of the modulator tubes.

Modulation characteristics for a transmission -line modulation sys-
tem can be calculated with fair accuracy in the maximum output region
by the use of modulator -conductance curves. Fig. 7 shows a family of
such curves for the Eimac 300T tube, which were calculated by as-
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suming a given sinusoidal plate voltage and direct -current grid bias,
and then determining the fundamental component of plate current.

Calculated modulation characteristics usually indicate a higher
negative grid voltage than is really needed to secure minimum out-
put. This is partly due to the fact that in this region the modulator
radio -frequency circuit losses become relatively important. Another
factor which can be made to reduce materially the modulating voltage
required is the radio -frequency voltage allowed to develop between
modulator grid and filament. An example of this is shown in Fig. 8.

ADVANTAGES OF NEW METHOD

With such a new method of modulation available it is well to ex-
amine it from a different angle. In the first place, transmission -line
modulation compares very favorably in over-all plate efficiency with
typical audio -frequency modulation systems as shown in Table I. Only
high-level class B plate modulation gives a higher theoretical efficiency.
The extreme simplicity of equipment necessary for transmission -line
modulation may be advantageous in a number of ultra -high frequency
sound -transmitter applications.

TABLE I

Type of Transmitter
Plate Modulation Linear Radio-

Frequency
Amplifier

Grid
Modulation

Transmission -
Luinlaetion

ModulationClass A Class B

Antenna Carrier (kw) 1 1 1 1 1

Radio -frequency generator, un-
modulated output (kw)

Radio -frequency generator, peak
output (kw)

Radio -frequency generator, plate
efficiency (%)

Radio -frequency generator, plate
input (kw)

1

4

66

1.5

1

4

66

1.5

1

4

33

3.0

1

4

20

5.0

2

4

66

3 . 0

Modulator output (100% mod.)
(kw) 0.75 0.75 - low -

Modulator plate efficiency (%) 30 60 - - SO
Modulator plate input (kw) 2.5 1.25 - - -
Total plate input (kw) 4.0 2.75 3.0 5.0 3 . 0
Over-all plate efficiency (%) 25 38.5 33 20 33

Second, transmission -line modulation is inherently a wide -band sys-
tem, because the stored energy undergoes a relatively small change
over the modulation cycle. For a suddenly applied load the increased
power demanded will be instantly supplied by the tank circuit itself,
and the radio -frequency tank voltage will gradually drop a few per
cent until the tube output becomes adjusted to the new load. This
effect should correspond to a radio -frequency source of low impedance
for rapid load changes, and the generator impedance should be ap-
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preciable only for modulation frequencies below a certain value, de-
pendent upon the tank decrement. This was verified experimentally,
by first measuring the depth of modulation of the radio -frequency
voltage across the generator tank and then that delivered to the load
in a typical transmission -line -modulated transmitter. The ratio of the
two for various modulation frequencies is plotted in Fig. 9. The obvious
falling off at about 1 megacycle checked well with the estimated Q of
the radio -frequency generator tank circuit. The assumption of constant
E, at the generator is therefore justified at the higher modulation fre-
quencies.

5

Ea

3

g

4
ce

0

s -9 O

10 100 3000

MODULATION FREQUENCY KC.

Fig. 9-Curve of ratio of tank modulation to output modulation
plotted against frequency.

With this new system the limitations of load and stray capacitance
are removed and the radio -frequency generator problem is greatly sim-
plified. The generator can now be adjusted for the greatest peak power
under optimum conditions, and the plate voltage raised until dissipa-
tion or excess radio -frequency currents become the limit. The 899
tubes are now capable of a peak power of 20 kilowatts per tube at 50
megacycles, as indicated in Fig. 1. This is an increase of 2.5 times the
power in the previous example. High power necessary for first-class
television coverage is now possible by ordinary parallel operation of
existing tubes, or by the use of other methods to overcome the "size -
wavelength" limitation of transmitting tubes.

A TYPICAL INSTALLATION

The Philco high-fidelity television transmitter W3XE successfully
uses transmission -line modulation. The peak carrier power is 4 kilo-
watts, giving a nominal carrier of 1 kilowatt. Linear modulation up to
80 per cent is obtained.
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The radio -frequency generator consists simply of two type -846
water-cooled oscillators mounted in the upper ends of large brass tubes
forming the "organ -pipe" plate tank circuit shown in Fig. 10. The grid
tank is somewhat smaller and extends horizontally out from the grid
terminals. The oscillator frequency is determined by the positions of
both grid and plate shorting straps while the excitation can be adjusted
by changing the ratio of the tank lengths. The oscillator is operated
conservatively with an average plate input of 4.3 kilowatts from a
5 -kilovolt rectifier. For an average carrier power of 1 kilowatt the

Fig. 10-The power oscillator W3XE. The tubes are placed at the top of the
"organ -pipe" plate circuit. The grid circuit extends horizontally.

high -level -plate efficiency is thus 23 per cent, which is quite reasonable,
considering that a self-excited oscillator is used.

The frequency stability of W3XE has been quite good considering
that no special high -Q circuits have been employed. The day-to-day
carrier frequency does not shift more than a few kilocycles as checked
on a heterodyne frequency meter. When modulating rather deeply with
a low -frequency square wave the carrier "wobbulation" is conveniently
checked by observing on the frequency monitor the extra beats on
either side of the carrier. These ordinarily are within audible range,
indicating negligible frequency variation as compared with the channel
width of 6 megacycles.

In the usual transmitter, one cause of frequency "wobbling" under
modulation is the change in radio -frequency grid and plate voltages
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because the effective tube input and output capacitances depend upon
the voltage ratio. With transmission -line modulation these voltages re-
main essentially constant so that frequency "wobbling" is minimized.
Although the load on the oscillator tank varies it is always resistive.
At minimum output Ls reflects back a resistive open circuit to the oscil-
lator. At maximum output the load is connected directly to the tank
and is usually of high power factor. The elimination of the radio -fre-
quency exciter and neutralized power amplifier further simplifies the
ultra -high -frequency transmitter problem.

The load is connected directly across a few inches of the plate tank
and isolated with mica blocking condensers, as shown in Fig. 11. The

Fig. 11-Lower end of oscillator plate tank circuit, showing the
blocking condensers feeding the load.

line to the junction is a quarter wave long and of rather low surge im-
pedance. A load -matching line transformer, also a quarter wave long,
extends vertically from the modulation junction out the top of the
transmitter. After passing through a network which combines the out-
put of a separate 200 -watt sound transmitter, the signals are fed into
a balanced concentric line leading to a wide -band antenna system sup-
ported 210 feet above the street, as shown in the photograph of Fig. 12.

The modulation system shown in Fig. 13 consists of a relatively
high -impedance line between the junction and the modulator tubes
whose plates are arranged in parallel push-pull. The four tubes in the
photograph are Eimac 450TL tubes adjusted so as to dissipate about
250 watts per tube.

The modulator grids are directly coupled to a 2 -stage amplifier
whose response extends from zero to 5 megacycles. An additional di-
rect -coupled amplifier stage (which can be switched in while operating)
provides negative polarity of modulation when desired. The power to
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the video -frequency amplifier system is supplied from the same 5 -kilo-
volt rectifier as the oscillator through a special voltage -divider net-
work. The entire transmitter (except for power supply) is enclosed in a
galvanized iron box having separate compartments for the oscillator,
modulator, and controls.

After several years of experience with transmission -line modulation
in numerous arrangements, it can be said that results have been very
satisfactory. At no time could a suppression of side bands be attributed
to the system of modulation. Actual measurement in the field, on

Fig. 12-Tower and antenna arrays for W3XE, 210 feet above the street.

W3XE, shows good side -band response up to a 5 -megacycle modulation
frequency, thus permitting the radio transmission of high -definition
441 -line television pictures.

CONCLUSIONS

It can be concluded that transmission -line modulation is just as
efficient as conventional methods for audio -frequency modulation, and
is definitely superior where video modulation frequencies are involved.
By removing the tank -decrement limitation, greater peak power and
plate efficiencies are possible for a given tube. This fact, combined with
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the possibility of parallel operation, means that transmission -line mod-
ulation will provide a greater television -transmitter power than any
other known system. In addition, the transmitter can be made simpler
and consequently less expensive. It is hoped that these advantages will
bring us one step closer to high-fidelity television pictures in our
homes.

APPENDIX I

The peak power output to be expected from a given tube operating
into a highly damped tank circuit will now be derived.

The output is equal to Pr watts, where I represents the fundamen-
tal component of plate current and r the effective load resistance across

Fig. 13-Modulator tubes. Eimac type 450TL.

the plate tank circuit. The root -mean -square plate current for half sine
waves is a function of peak instantaneous plate current, which, for the
larger power triodes, is limited by total emission. The maximum rated
/ of a particular tube will be taken as 0.707/0.636 or 1.1 times the maxi-
mum average direct plate current recommended for class C operation.

The load resistance r is limited in turn by the circuit capacitances
and band width. If a radio -frequency amplifier were connected to a
load resistor r, very poor operation would be secured due to the rela-
tively high displacement currents in the tube capacitances. Connecting
an inductive tank reactance X across r of the proper value would cor-
rect this low -power -factor difficulty and at resonant frequency the load
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would consist of r alone, neglecting circuit losses. Off resonance, the
correction would not be complete so that lowered output would again
result. The lower the ratio r/X, the further off resonance would occur a
given limit of poor operation. As a matter of convenience, the fre-
quency -deviation limit will be taken where the resistive and reactive
components of the plate current are equal.

For a resistance, inductance, and capacitance in parallel, the com-
bined susceptance is

1 1b = - (1)

If Xi = Xc= X at frequency f, at some other frequency such as f+f
the susceptance becomes

1 ± f, f f,(2f ± fm)
b = + (2)I f±.f. fX(f

The resistive and reactive components of the combined admittance be-
come equal when r = 1/b or

± ins)r = X.
fm(2f ± h.) (3)

Expression (3) applies if f is taken as the carrier frequency and fm is
the highest modulation frequency. When f /f is relatively low, (3)
simplifies to

r = f X. (4)
2f,

This expression is closely related to the usual formula involving the Q
of a circuit and band width.

At ultra -high frequencies the tube and neutralizing capacitances
are usually sufficient for the tank circuit without additional capaci-
tance. The reactance X then becomes the reciprocal of 2wf times the
effective output capacitance C of the amplifier to neutral. Substituting
in (4),

r= 1

(5)
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The output power in kilowatts now becomes

Pr (1.1Ib)2 X 1000 96.242P= -
1000 411,C f,C

for 'b in amperes, fm in megacycles, and C in micromicrofarads.

(6)

APPENDIX II

The equipment used to demonstrate transmission -line modulation
consists of four type -834 tubes connected as shown in Fig. 3, except

Fig. 14-Working model used to demonstrate transmission -line
modulation. The carrier frequency is 200 megacycles.

that radio -frequency chokes are used in the oscillator -filament leads to
facilitate operation at 200 megacycles. A convenient means of indicat-
ing output consists of a small lamp connected across the input termi-
nals of the half -wave antenna used as the load. The transmission line
from the antenna to the modulator junction is also a quarter -wave
long for compactness.

The modulator tubes are on the right in the photograph of Fig. 14
and the modulator line is only about six inches long to the plate termi-
nals. The compartment under the transmitter contains a 500 -volt
plate supply for the oscillator, and a source of modulation voltage
which supplies direct current, 1000 cycles, 1.5, 5, 10, and 20 mega-
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cycles to the modulator grids. A self-contained tube voltmeter enables
constant output to be maintained. All frequencies above 1000 cycles
are also modulated by the 1000 -cycle tone for checking frequencies
with a standard all -wave receiver.

With the modulator system made ineffective by shorting the plate,
the transmitter is adjusted for optimum coupling, which in this case is
maximum output into the antenna.

With the modulator short circuit removed, but with the tubes still
unlighted, the transmitter frequency is next adjusted to the resonant
frequency of the modulator line, as indicated by practically no an-
tenna output. Detuning the modulator line with hand capacitance
brings the output up again.

The modulator tubes are next lighted and the direct -current grid
bias varied up to +22k volts with corresponding increases in output
as indicated by the lamp. With the bias set at the center of the modula-
tion characteristic various frequencies are impressed. As indicated by
an increase in output the modulation is upward for frequencies up to
and including 20 megacycles.
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Summary-A descriptive and mathematical treatment is given of a means for
obtaining modulated radio -frequency power with good conversion efficiency from the
usual direct -current source. The method employed is to modify the load line on a
saturated radio -frequency amplifier to take care of positive peaks and to grid modu-
late the amplifier for negative peaks. Load modification is accomplished by absorp-
tion and in this system the absorbed power is not dissipated in heat but is returned
to the direct -current source for the power -amplifier tube and thereby reduces the drain
from the supply. This results in direct -current -to -carrier conversion efficiencies in
the order of 50 to 60 per cent when average tubes are used.

THERE have appeared in the past three high -efficiency modula-
tion systems of particular merit. One is the "outphasing" system
of Chireix.' The second is the high-level modulation system em-

ploying class B audio -frequency modulators as described by Chambers,
Jones, Fyler, Williamson, Leach, and Hutcheson.' The third is the in-
genious quarter -wavelength section coupled amplifier described by
Doherty'

These systems have been developed to reduce the power consump-
tion or the tube complement of broadcast transmitters. The favored
method of providing large modulated outputs in the past has been that
of employing linear radio -frequency power amplifiers to amplify the
modulated output of some lower -powered unit. This system yields di-
rect -current -to -carrier conversion efficiencies in the order of from 25
to 35 per cent.

The other systems referred to yield direct -current -to -carrier effi-
ciencies in the order of 50 to 70 per cent which means that their use
results in power savings of about one half. The system to be described
in this paper will yield efficiencies in the order of from 50 to 60 per cent
for most tubes.
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1938.
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The method employed is that of modifying the load line on a satu-
rated radio -frequency amplifier to take care of positive peaks of modu-
lation and to grid modulate the amplifier to take care of negative peaks
of modulation. Load modification is accomplished by a modulation -
controlled absorber and in this system the absorbed power is not dis-
sipated in heat but is returned to the direct -current source of supply
for the power amplifier. This reduces the net power drain from the
supply source itself and hence results in the efficiencies mentioned. In
order to present the theory more clearly, consideration will be given to
actual schematic diagrams.

THE BASIC CIRCUIT

The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The power amplifier tube 1,
which may be neutralized if necessary, has its anode connected to the

Fig. 1

direct -current supply through the impedance formed by inductor 4
in shunt with capacitor 28. The anode is also connected to blocking
capacitor 5, thence through the parallel tuned circuit consisting of in-
ductor 7 and capacitor 6, and thence through a quarter -wavelength
section consisting of capacitors 11 and 12 and inductor 13 to cathode.
The load circuit shown consists of the antenna 8 with its tuning ele-
ments, capacitor 10 and inductor 9. Inductor 9 also serves as a coup-
ling means between the load circuit and the anode inductor 7. Choke
16 serves to carry the direct -current component of the modulator -
rectifier tube 2. Instead of calling this tube a modulator -rectifier we
may abbreviate it by dropping the last six letters of modulator and
the first four letters of rectifier leaving the word modifier.

The anode of the modifier is connected to the high end of capacitor
12, and the cathode of the modifier is connected to the positive terminal
of the plate supply through ammeter 18 which indicates the plate cur-
rent being furnished by the modifier and ammeter 19 which indicates
the plate current being furnished by the direct -current plate -supply
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source 17. Ammeter 20 indicates the direct -current component of the
plate current to tube 1. The grid of the modifier is connected through
the secondary of audio -frequency transformer 14 to the bias supply 15
and thence to the cathode of the modifier. The audio frequencies with
which the carrier is to be modulated are supplied to the primary of
transformer 14.

The grid of tube 1 is connected through radio -frequency choke 21
and bias supply 29 to the cathode of tube 1. Also connected to the grid
is coupling capacitor 22 which in turn is connected to the output tank
circuit of exciter tube 3 consisting of inductor 23 in shunt with ca-
pacitor 24. The lower end of this tank is by-passed to the ground by
capacitor 26, and this exciter is plate modulated through audio -fre-
quency transformer 25, the lower end of which is connected to the
positive terminal of plate supply 27 for exciter tube 3. The grid of
exciter tube 3 is excited from a suitable radio -frequency means such
as an oscillator or radio -frequency amplifier of adequate size to saturate
the grid of tube 3 so that plate modulation may be effected.

The circuit is adjusted as follows. Capacitor 5 is disconnected at
the point where it connects to capacitor 6 and capacitor 28 is adjusted
to yield minimum direct plate current for tube 1. In this way the tube
capacitance is tuned out. Choke 4 is a large choke yet small enough so
that it may be tuned by a small trimmer condenser 28 together with
the anode -to -ground and stray capacitance in the anode wiring. The
next step is to reconnect condenser 5 to capacitor 6 and to short-
circuit capacitor 11 and tune capacitor 6 to give a minimum plate cur-
rent in tube 1. The load circuit is next tuned to resonance by capacitor
10 and the coupling between inductors 9 and 7 adjusted until the
antenna current is double that required under carrier conditions. While
the above adjustments are being made it is essential that the grid of
tube 1 be fairly well saturated.

The next step is to adjust the quarter -wavelength section. This
is accomplished by removing the short on capacitor 11 and placing a
short circuit across capacitor 12 and then tuning capacitor 11 for mini-
mum plate current in tube 1. This insures that the reactances of in-
ductor 13 and capacitor 11 are equal but opposite in sign, which is
oneOUthe-neeelsary relationships for the quarter -wavelength section.
The next step is to remove the short circuit across capacitor 12 and to
bias tube 2 beyond cutoff, and then adjust capacitor 12 until the plate
current of tube 1 is a maximum. This insures that the reactances of
inductor 13 and capacitor 12 are equal but opposite in sign, which
is the second necessary relationship for the quarter -wavelength sec-
tion. The final step is to allow tube 2 to rectify by dropping bias 15 to
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such a value that the antenna current assumes carrier value. The ex-
citation on tube 1 should now be adjusted for carrier conditions which
is not a saturated grid but one which just gives full excursion to plate-
voltage swing on tube 1.

The transmitter is now ready for operation. For positive peaks of
modulation the grid of tube 2 should be driven negative to cutoff and
the plate of tube 3 should be driven positive by the audio frequencies.
For negative peaks the plate of tube 3 is driven below the direct supply
voltage 27 in the usual way and tube 1 performs as a class B radio -
frequency amplifier. It is thus seen that both positive and negative
modulation is cared for.

MATHEMATICS OF THE BASIC CIRCUIT

Let R represent the effective load across the tank consisting of in-
ductor 7 and capacitor 6. Since full plate swing is in effect for both
the carrier condition and positive peaks of modulation, the only way
to reduce the swing across R to one half for carrier conditions is to
insert a resistance of R ohms in series with the tank. If we refer to that
end of the quarter -wavelength section nearest the tank as the near -end
of the section, then under carrier conditions the near -end impedance
must be R ohms. The far -end impedance will then be

Zoe

R12 = (1)

where Zo is the surge impedance of the quarter -wavelength section and
R12 is the effective alternating -current resistance presented across ca-
pacitor 12 by the modifier and its direct -current load circuit.

The direct -current power being furnished by the modifier is equal
to the carrier power under carrier conditions. Since the modifier direct-
current output voltage is E4, where Eb is the voltage of the plate supply
17, the direct current being delivered by the modifier must then be

We/18 = - (2)
Eb

where W. is the radio -frequency carrier power.
It is well known that in such peak rectifiers the equivalent alternat-

ing -current resistance presented to the alternating -current circuit is
approximately half the direct -current effective resistance, and since this
is the far -end resistance, this becomes

Rdc Eb Eb2
Rae = = - R12. (3)2 2/18 2 W.
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A more exact relationship between R. and R. is given in Appendix IV.
Equation (3) may be substituted in (1), and Zo solved for, whence

REb2

and

Or

Zoe = Rita =
2W,

Zo = Eb R
V 2W,

Now the surge impedance is given by

L11
Zo =

C11

But since wL 13 = 1/COC11, (5) becomes by substitution

Zo = coL13.

Substituting (6) in (4) there results

R
coL13 = El)

2W.

(4)

Eb R
L13 = - (8)

CO 2W,

This permits the inductor 13 and the capacitors 11 and 12 to be
calculated in advance of their incorporation in the circuit.

The maximum voltage to which L13 will be subjected may be ap-
proximated by assuming that the peak plate swing of tube 1 is equal to
kEb, where k usually lies between 0.85 and 0.95. The maximum plate
current is then

kEb
Imax = -

R
(9)

Assuming the current to be half sine waves, the root -mean -square value
of the fundamental will be

Substituting (9) in (10),

'maxIrm.= 2
2

kEb

2R

(10)
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This current flows through L13 on positive peaks of modulation, hence
the voltage across Luis given by

E13 = irmsCOLI3 =

But the carrier -power ouput is

kEe2 / R
2R V 2Wc (12)

k2Eb2
W. -

16R
(13)

Substituting this in (12) for W.,

E13 = 0 Eb r -m -s volts

Or

E13 = 2Eb peak volts.

(14)

(15)

The same voltage will exist across capacitor 12. This information
permits the proper design of these units.

The choke 16 must also stand this voltage and the actual capaci-
tance of capacitor 12 must be adjusted so that capacitor 12 in shunt
with choke 16 presents a net negative reactance equal to that of (7).
It is also possible to make L13 adjustable if desired either by an adjust-
able iron core, by a variometer scheme, or by the use of an adjustable
capacitor in shunt with L13.

The Q of L13 should be high so that not too much power is dissipated
in this coil. If under positive peaks of modulation we do not wish this
loss to exceed 2 per cent of the total power, then its resistance should be
not greater than 2 per cent of R. If this decimal resistance be called dR,
then the Q required of L13 is

COL13 Eb RQ13 = -=
di? dR 2W,

Substituting (13) in (16),

20
Q13 =

dk

Assuming k= 1 and d= 0.02, then Q must be

20
Q13 =

0.02
- 140.

This is not an unreasonable value to obtain in practice.

(16)

(17)

(18)
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CONVERSION EFFICIENCY

The conversion efficiency of this system of modulation may be cal-
culated as follows. The carrier output is given by (13) and the tube
input is given by

EbIm.
Win =

27r
(19)

Hence the tube efficiency is given by twice (13) divided by (19), or

2W, 2k2Eb221r
tube eff. = (20)

Win 16REbInia.

But by substituting the RI. of (9),
k2rEb kr

tube eff. = = - (21)
4kEb 4

The anode loss is given by (19) minus (13) which is

WL = Win (1 -
4

kr
(22)

It is thus seen that where k =1 the tube efficiency becomes r/4 or
0.785 or 78.5 per cent and the anode loss 1 -7r/4 or 21.5 per cent of the
tube input. This means that a tube operated under this system can de-
liver a carrier power of one half the class C rating of the tube without
in any way exceeding tube ratings.

Of the total plate input, not all comes from the plate supply, for
the modifier furnishes W. watts of this power. Therefore the conversion
efficiency as far as the direct -current plate supply is concerned is

W.
power eff. = (23)

Win We

Substituting (13) for W, and (19) for Win
k2Eb2

16R
power eff. = (24)

k2Eb2&linen

Substituting (9) in (24) for /max,

power eff. -

2,r 16R

k2Eb2

16R 1
(25)

kEb2 k2Eb2 8

2irR 16R kr
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Thus the power or conversion efficiency of this system with ideal
.iiibes is (25) with k =1, or

1
ideal power eff. =

8
= 64 . 6%.

--1
(26)

Fig. 2 shows the carrier -conversion efficiency as a function of k, the
percentage of the plate -supply voltage that the peak plate voltage
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swing is. This factor may be curves. Some
typical efficiencies which may be expected from a few tubes in com-
mercial use are shown in Table I.

TABLE I

Tube
Type

Carrier
Power

Tube
Input

Tube ES.
%

Anode
Loss Et,

Conversion
Efficiency

%
862
858
863

1652
846
851
806
805
203A
808
807

50,000
10,000
5,000
2,500
1,250

750
200
100
50
50
12.5

139,500
27,200
13,400
6,820
3,560
2,080

545
273
138
135
38.6

71.7
73.5
74.7
73.3
70.2
72.1
73.3
73.3
72.5
74.0
64.8

39,500
7,200
3,400
1,820
1,060

580
145
73
38
35
13.6

18,000
18,000
14,000
7,500
7,500
2,500
3,000
1,500
1,250
1,500

400

56.2
58.0
60.1
58.0
54.0
56.2
58.0
58.0
56.5
58.5
48.0

It is seen that practically all of the important tubes lie in the region
between 55 and 60 per cent efficiency with a mean at 57.5 per cent in-
dicating that k = 0.925 on the average.

MODIFIER CONSIDERATIONS

The modifier rating required for a given power amplifier may be
calculated. First, there is the question of peak current through the
modifier. In order to solve for this it is necessary to solve for the net
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maximum voltage applied between cathode and anode. This is the volt-
age difference between the peak voltage across the far end of the quar-
ter -wavelength section and the direct voltage of the plate supply. In
Appendix I it is shown that the ratio of modifier plate resistance r, to
the equivalent direct -current load resistance Rd0 is

where,

where,

r,
cot /3 - (-2-7 -{4/

(27)
Rth,

Eb
= sin -1

E,

EP = peak alternating voltage across far end of

quarter -wavelength section.

1.0

0.9

0.3

O.?

0.4

o. 0.5

" 0.4

0.3

0.:

0.1

0
0 0.1

:74.

Fig. 3

0.3 0.4

The above equation is shown plotted in Fig. 3. The net voltage
causing maximum current to flow in the modifier is therefore E,-Eb
and the maximum anode current is

E, - Eb Eb
imax = r,

=
r

- - 1). (28)
p 6

Thus im.t may be determined once r, and Eb are known. Rd0 is needed
to determine the ratio of EP to Eb from Fig. 3. Rd, is given approxi-
mately by (3) solved for Rd0 and is
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Ey Eb2Rac = -= -
118 We

(29)

where,
/18 is the modifier direct current.

As a sample calculation, suppose we take the case of a UV848
modifier for the UV863 delivering a 5 -kilowatt carrier. Then from (29),

140002
fide - = 39200 ohms. 1 (30)

5000

The tube data for the UV848 shows that rp=1800 ohms approxi-
mately. Thus

r, 1800- -= 0.046.
Rd 39200

From Fig. 3 for rp/Rdc=0.046 we read off

Eb-= 0.765.E
Since Ey= 14000, from (32),

14000E, - = 18300 volts.
0.765

(31)

(32)

(33)

The peak plate current through the UV848 is thus, from (28),

18300 - 14000 4430
im,,,, = = = 2.46 amperes. (34)

1800 1800

This tube is capable of carrying a peak current of 9.5 amperes with 22
volts on the filament; it is therefore larger than necessary and the fila-
ment voltage may be reduced to about 19.5 volts in actual operation
for this yields an emission of 3.5 amperes and is therefore still more
than adequate. The tube life will be increased to four times normal by
this filament -voltage reduction..

We are next concerned with the anode loss in the modifier. In Ap-
pendix II it is shown that the loss is

7,-

42 [ (2- - 13X1 + 2 Ebel
2

sin:20 4Eb

WL =
E,2/ ,T, cos p

r, 27
2

= r
-, [N]. (35)
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The factor N is a function of Eb/Ep and is shown plotted in Fig. 4.
For the UV848 just cited, Eb/E, = 0.765, and from Fig. 4 the factor N
is thus 0.007. The anode loss is therefore

183002
WL-

1800
(0.007) = 1300 watts. (36)

The tube is rated at 5 kilowatts dissipation so that it is well within
rated limits on dissipation. This loss is not returnable in the form of

0.300

0.100

0.100

0.050
0 040

0 000

0 020

0 010

0 005
0 COI

0 CO3

0 002

.001.
0.2 0. 0.6

EP

Fig. 4

0.19 1.0

direct current and will affect the over-all system efficiency by requiring
the direct current fed back plus the losses to equal the carrier power
so that the actual dissipation will be approximately

1300
WL

= 5000 -I- 1300
[5000] = 1030 watts. (37)

The direct current fed back will be

Wac = 5000 - 1030 = 3970 watts.

The over-all system efficiency will thus be

5000
eff. - - 53%.

13400 - 3970

(38)

(39)

A more exact treatment of this subject is given in Appendix III.
This figure can be increased by using a modifier of lower internal re-
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sistance or by using a modifier circuit which suppresses harmonic -cur-
rent flow so that the peak current is reduced and the current flows
through the anode in essentially rectangular blocks.

VARIATIONS OF BASIC CIRCUIT

The basic circuit illustrated in Fig. 1 may be varied in a number
of ways. For instance, the quarter -wavelength section may be of the
type wherein the shunt elements are inductors and the series element
is a capacitor. It is also possible to take the modifier out of the anode
circuit of the power amplifier completely and operate it through a
circuit coupled to the main tank.

A circuit in which the quarter -wave section is entirely dispensed
with is shown in Fig. 5. In this circuit the modifier is connected in shunt

Fig. 5

with the load circuit. The circuit is arranged as follows : The tank
LICI connected in the anode circuit of the power amplifier is tuned
to resonance. Coupled to LI is the secondary inductor L2 whose re-
actance is tuned out by shunt capacitor C2. In parallel with L2 is the
shunt -tuned circuit L3C3 which is likewise tuned to resonance. Coupled
to L3 is the antenna inductor L4. The antenna circuit is tuned to
resonance by means of the combination of antenna reactance and C4.
This, then, is really a tuned link -coupled circuit arrangement. The
modifier is connected in shunt across the link circuit and the rectified
radio frequency in the form of direct current is fed back into the plate
supply for the power amplifier as in the basic circuit of Fig. 1.

In operation, with the modifier biased beyond cutoff, the antenna
current becomes twice that under carrier conditions; and under carrier
conditions, when the modifier bias is normal, the effective resistance of
the modifier equals that coupled in from the antenna circuit so that
the output of the tube is divided equally between those two loads.
Modulation of the antenna current is then made possible by simply
varying the modifier -grid potential at an audio -frequency rate.

The analysis of this circuit is as follows: If R. is the antenna re-
sistance, then the resistance coupled into L3 is given by the coupled -
circuit equation
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X.,12
R1 =

R.
(40)

where X..3 = mutual reactance between L3 and L4; RI in turn appears
as a shunt resistance across L3 of the value

X32 x32R.R2=-=(41)
R1 X..12

where X3 is the reactance of L3.
Now the modifier effective resistance is also connected in shunt with
L3, and if this is called R3, then the total effective resistance across L3
is given by

R2R3
R4 -

R2 + R3

X32RaR3

x,..2 ( x32RR3 + )
X.,12

(42)

The shunt resistance R4 appears as a series resistance in series with L2
of the value

X22 X22(R3Xm12 X32Ra)
R5 = =

R4 X32R0R3
(43)

where X2 = reactance of L2.
By coupled -circuit theory this in turn appears as a series resistance in
series with L1 of

X,R22 Xm22X32R.R3
Rg = -

R3 x22(R3xm12 RaX32)
(44)

wheie X,,,2 = mutual reactance between L1 and L2.
Finally, this resistance appears as a shunt resistance across L1 of

X12 x12x22(R3xm12 RaX32)
R7 = =

R6 X.22X32R0R3
(45)

This then is the load resistance which the power amplifier sees. When
the modulation is 100 per cent positive it is known that R3 = c0 . Sub-
stituting this in (45), there is obtained for the tube load

R7 =
Xi2X22X.12

X.22X32R.
(46)

The tube is now delivering four times normal carrier power. Under
carrier conditions and no modulation, it has been said that the an-
tenna and modifier loads were equal, or that R3= R2. From (41), then,
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X32Ra
R3 =

Xml2
(47)

Substituting (47) in (45), the load upon the power amplifier is found to
become

2X12X22Xm12
R7 -

Xm22X32R0
(48)

This is seen to be twice the resistance of (46). Hence, with the power
amplifier having full grid excitation, the tube output will be one half
that under the 100 per cent positive -modulation condition, and since
only half of this power gets to the antenna, the antenna power is one
fourth, or its current one half that of 100 per cent positive modulation,
which is the correct condition for good modulation.

No attempt will be made in this paper to specify the reactances
and coupling coefficients since a large number of combinations will
give the proper operating conditions. It may be suggested as a guide,
however, that X2 and X3 have about equal reactance and that each
reactance be about one eighth the impedance of R3. The value of R3
is identical to that of (3) or

Eb2R3 -
2W

(49)
,

The capacitors C2 and C3 may be lumped into a common capacitor
for economy if desired and the capacitance of the modifier anode cir-
cuit allowed for in designing the composite capacitor. This unit will
be the tuning unit for the link circuit.

The adjustments of this circuit will then be only two: those of pro-
viding the correct mutual reactances Xmi and Xm2. These may be
quickly made in practice to give correct operating conditions.

This variation of the system is a simple one to set up and adjust,
which may make it adaptable to amateur radio as well as to broad-
cast and other services.

TEST TRANSMITTER

A transmitter was constructed to demonstrate the system on a
small scale. The basic circuit of Fig. 1 was utilized. The tube comple-
ment consisted of a 41 radio -frequency oscillator, on 660 kilocycles plate
modulated by a 6A5G with a 6L6G power amplifier. The modifier was
a 2A3 and the load was a 1V rectifier serving as a dummy antenna.
The direct -current power dissipated in the 1V load resistor corre-
sponded to the usual antenna power radiated. The 6A5G was fed from
a 6F6G speech amplifier.
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With 250 volts for Es, the plate current of the power amplifier was
23 milliamperes, and under no -modulation conditions the modifier
direct current was 7 milliamperes. The dummy -antenna power was
2.05 watts. Thus the power -supply drain was 250 (23 -7) (10-3) =4.0

watts, yielding a conversion efficiency of 2.05/4.0 or 51 per cent. This
agrees closely with the calculated value for this tube when E2 is as low
as 250 volts.

It should be noted that inverse feedback may be employed to reduce
distortion. This was provided for in the test transmitter by feeding
audio frequency from the dummy antenna back to the speech -ampli-
fier circuit. Very little feedback was obtained because of the low
amplification factors of the tubes used; however, the over-all distor-
tion of the transmitter measured at 400 cycles as shown in Fig. 9 indi-
cates satisfactorily low distortion for many applications.

Fig. 6

CONCLUSION

A novel yet simple high -efficiency modulation system has been
described which should be of greatest importance for high -power
modulated radio -frequency apparatus where a power saving can be
proved in. As a consequence, its field would seem to lie in continuous -
duty equipment rather than in the field of intermittent -duty equip-
ment.

APPENDIX I

Determination of the Relation between E`/E, and r,/ Rao

If the rectification characteristic of the modifier as shown in Fig. 6
is considered, it will be seen that the average anode current will be

1 -AIo(w. - 20)
Idc

2r
(imax /0) sin (frd (50)

where,
peak current through the tube
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/0= distance from cutoff to the fictitious alternating -current axis
of sinusoidal current waves, measured as current

13= angle between zero on the fictitious axis to the point at
which current just begins to flow.

It is likewise seen that the maximum current through the tube is de-
termined by

Zmax

where,
Eb = direct voltage developed which is equivalent to a negative

bias
Ep= peak of alternating -voltage swing measured from the fic-

titious alternating -voltage axis
rp= tube -plate resistance.

The fictitious current /0 is determined by

E, - Eb
rp

(51) g

Eb
jo = - 

rp

Substituting (51) and (52) in (50),

Now

Ep *-0 Eb(r - 20)I (lc = -f sin 4) d
27r, 27r,

Eb1dc = -
Rde

where Lfr= equivalent direct -current load resistance.
Substituting (54) in (53) and solving for rp/Rd

r, E, r-O - 2f3-= sin cp d
Rdc 2rEb 27r

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

Performing the integration and substituting in the limits, remembering
that tit =sin -1 Eb/Ep, (55) becomes

cot 13 - (-2-7r - ft)

(56)
Rd,

Fig. 3 was calculated from (56).
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APPENDIX II

Determination of Loss on the Modifier Anode

The watts loss on the modifier anode is the integral of the product
of current through the tube and the voltage drop across the tube for
the period of current flow. If ep is the instantaneous radio -frequency
voltage, then the instantaneous current through the tube is

ep - Eb
ip =

rp

The voltage drop across the tube is

eg = e - Eb.
The watts loss is then

1 1 *-8
W L (e - Ebrd4).

2r Jo 27rr

The equation for ep from Fig. 6 is seen to be

ep = Eg, sin (/).

(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)

Substituting (60) in (59) and performing the indicated integration and
remembering /3 =- sin-' Eb/E, there results for the watts loss

4217 1 13 \

(1+
2Eb2\ +sin 213 2Eb cos /31 Ep2NWLr

IA 4 27r) 42 4r rEp J r
where N is the part in the brackets. N is shown plotted as a function
of EWE, in Fig. 4.

(61)

APPENDIX III

Determination of Eb/E from Known Data

In order to determine the watts loss it is necessary to know Eb/Ep
so that E and N may be found for use in (61). Usually the data known
are the direct supply voltage Eb, the modifier plate resistance r, and
the carrier power W. With these data known it is possible to determine
Eb/E, in the following way:

The total power in the modifier circuit consists of two parts: the
anode loss of the modifier and the power delivered as direct -current
to the power supply. This total power is equal to the carrier power, or,

Ep2N Eb2
W, - (62)r Ede

where Rdc is the equivalent load on the modifier.
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Solving (62) for Rd, and (56) for Rdc there result the following simul-
taneous equations:

1.0

0.6

0.6

a
Ep

0.4

0.t

Rac -

Rde

cot 13 -G -s)

Eb2

We
E2N

r,
rpir

0L.L GI 0.01 0 1

Fig. 7

(63)

(64)

Eliminating Rd0 from (57) and (58) by equating right-hand members,
the following may be solved for in the resultant equation:

cot fi - (-r
147,r, E

- 13)
2 2

= N -I-
Eb2 Eb) 7

(65)

The entire right-hand member is a function of only one variable,
namely, Eb/Ep, for $ =sin-i Eb/Ep, and the left-hand term is made up
of the known data; hence, for any given left-hand member a definite
.4/4 exists. Fig. 7 is a graphical solution of (65). After Eb/Ep has
been determined it may be used to obtain Ep, N, WL, Rd and the
power fed back into the direct -current supply.

APPENDIX IV

Determination of Effective Alternating -Current Resistance
of Modifier Circuit

It has been stated that the alternating -current resistance of the
modifier circuit is approximately equal to half the direct -current load

I.
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resistance. This is true only where Eb = E. As E, gradually increases
above EN the alternating -current resistance increases as a function of

la

12

0 

0.4

0
0.2 0.4 C.6a"

Fig. 8

0.12 1.0

the direct -current resistance until it becomes infinitely greater as Eh
becomes zero. The way in which this varies is of use in determining the
surge impedance of the quarter -wavelength section and its circuit
constants. The alternating -current resistance may be determined from

il
..3 2

Z h'

0

--------________

20 40 60

26r Coot 1664.2141tim

Fig. 9

.0 ICO

the total modifier power, equation (62), where the carrier power is
expressed as a function of R,e, thus,

Ep2 E p2N Eb2

2R0 ri, + Rd,'
(66)-

From (56) it is seen that
rr

Ralcot 0 - (-1±-2 - 0)]
rp =

r

Substituting (67) in (66) for r,,, and solving for RodRao

(67)
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1

Rdc Eat N
2

r
[-E,2

cots-
2

-1S)

Thus it is possible to solve for the ratio of Rac to Rile in terms of
Eb/Ep. The latter quantity is found from the results of Appendix III
from certain known data in the transmitter. Fig. 8 shows how /L/Rd,
varies as a function of Eb/Ep.

->111-011111...--+-

(68)
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A PHASE -OPPOSITION SYSTEM OF
AMPLITUDE MODULATION*

BY

L. F. GAUDERNACK
(A iS Elektrialc Bureau, Oslo, Norway)

Summary-The increasing economic importance of power efficiency for high -
power broadcast stations is illustrated in Fig. 1 showing that some 50 per cent saving
is possible. Different known modulation schemes are compared as regards necessary
input power, including the recent Chireix and Doherty systems. The influence of
rates for electric power is stressed. A so-called "phase -opposition" system is discussed
starting with simple circuit theory, first for series- and then for parallel -tuned cir-
cuits. Principally the system is based on the co-operation of two generators; i.e., one
"carrier" generator constantly excited, and one "side -band" generator whose excita-
tion is changed 180 degrees in phase according to the phase of modulation. Mean
input power is calculated for this system, giving about the same input as good systems
for about 30 per cent modulation, but 10 to 25 per cent more power at 100 per cent
modulation. The paper is concluded with a consideration of tube characteristics and
possible means for obtaining linearity are shown.

I. INTRODUCTION

ALTHOUGH not the only possible method of modulation, the
system which uses pure amplitude modulation of a transmitter,
has become by far the most dominant system. As is well known,

this system is now well developed, and we cannot possibly expect
much more to be gained, either as to the degree of distortion or as to
degree of modulation obtained. The reason why pure amplitude modu-
lation has become almost universally adopted, is, in the opinion of the
writer, the relatively simple construction and operation of a receiver
which will amplify and detect such modulated signals. Other modulat-
ing systems may not be more complicated on the transmitting side, in
fact some are even simpler, but as a rule those systems require far
more complicated receivers to obtain equal results. At the present
time, therefore, one may state that every transmitter which is tuned
in on numerous receivers will be amplitude modulated, and other sys-
tems of modulation are to be found in transmitters tuned in on few
receivers only.

As is well known, the anode -voltage -control system (whether by
series or parallel control) accredited to R. A. Heising' has become the
dominant method for amplitude modulation mainly due to the fact

' Decimal classification: R148 XR355.8. Original manuscript received by
the Institute, December 24, 1937.

1 R. A. Heising, "Modulation in radio telephony," Paoc. I.R.E., vol. 9,
pp. 305-352; (August), (1921).
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that high degrees of modulation easily are obtained with small amounts
of distortion with this system.

The anode -voltage -modulating system, although originally invent-
ed and used with triodes, may be used also for pentodes equally well,
as later investigations showed.

Methods using grid -control, either the "grid -current" or the "grid-
voltage" system, also are in use to some extent. They are rather limited,
however, because of the difficulty of obtaining 100 per cent modulation
with tolerable distortion, when using this system. Recent measure-
ments' on transmitting pentodes have, however, shown the possibility
of obtaining amplitude modulation of a quality comparable to the
"Heising modulation" by adopting a pure voltage control in the supres-
sor-grid circuit of a pentode.

When the demand for higher carrier powers arose, the so-called
"low -power -modulation" system was adopted, where the modulation
takes place at a comparatively low energy level with subsequent
amplification in linear high -frequency class B amplifiers, working with
a low anode efficiency of about 33 per cent.

It is interesting now to recapitulate some of the arguments which
led to this system in preference to the "high -power" system, where
modulation takes place in the last stage of the transmitter.

The arguments were mainly as follows:
(1) When using the "high -power" system, the last high -frequency

stage could be set to work with a reasonably high anode efficiency
of some 60 to 70 per cent, but the output stage of the modulator
had to work as a class A stage with a very poor anode efficiency
of 30 per cent in order to get "linear amplification" and tolerable
distortion. Based on this last assumption we could quite easily
calculate the losses of a "high -power" system to be higher than
those of a "low -power" system with the same carrier power.

(2) The construction of a high -power modulator using iron-core trans-
formers of high power for a considerable frequency range was
thought to present prohibitive difficulties with regard to the allow-
able tolerances for distortion and frequency response. (Iron dis-
tortion.)

As later developments have shown, both arguments were based on
rather weak assumptions. It is a fact, however, that the low-power or
low-level modulation system generally was accepted as the most suit-
able system, and consequently came in use on most broadcast trans-
mitters erected. One may more or less regard this as the adopted

2 C. J. de Lussanet de la Sabloniere, "The new transmitting pentode P.C.
1,5/100," Philips Transmitting News, vol. 1, no. 3; December, (1934).
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standard system for broadcast transmitters of a carrier energy up to
say 120 to 150 kilowatts.

The listeners' demand for increased quality of received programs,
together with the ever-increasing number of broadcast transmitters
erected, logically led to higher carrier powers, and the general trend
of actual development still seems to follow this line.

With increasing power, the part of the total running costs which
are represented by the cost of electric power drawn from the mains,
becomes the more dominant part of the total costs. Thus, in recent
years the power efficiency of the modulation system has been taken
up for investigation and several energy -saving systems of modulation
have been developed and put into practical use in different countries.

PIM
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Fig. 1-Annual power costs for carrier energies from 100 to 1000 kilowatts,
upper four curves give costs for anode input power with respectively 30,
40, 50, and 60 per cent efficiency, then follows carrier energy costs alone,
and below the annual tube -replacement costs. For underlying assumptions
refer to the text.

The increasing importance of the efficiency of modulating systems
is illustrated in Fig. 1. where the abscissas represent carrier power in
kilowatts and the ordinates are annual power costs for the power
input to the anodes of the output stage alone.

The calculation of the data shown in Fig. 1 is based on the follow-
ing assumptions:

Time of operation: 6000 hours per year.
Rate for electric power: kroner 0.05 per kilowatt-hour, independent

of the number of kilowatts taken from the mains.
The four upper curves give annual costs (in Norwegian kroner) for

the input power with efficiencies of respective n = 30, 40, 50, and 60
per cent. The next curve shows annual costs of the carrier power,
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ordinates taken from this line up to one of the upper curves thus rep-
resenting the costs of lost power.

For comparison a curve marked "tube -replacements costs" is drawn
in Fig. 1. The data for this last curve are as follows:
Price per 200 -kilowatt water-cooled tube: kroner 8000.
Average useful lifetime of tubes: 1 year of 6000 operating hours.

The curves of Fig. 1 are self-explanatory, so we see that an increase
from 30 to 60 per cent efficiency for a 1000 -kilowatt transmitter saves
an annual expense of kroner 500,000 in the running costs.

Generally the losses of a transmitter are dissipated in cooling plants,
the erecting costs of which naturally increase with increasing losses.
Thus we find that increasing the efficiency also reduces the erecting
expenses for the whole transmitter. So far as the writer is informed
regenerating of cooling -water energy, for heating purposes or other
aims, is not practiced to any extent of importance.

It should be admitted that the base of Fig. 1 is a fixed kilowatt-
hour price of power. If the kilowatt-hour price is dependent on the
load in kilowatts however, similar curves (then not straight lines)
could always be set up.

In some cases the terms of power payment are influenced by the
peak power taken from the mains, so that the efficiency must be con-
sidered in close connection with the properties of the modulating sys-
tems as to how input power varies with degree of modulation. The most
economical system would then combine a high efficiency with lowest
possible peak power. Individual circumstances must in such cases be
considered in detail.

II. COMPARISON BETWEEN INPUT POWERS OF KNOWN
MODULATION SYSTEMS

It is thought useful to give a brief comparative description of some
existing modulation systems as to the necessary input power and its
dependence on the degree of modulation. The basis of this comparison
will be an unmodulated carrier energy of 100 kilowatts which we want
to modulate using different systems, and we consider only the input
power to the last stage, for high -power systems including the input to
the last modulator stage.

The following notations will be used :
We = carrier power unmodulated
Wi = anode -input power
n, = anode efficiency of high -frequency amplifier
n, = anode efficiency of last modulator amplifier
m = degree of modulation.

it

i
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A. High-level system, modulator operated as a class A stage

The total anode -input power to the high -frequency amplifier and
modulator is, as simple considerations show,

W
= 1 +m . (1)

tie,

2

2n,

As for class A operation of the modulator the efficiency is proportional
to the square of the output voltage, 71, is proportional to m2, and con-
sequently the total input is constant, thus independent of modulation.

As to actual obtainable figures, n, = 0.7 seems a reasonable value
to be realized at least for not too high frequencies. For the modulator
n, = 0.3 may be accepted for m = 100 and tolerable distortion. This gives
for W, = 100 kilowatts. Thus,

(a) W1 =
100-(

01

+ = 382 kilowatts, constant.
0 . 7 .16

B. Low-level system, premodulation

The high -frequency amplifier is operated as a class B stage and ex-
cited with premodulated voltages, the anode efficiency is proportional
to input voltage, the mean anode efficiency is thus independent of
modulation, and in practice equal to 33 per cent.

W, 100
(b) W; = - -= 303 kilowatts, constant.

na 0.33

C. High-level system, modulators operated as class B stage

Formula (1) also applies to class B operation of modulators. We
only have to substitute practical values for n, to calculate Wi. The
theoretical maximum value2.4 of n, is w/4 = 0.785. There is then assumed
an anode alternating voltage of amplitude equal to the anode direct
voltage, and complete cutoff, i.e. anode rest current equal to zero. For
these theoretical assumptions n, would be proportional to m, and con-
sequently W, would rise from W,/n, to a maximum value in linear re-
lation to m. Both assumptions do not hold in practice; as is well known,
the anode voltage is limited to smaller values and the rest current is
actually about 30 per cent of the maximum value at m =100. In prac-
tice the actual maximum value for 17m seems to lie around 77, = 0 .5 .

I. E. Mouromtseff and H. N. Kozanowski, "Comparative analysis of water-
cooled tubes as class B audio amplifiers," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 23, pp. 1224-1251;
October, (1935).

4 Chambers, Jones, Fyler, Williamson, Leach and Hutcheson, "The WLW
500 -kilowatt broadcast transmitter," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 22, pp. 1151-1180;
October, (1934).
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Assuming the modulator input to rise linearly with m from 0.3 to
the maximum value given by n, = 0.50, one finds

=
W, 0 . 3 + . 7m

f
t

(2),TV

17.

With the above accepted value n = 0.7 and n,.= 0.5 we have for
We= 100 kilowatts

(c) Wi = 186 100m kilowatts.

D. The Chireix system

The Chireix systems called by him "outphasing modulation" divides
the high -frequency output power equally between two high -frequency
amplifiers, both working in class C operation and excited with grid
voltages which are modulated in relative phase in such a way that at
zero amplitude the two voltages are in phase opposition; at maximum
amplitude the two voltages are in phase. The principle is of course to
keep both tubes in class C operation with high efficiency for all load
amplitudes. If theoretically this could be secured, the efficiency is a
constant and the input power would depend on the degree of modula-
tion (easily verified), as given by

We2W = -(1+
2 (3)

This equation simply says that the input power is rising in the same
proportion as the load power due to the amplitude modulation. Chireix5
has shown, however, that for small load amplitudes the working im-
pedances for the two tubes are no longer purely resistive and the
efficiency is thus considerable lower, with the consequence that for
higher values of m the input power is higher than given by (3). For
a carrier power of We= 100 kilowatts the following input figures are
stated by Chireix for different modulation degrees:

m = 0 0 . 3 0.6 0.8 1 . 0(d)
W; = 167 174 212 246 294 kilowatts

These figures are based on a tube efficiency of 75 per cent and two
circuits each of 90 per cent efficiency, giving an over-all efficiency of
n,= 60 per cent as stated by Chireix.

6 H. Chireix, "High power outphasing modulation," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 23,pp. 1370-1392: November, (1935).
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E. The Doherty System
This system° also divides the output power between two tubes

but this division is equal between the two tubes only for full -load
amplitude. For amplitudes up to the carrier value only tube 1 delivers
energy; tube 2 gives energy only for amplitudes greater than the carrier
value.

Both tubes are excited with premodulated high -frequency voltages
which are 90 per cent dephased due to the impedance -inverting net-
work inserted between the two tubes. The "carrier," tube 1, is (and
must be) class B operated; the "top" tube 2 is biased to give zero anode
current with carrier grid input, and consequently works with a little
higher efficiency than tube 1 (when operating).

According to measurements made by Doherty° (see his Figs. 5 and
11) the input, direct current to tube 1 may be represented, for ideal

linear conditions, by

ial = 1 + m sin x (4)

where the carrier current is set equal to 1.
The input direct current to tube 2 has then the value

= 2m sin x (5)

for 7>X >0 and 412= 0 for 22->x >1-, also under the assumption of

linearity.
The mean values over a complete modulation cycle of the two cur-

rents are, respectively,

for i1 : 1

for ia2 : 2m/T.

Whence follows the input power at a modulation degree m (assuming
a constant plate voltage)

Wc 2
W;=

ns
- {1 + -7nt} . (6)

Assuming an over-all efficiency of about 60 per cent for the carrier
according to Doherty we get for a 100 -kilowatt carrier

(e1) Wi = 167 + 106  m kilowatts.

This is not quite in accordance with the statement of Doherty, who
deduces the 1 +m2/2 law for the input rise during modulation. It should

6 W. H. Doherty, "A new high efficiency power amplifier for modulated
waves," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 24, pp. 1163-1182; September, (1936).
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be noted that the above calculations give too small mean values for
higher modulation degrees, as the currents actually do not go down to
zero for carrier excitation on tube 2 nor for zero excitation of tube 1.

The assumption of a constant efficiency during modulation leads
to the following input for a 100 -kilowatt stage:

(es) = 167 + 83.5 m2 kilowatts.

In the opinion of the writer this second-power law necessarily
requires that i02 follows a pure second -power law with excitation if we
consider i01 to be linear with excitation.

4..

3.

w =IMIIIMEM=MIECIMMIIMMI

111 i

-E.1°Irgagli

111--..

IIIPPRIP;

11311111111111. .

. .. .. . .. .. .. . ..
Fig. 2-Anode input power to the last stage of a 100 -kilowatt carrier -energy

transmitter, using different systems of modulation. Curve a is for high -
power modulation with a class A modulator, b the low-level system, c the
high -power system with class B modulators, d the Chireix system, el the
Doherty system assuming "linear" currents, e2 the Doherty system assuming
a constant efficiency, and f a hypothetical "ideal" system with a constantefficiency of 95 per cent.

Concluding this comparison we should like to state that an ideal
modulation system would require a constant efficiency of say 95 per
cent as is obtained in other branches of the electrotechnical field. Such
an ideal system would have an input power of

(f) W, = 105 + 52.5.m2 kilowatts.

for 100 -kilowatt carrier energy.
The result of the preceding comparative considerations is graphi-

cally represented in Fig. 2, where the mean anode input power is

V
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plotted as a function of the degree of modulation. All curves are evalu-
ated for 100 -kilowatt unmodulated carrier power in the load (antenna).
In practice the two figures of importance are the following:
(1) Input power at 30 per cent modulation.
(2) Peak input power at 100 per cent modulation, for which the power

supply must be rated.
These two figures together with the assumed settings and efficiencies

of tubes are tabulated below:
TABLE I

No. System
Modulators High -frequency

tubes Input power kilowatts

Class , max. Class c max. m =30% m =100%

(a)
(b)
(c)
d)
ei)
e.)
f)

High-level
Low-level
High-level
Chireix
Doherty
Doherty
"Ideal"

A
A
B----

30%
30%
50%----

C
B
C
C
B
B
C

70%
66%
7070
607
60%
60%
95%

382
303
216
174
198.8
174.5
109.7

382
303
286
294
273
250.5
157.5

In this table (e1) refers to the linear -current assumption mentioned
above, (e2) to an assumed constant efficiency of 60 per cent.

From these evaluations the following conclusions seem reasonable:
(1) There is still a 60 per cent saving to be had by raising the efficiency

of high -frequency generators to 95 per cent.
(2) If electric power is paid according to peaks alone, there is no real

important difference between systems (b), (c), (d), and (e). Those
four systems also require about the same rating of power -supply
units. Systems (c) and (a) however require extra tube expenses
due to the high-level modulator.

(3) If electric power is paid at a constant kilowatt-hour rate, systems
(d) and (e) are the most favorable ones.

The above comparative deductions refer only to the necessary in-
put power of the last stage; in judging between modulation systems
other factors have also to be taken into consideration, among which the
following should be mentioned:

(a) Total input power including preceding stages
(b) Total tube expenses
(c) Degree of distortion at 100 per cent modulation
(d) Frequency response
(e) Operation and maintenance simplicity.

Following this discussion of existing modulation systems known to
the writer, we proceed with a discussion of another possible system, of
amplitude modulation called here "a phase -opposition system."
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HI. SIMPLE CIRCUIT THEORY OF PHASE OPPOSITION

We start our considerations by a general discussion of the simple
series networks pictured in Fig. 3.

Here a primary series circuit, RI,CI,Li, carrying the current I, is
connected to a generator G1, which deliveries the voltage E1 at its
terminals.

Fig. 3-Two simple series networks inductively coupled (M and connected to
generators G1 and G2, respectively.

Inductively coupled to the primary circuit is a secondary circuit
R2, C2, L2 carrying the current /2 and connected at its terminals to a
second generator Gg delivering a voltage E2 of the same frequency as
El. We assume circuits to be series tuned, or

1 1
al2 =

L1C1 L2C2

for which case the equations of the system simplify to

E1 = 11R1 jwM/2

E2 = 12H2 jwM/1.

(7)

(8)

These equations give for the two currents /1 and /2 the following ex-
pressions:

=

jwM
El - E2

R2

RI

12 =.2M2 .2M2

jwM
Eg E1

+
R2

R2

(9)

We suppose now the generator G1 to supply the carrier energy and
regard the voltage El as a constant. Generator G2 supplies the side
bands (without carrier) and we shall discuss how currents II and 12
depend on the voltage E2 alone. From (9) we immediately see that
E1 and Eg must have a relative 90 -degree phase difference if we want
the currents to obtain zero values, necessary for 100 per cent modula-
tion. We consider now the following three typical cases:
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A. Carrier condition given by E2 =0.

Substituting in (9) gives the two carrier currents

jwM
E1

R1 jwM
/1.0 = 12.0 = = - (10)

w2M2 w2M2 R2
R1 R2 +

R2 Rl

The primary current is in phase with the voltage E1, and directly
given by the sum of the primary and introduced secondary resistance.
The secondary is 90 degrees dephased with respect to 11.0 and simply
equal to induced voltage divided by R2.

B. Zero -amplitude secondary current, /2 = 0.

To obtain this we must make the secondary voltage equal to

jwM
Ex=

Since /2 =0 the primary current is then

El (02M2
= -= /0.0 (1

R1 RiR2
(12)

which means that E2 must be just equal to jwM /1, to cancel the voltage
induced in the secondary circuit from the primary current I1. As re-
marked above E2 must be 90 degrees dephased with respect to El.

C. Double -carrier -amplitude secondary current, /2 =2 /2.0.

In order to have /2 doubled, we see from (9) that E2 must be

jwM
E2 = - El. (13)

This is exactly the same voltage which gives zero amplitude as shown in
(11), but oppositely phased. The primary current for this condition is
easily calculated to be

co2M2N

Il = IL° (1
R1R2

(14)

From (12) and (14) we see that if /2 varies according to 100 per
cent modulation, the corresponding modulation degree of Il is

0.)2M2/R1R2.
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The above results are tabulated below.

TABLE II
E, =constant

Condition Ei I, /1

A-Carrier 0 h., I,..
B-100% down -.E, 0 11.9(1 +6-'2--12)

R,RaR,

C-100% up
jcoM

2  I3.0 11.0 1 ')-(
R,R,R,

From these simple considerations we see that 100 per cent ampli-
tude modulation is possible using the system described. To be noted
is the fact that I, may change its sign, i.e., phase 180 degrees, for con-
dition C, if w2 M2/R1 R2> 1. It is also noteworthy that the two cur-
rents both become modulated to a different degree if 0.)2 M2/R1 R2 1

and of opposite phase.
Now we want to calculate the energy supplied to the system by

the two generators G1 and G2. As both currents are in phase with the
respective voltages, the total supplied energy is equal to

W = W1 + W2 = E111 E212. (15)

For the carrier condition A, generator G1 supplies the whole energy
alone because then E2=0. This carrier energy we denote by W1.o.

W = W1.o = /1.0 (16)

Under condition B, i.e., 100 per cent down, generator G1 also de-
livers the whole energy because then /2=0. We find

W = W1.0 (1 4- w2M2). (17)
RiR2

For condition C, i.e., 100 per cent up, both generators are supplying
energy, easily calculated to be

0,2M2
W1 = W1.0(1

RiR2

CO2/1/ 2

W2 = W1.0 2
R1R2

W = + = W1.0 (1 ±
RIR2

(18)

Thus we see that the total energy supply is the same as for condition
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B even though W1 may be negative, which means that generator G1
absorbs energy.

So far we have considered the conditions for complete modulation,
we now proceed to general expressions for an arbitrary degree (m) of
modulation. By substituting in (9)

jcoM
E2 = m E1 ' sin x

RI
(19)

which, as we have seen, corresponds to complete modulation for m =1,
we find, using the same notations as above

= 11.0 (1 ±
w2M2

R1R2
in sin x)

= 12.0 (1 -m sin x)
co2M2

= W1.0 (1 ± m sin x)
R1R2

CO2M2
11'2 = W1,0 ( m sin x + m2 sine x)

R1R2

(20)

Fig. 4-Showing variations of supplied powers W1 and W2, respectively,
over the modulation cycle.

In Fig. 4 the variations of the two supplied powers W1 and W2
over the modulation cycle are illustrated. W1 consists of a constant
term W1.0 and a sine term with amplitude m Wi.o co2M2/RIR2. Thus
the maximum power delivered by generator G1 at 100 per cent modu-
lation is
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w2M2

Wirn" = IV" (1 ± -R1R2)
W1 becomes negative for m =1 if co2M2//i 'Rs >1, as is easily seen.

W2 is built up of 3 components, i.e.,
(1) A constant term of magnitude

m2 0)2M2

(2) A sine term

Wi.o .
2 RIR2

wsms
- W1.0 m - sin x.

Rats

(3) A second -harmonic cosine term
m2 w2M2

- W1.0 cos 2x.
2 RiRs

As is seen generator 2 must deliver a maximum energy of

co2M2
W2max = 2  Wi.o.

RiRs

Further it is seen that for m =1, W2 is zero for

x= 0, 7, 2r, 37 .

and for
x= w/2, 57/2, .

The total power we find to be equal to

W = WI + Ws = W1.0 (1 + m2
w2M2

sins x)
RiRs

(21)

as the two sine terms of W1 and W2 cancel each other, representing
powers which are circulating between the two generators. The maxi-
mum of total supplied power is thus just equal to the maximum of
generator G1.

The mean total power over a complete modulation cycle is

W., = WIA (1 ± m2 w2M2).
2 RiRs

(22)

Thus if 6.12M2/ft 'Rs= 1, the input power rises in just the same propor-
tion as the modulated energy.
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Considering R2 as the load resistance and RI to be the internal
resistance of generator G1, the efficiency of the generator G1, under car-
rier conditions is

w2M2

- R1R2 w2M2

For a carrier energy of 100 kilowatts we write (22) as

m2 n=
2 1 -

400

3.

2.

Ise

(23)

(24)

0% 0.0 :.18 0:: 0 :
4004 0/
I 

Fig. 5-Supplied total power as a function of the degree of modulation for a
100 -kilowatt carrier and 50, 60, and 70 per cent carrier efficiencies, respec-
tively, and the same power as a function of the carrier -efficiency for
m =0, 30, 50, and 100 per cent modulation, respectively.

Equation (24) gives the mean total input power as a function of
m and n. This relation is graphically illustrated in Fig. 5, where the
ordinates represent input power and the abscissas the modulation
degree m or efficiency n.

From W. as a function of m we see that for n between 50 and 70
per cent the peak input power at 100 per cent modulation is about the
same while at 30 per cent modulation there is considerable difference,
70 per cent giving least input power.

This is more clearly brought to light by the second family of curves
showing W. as a function of n for definite values of m.

These curves show clearlythat for a given value of m there exists
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an optimum value of n giving a minimum of input power. These optima
for 71 are

m =1.0 n = 0 .586
m=0.5 n = 0.738
m=0.3 = . 829
m=0.0 = 1 . 000

It is interesting to note that the curve for m =1.0 shows a relative
flat minimum just in the region of efficiencies from 50 to 70 per cent
which are about the values which present high -frequency amplifiers
give. Increasing the carrier efficiency from 70 to 80 per cent reduces to
some extent the input power at m = 0.3 but increases the peak power
at m = 1.0 from 310 to 375 kilowatts.

Fig. 6-Simplified diagram of connections for phase -opposition modulation,
using parallel -tuned circuits.

The main conclusions we may draw from this discussion seem to
be:
(a) Carrier efficiencies of 60 to 70 per cent give the same input at 30

per cent modulation as systems (d) and (e) of Fig. 2.
(b) At full modulation, 300 kilowatts are drawn from the mains

against 250 to 295 by systems (e) and (d) Fig. 2.
(c) An increase of carrier efficiency above 70 per cent would reduce

input power at normal modulation levels, but increase the peak
input power at full modulation.

It will be noted that we have assumed the generator G2 to have
zero internal resistance, for the above deductions. To this very funda-
mental point we shall have to return later on.

IV. SIMPLE THEORY OF PHASE OPPOSITION USING
PARALLEL -TUNED CIRCUITS

We shall now briefly consider the circuits pictured in Fig. 6, where
a generator G1 with a terminal voltage E1, is supplying a current Ii to
a primary circuit built up of condenser C1 and self-inductance L1 con-
nected in parallel. The currents through condenser CI and coil L1 we
designate by Li and /Li, respectively. A second generator G2 with a
terminal voltage Es of the same frequency as E1 is feeding a current
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12 into a secondary (load) circuit consisting of a condenser C2 with
current Ia to which is parallel connected a coil having resistance R2,
inductance L2, and current 11,2. Between L1 and L2 there is a mutual
inductance M.

The equations of this circuit are as follows:

/1 = /ci + /Li
/2 = a ± 1 L2

= El  jwCi

El = j0.7L1' I Ll

= E2  iC0C2

E2 = (R2 + it0L2)I L2 + .W11 Ll

We want to study the solutions of these equations from the follow-
ing point of view:
(1) E1 is considered constant.
(2) 12 is considered as the independent variable and we want to know

how currents and voltages in the system depend on the supplied
current /2. Especially are we interested in the dependence of the
primary current I, and the secondary voltage E2.

From (25) we find the two currents 12 and Il to be, respectively,

12 = E2* iCte2 jw(M2 - LiL2) LiR2

1 M MEI - L1E2
/I = E1 (WI (27)

jwLi L1 jw(M2 - L1L2) - L1R2

We make the assumption that both circuits are tuned to the same fre-
quency; i.e.,

jcoMIL2

MEI - L1E2

(25)

(26)

1 1

(28)
L2C2

For the reactance of the two coils we write

Xi = coLi, X2 = wL2. (29)

Further we substitute
2

(52 =

M R
k2 = 7

2

(30)
L1L2

5T2

defining, respectively, coupling coefficient and decrement of the sec-
ondary circuit.
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When we substitute these usual abbreviations in (26) and (28) we
have

12 =

Es(k2 j(32) - k V-X2  "rd

X2(82 + j(1 - k2))

k2 - k IVY E2
X2

X1(62 j(1 - k2))

From (31) we see that in order to make /2 = 0 the secondary voltage
E2 must be equal to

(31)

E2.0 = El

(32)

VTC; k
(33)

X, k2 jo2

This is the secondary voltage which corresponds to the unmodulated
carrier condition when /2 = 0. As k and 52 both have values <<1, E2.0
may be found with great accuracy from

E2.0
 k

(34) jag
showing that the secondary carrier voltage is 90 degrees dephased with
respect to El, in accordance with the common intermediate -circuit the-
ory. Substituting (33) in (31) we find

/2 =
(E2 - E2.0)(k2

X2(62 j(1 - k2))
(35)

which for values of k and 52<<1.0 simplifies to

/2 = (r.,2 E2.0)
X2

Now if we want E2 to be amplitude modulated according to a sine
function, E2 must be of the form

E2 = E2.0(1 M  sin x) (36a)

which substituted in (36) gives

/2 = - E2.0 Msin x. (37)
X2

This means that in order to raise the voltage from the carrier value

(36)
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E2.0 to 2 X E2.0, i.e., for 100 per cent up modulation, we must make the
generator G2 supply the current

12.1) = -*Z2.1). (38)
X2

In order to reduce the voltage from E2.0 to zero, i.e., for 100 per cent
down modulation, we have to supply the current

S2
- /2.0  Z2.0

A 2
(39)

which is in phase opposition to the current (38) but of the same magni-
tude.

41. Nei,
-1,. O 1..

Fig. 7-Currents and voltages of the two generators G1 and G of Fig. 6 during
a complete modulation cycle.

Substituting (36a) in (32) and reducing, using the same assump-
tions as above, we find for the primary current

where

= /1.0(1 m sin x) (40)

k2
= E,

Sal
(41)

is the carrier current supplied by generator GI, and being in phase with
the voltage E,.

Thus the primary current is modulated in exactly the same way as
the load current

The currents and voltages of the two generators are shown sche-
matically in Fig. 7 as functions of m  sin x. For up modulation /2 is in
phase with E2 and increases the current /Ls in the secondary coil with
the result that the back -induced voltage in circuit 1 is increased and
the load impedance of generator G, is lowered. Just the opposite is hap-
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pening when we reverse the phase of /2 with respect to E2, the current
-h.° being exactly sufficient to cancel the voltage induced in circuit 2
from circuit 1.

From (38) we find by substituting E2.0

<32

/2.0 = /1.0
X2 jk

(42)

From (36a) and (42) it follows that

E1/1.0 = I E2.0' /2.0 I = We (43)

which means that both generators have to be rated for the same power.
This is more clearly brought into light by considering in detail the

energy supplied by the two generators.
According to (40) G1 is supplying

WI = E1  /1.0 (1 + m  sin x)
= W,  (1 m  sin x) (44)

where We = carrier power. For full moduation (m = 1.0) the maximum
power delivered by G1 amounts to

= 2. We.

The mean value of W1 over a complete modulation cycle is

Wlm = We.

For generator G2, the supplied power equals to

W2 = I E2.0  /2.0 1  (1 M  sin x)  m  sin x

= We(1 m  sin x)  m  sin r. (45)

The maximum value for full modulation is drawn simultaneously for
generator G2 and equals

W2max = 2We.

The mean value of W2 equals

(46)

m2

W2m =
2

' (47)

Thus the following may be concluded for this modulation scheme:
(1) The peak power 4X W, is automically equally divided between the

two generators, each generator delivering 2 X W,, at peak modula-
tion. This is true for any relative rating of the working voltages of
the generators.
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(2) The mean energy, taken over a complete modulation cycle, de-
livered by both generators equals (as it must)

W, (1 -2)
2

of which generator G1 delivers the first constant term, and genera-
tor G2 the second variable term due to the rise in the mean load
power. Generator GI is thus truly a carrier generator and G2 fur-
nishes the side -band energy.

In Fig. 8 W1 and W2 for m =1.0 are plotted as functions of x. As is
seen, in the negative half cycle of modulation (down) W2 is zero, for
(1) x = 7 because /2 = 0
(2) x = 37/2 because E2 = 0
(3) x = 27 because again /2 = 0

W2, it should be noted, must be negative for all values of m between
x = a and 27, i.e., over the whole negative half cycle.

Fig. 8-Variations of carrier and side -band energy over a complete modulation
cycle, and for full modulation (m= 1.0).

 From Fig. 8 it is seen how relatively small this power (absorbed
by G2) is in comparison with the positive peak power.

Concluding, we consider briefly the maxima and minima of W1 and

lI
W2, respectively:

W1 for x = 7/2

for x = 3r/2

W2 for x = r/2

for x = 37/2

Wimax = Wc(in + 1)

Wlmin = Wc(1 m)

W2max = Brc(M2 M)

W2rnin = We(M2
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Further W2 has two other minima if m>0.5 which are independent of m

for msin x = - 1/2,
We

W2min =
4

If m <1/2 those last minima vanish. Thus the maximum power ab-
sorbed by G2 during down modulation never exceeds 1/4  W.

V. MEAN INPUT POWER USING VACUUM -TUBE GENERATORS

Making certain assumptions, we are able to calculate the mean
input power as a function of m when G1 and G2 are vacuum -tube gen-
erators.

The following assumptions are made:
(1) Tube 1 has a constant grid -excitation voltage, so adjusted that the

maximum power 2 W, is delivered with a high anode -voltage swing
and corresponding high anode efficiency

(2) Tube 2 is so adjusted that the carrier -anode voltage E2.0 gives no
anode current. This of course is necessary in order to avoid carrier
tube losses in tube 2.

(3) By grid excitation tube 2 gives an anode alternating current pro-
portional to the grid alternating voltage and in phase with this
voltage.

(4) For both tubes the direct anode currents are assumed to be propor-
tional to the anode alternating -current values irrespective of
phase.

Following these assumptions, the input direct current to tube 1 is in-
dependent of modulation; the same is then true for the anode input
power if the anode direct voltage is constant. The input power for
tube 1 is thus

Wli =
We

ne

(48)

where We= carrier power and n. = anode efficiency of tube 1.
For the tube generator No. 2 the anode direct current according

to the assumptions rises from zero to the maximum value both for the
up and the down modulation. Thus the ratio between maximum and
mean input power for this tube equals (2/71-) m. The maximum output
power of tube 2 being 2X W, and assuming the same maximum ef-
ficiency n, as for tube 1, the mean input power becomes

2W, 2
W2s (49)

ne 7
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The total mean input power to both generators thus amounts to

Wi
(I 4 n).

17. \ 7r
(50)

Tube 1 may in this scheme be class C operated as the grid voltage is
constant. A higher net anode efficiency of 70 per cent can then be
realized. For a 100 -kilowatt carrier energy we then find

Wi = 143 181.5.m kw.

for m = 30% Wi = 197.5 kw.

for m = 100% Wi = 324.5 kw.

The result of these purely theoretical calculations is shown as a
dotted line in the earlier Fig. 2 in this paper. For m = 30 per cent the
input power lies between those for systems (c), (d), and (e) earlier de-
scribed.

The peak power, however, is higher for this system, as follows:
7 % higher than for system (b)
13 % higher than for system (c)
10 % higher than for system (d)
27.5% higher than for system (es)

VI. REQUIREMENTS TO TUBE CHARACTERISTICS

In Section IV we have shown that, if the side -band generator is sup-
plying a current '2 in the way described, and if the carrier generator
keeps a constant terminal voltage E,, then pure amplitude modulation
is obtained as shown.

The next step is to consider if, using normal transmitting tubes,
these conditions can be realized for the supplying of power.

Generator G1 has to work with a constant anode alternating voltage
independent of the load in the anode circuit. As is well known, this
can only be realized approximately as the voltage necessarily must in-
crease when the load impedance is increased, due to the internal tube
resistance. Thus we get a sloping line for E1, instead of the horizontal
shown in Fig. 7. To counteract this rising voltage, one obvious remedy
is well known, i.e., to bias the grid circuit with a voltage drop from the
grid current of the tube. It is also possible to use a separate rectifier
which is coupled to the anode circuit, and so adjusted that its direct -
current output shows the desired dependence on the anode voltage.

Generator G2 is subject to two separate restrictions.
(1) It must draw zero anode current when in carrier condition. In this

condition the anode alternating voltage has a definite value E2.0
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and the grid alternating voltage is zero. Calling Val the anode
direct voltage of tube 2, the required condition is obtained if the
grid -bias voltage is chosen

1- va2 +.E2.0}

where µ is the amplification factor of the tube.
(2) The anode alternating current (root -mean -square) must be propor-

tional to the grid alternating voltage, also when this voltage is
turned 180 degrees in phase. When the tube is biased according to
(1) this condition is not to be realized without certain precautions,
if we use triodes. However, if we use tetrodes, or pentodes, the
requirement is a priori fulfilled, because then the anode current
does not depend on the anode voltage, or at least only to a very
small extent.

This difficulty is clearly brought to light if we consider for a mo-
ment some of the equations from the classical tube -oscillator theory.
We use the following notations:

Va = anode direct voltage

V, = grid direct voltage
E. = amplitude of anode alternating voltage
E, = amplitude of grid alternating voltage.

Momentary voltages at grid and anode are then

va = -V 0 E, cos x

va = Va + E. cos x

where E, and Ea are taken to be in phase. The anode current is then
some function of the controlling voltage

va Ea
vc = -= (E, ---)(cos x - cos 0)

A

(51)

(52)

where 0 is half the pulse angle given by

V, - V0/12
cos 0 = (53)

E, Ea/Ai

Now anode current is flowing only if ve >0 which means that cos 0 must
lie between -1 and +1 (0 =- 0 - 7). As we have seen the condition (1)
above requires that

A
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Va + E.
V, -

Hence,

(54)

Ea/ A
cos 0 = (55)

E. + EMI

Frora this we see that, if the tube is biased according to (54), anode
current will flow if we increase E. from zero to positive values, the
angle 0 increasing from 0 to 7/2 and the last value being reached for

= 00.
Anode and grid voltages are then in phase, and the tube operates

for down modulation.
If we now turn the phase of E, 180 degrees with respect to Ea, in

order to obtain up modulation, no anode current will flow in the inter-
val of E. from 0 to -2Eahi, because then I cos 01 >1.

From values of E,= -2Ea/ti and further, anode currents begin to
flow again, as is easily seen. Such an operation would of course, be
useless, due to prohibitive distortion.

Assuming the simplest case, that the anode current is directly pro-
portional to the controlling voltage V, we find for the anode direct
current Ia and the amplitude of the fundamental, /a,1, respectively,

Ia =pro portional to (E. -I- E1-1 (sin 0 - 0 cos 0) (56)
7

Ial = proportional to (E, (0 - sin 0 cos 0) (57)
IA

which show that there is no simple exact linear relationship between
currents and Eg to be expected.

If we use a tetrode or a pentode, however, (52) and (53) become,
respectively,

V,
v, = va -= Eg(cos x - cos 0)

Vg -
/A

cos 0 -
E,,

(581

where V, is the constant screen -grid voltage and IA the screen ampli-
fication factor. In the same way (56) and (57) simplify to
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Ia = proportional to Edr(sin 0 - 0 cos 6) 1
Li = proportional to Eg/T(0 - sin 0 cos 0) J '

(59)

Now we can easily satisfy the requirement that Iai be proportional
to E by making 0 independent of the grid voltage E. This requires

V1
Vg = -,

A

i.e., cos 0 = 0

or in other words, the well-known class B operation.
We can obtain the same result also with common triodes if we su-

perpose in the grid the voltage
E,

- - cos x. (60)
A

Adding this to the first equation of (51) we find

vc = Eg(cos x - cos 0)

VaVg -
Acos 0 =

(61)

E,

which are just the same equations as for the tetrode case, with V.
substituted for V,.

If we now want an exact linear relation between E, and I. 1 we
choose

VIV1= -
'S

and operate the tube as a class B amplifier. Thus we see that if we can-
cel the anode retroaction voltage, the triode also gives an anode cur-
rent which is independent of the anode alternating voltage.

The necessary adjustment for this operation is simple. With the
tube unexcited we adjust for correct anode and grid direct voltages and
note the anode rest direct current. Anode alternating voltage is then
adjusted according to the carrier condition, and the anode direct cur-
rent will show a certain rise. Then the compensating voltage is intro-
duced in the grid circuit and adjusted so that the anode direct current
is reduced to the original rest current noted.

...1.--.110).1111.C.I.-+
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NOTES ON THE IMPEDANCE OF A CARBON MICROPHONE'

Br
FRANKLIN OFFN ER

(Department of Physiology, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois)

WHETHER or not the impedance of a carbon microphone is
identical with its direct -current resistance has long been a
question among radio engineers. We shall attempt a solution

of this problem through the equivalent circuit of the microphone,
transformer, and load. The treatment given will be in terms of a single -
button microphone, but the results will obviously be just as applicable
to the double -button type.

Fig. 1

The variation of resistance of the microphone with displacement,
x, of the diaphragm from its equilibrium position is given by

R = Ro Rix (1)

where Ro is the direct -current resistance of the button, and powers of x
beyond the first have been dropped. If a sound wave of angular fre-
quency co strikes the diaphragm, the displacement will be x =x0 cos wt
which with (1) gives

R = Ro Rixo cos cot = Ro(1 a cos cot) (2)

where a = Rixo/Ro and a<<1.
Fig. 1 gives the equivalent circuit of the microphone coupled to a

load of reflected impedance Z, by a perfect transformer. L is assumed
of infinite inductance and zero resistance. We shall solve the mesh
equations for this circuit. In the first branch,

.11Z + (Ii + 12)R = E. (3)

In the second branch, /2 will be the average value of E/R, because of
the infinite inductance of the branch. From (2),

 Decimal classification: R385.5. Original manuscript received by the In-
stitute, February 6, 1936.
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- = (1 -a cos cot ± ) = - (4)
R0(1 + a cos wt) Ro Ro

the bar over a quantity indicating its average value. Solving (3) and
(4) for I, gives, with (2), since a<<1,

a cos wt
I1= E.

Z Ro

The impedance of a source may be considered as the value of the
impedance into which it delivers maximum power. As the source is
nonreactive, it is apparent that Z must be a pure resistance. Then the
power dissipated in the load is

P = 121Z = a2E2 cos' wt
(z + R0)2

Maximizing P with respect to Z, we set dP/dZ equal to zero:

(Z R0)2 - 2Z (Z Ro)
dP/dZ = a2E2 cos' wt = 0

(Z Ro)4

which gives,

Z = Ro.

In other words, the impedance of a carbon microphone is identical
with its direct -current resistance.

    -.we >III< Ow-.
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THE CAUSES FOR THE INCREASE OF THE ADMIT-
TANCES OF MODERN HIGH -FREQUENCY AM-

PLIFIER TUBES ON SHORT WAVES*

BY

M. J. 0. STRT.ITT AND A. VAN DER ZIEL

(Natuurkundig Laboratorium der N. V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken, Eindhoven, Holland)

Summary-By recent measurements of input loss, output loss, and feed -back
capacitance of modern high frequency amplifier tubes (pentodes) up to 300 mega-
cycles, a considerable increase of these values in the short-wave range has become
manifest. Contrary to the opinion, expressed in several recent publications, for many
types of valves the main cause of this increase must not be sought in electron -transit -
time effects, but in the action of capacitances, mutual inductances, and self -induct-
ances of the tube electrodes and of their leads within and without the tubes. A general
theory of the effect of these quantities on input admittance, output admittance, feed-
back admittance, and mutual admittance is put forward for tetrodes, pentodes, hex -
odes, etc., used as high -frequency amplifiers. By three series of measurements it is
shown, that about one to two thirds of the input damping of modern European high -
frequency valves of normal dimensions on short waves must be ascribed to inductive
effects and not to transit times. Several measurements on transit -time effects are de-
scribed, showing that the transit time between the input grid and the screen grid may
not be neglected as compared with the transit time between the cathode and the input
grid. Theoretical formulas for inductive effects are well checked and those for transit -
time effects are not so well checked by measurements. Causes for the latter deviations
are given. Output admittance and feed -back admittance are almost wholly due to
inductive effects in the short-wave region, as shown by several measurements described.

I. INTRODUCTION

ECENT measurements'.2.3 have shown a marked increase of input
loss, output loss, and feed -back capacitance of modern high -
frequency amplifier valves of normal dimensions. Valves AF3

and AF7 of Philips, Telefunken, Tungsram, and Valvo, are representa-
tive since they are high -frequency pentodes of the variable- and fixed -
bias type. Some values of measured input admittances are given here
(mean values taken from several valves).

In Table I, R. (cold) is the input parallel resistance while the
cathode is cold, R. (biased) is the value with heater and normal posi-
tive voltages and with such grid bias that no anode current flows,

* Decimal classification: R262. Original manuscript received by the In-
stitute, July 14, 1937; revised manuscript received by the Institute, November
20, 1937.

1 Elek. Nach. Tech., vol. 12, pp. 347-354; November, (1935).
' Elek. Nach. Tech., vol. 13, pp. 260-268; August, (1936).

Elek. Nach. Tech., vol. 14, pp. 75-80; March, (1936), (with extensive bibli-
ography).
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R. (normal) is the value at normal operating conditions (bias -3
volts and mutual conductance 1.8 milliamperes per volt with the AF3
whereas these values are -2 and 2.0 milliamperes per volt for the
AF7), R. (active) is given by 1/R. (active) =1/R. (normal) -1/R.
(biased). C.(cold) and C. (normal) are the values of input capacitance

TABLE I

Valve
type

Wavelength
m

R, (cold)
Megohms

Re (biased)
Megohms

R. (normal)
Megohms

R. (active)
Megohms

C.(nonnal)
oaf

C. (cold)
API

AF3 230 3.9 4.7 3.3 12 7.0 6.1AF3 39.5 1.6 2.6 0.38 0.45 7.0 6.1
AF3 21.2 0.74 1.5 0.108 0.116 7.0 6.1
AF3 12.4 0.40 0.54 0.036 0.039 7.0 6.1AF3 5.6 0.19 0.21 0.0086 0.0090 7.0 6.1
AF7 230 2.9 6.0 2.1 3.3 8.1 6.6
AF7 39.5 1.5 2.7 0.26 0.29 8.1 6.6
AF7 21.2 0.69 1.4 0.070 0.074 8.1 6.6
AF7 12.4 0.35 0.84 0.023 0.024 8.1 6.6
AF7 5.6 0.11 0.12 0.0045 0.0046 8.1 6.6

under cold -cathode and under normal operating conditions, respec-
tively (mean values, taken from several valves).

Similar measurements for the output parallel resistance are given
in Table II. The value of C. (cold) is practically equal to C. (normal).

TABLE II

Valve Wavelength
meters

R. (cold)
megohms

Ra (biased)
megohms

R. (normal)
megohms

R, (active)
megohms

AF3 62.5 0.75 0.67 0.43 1.2
AF3 20.4 0.35 0.29 0.19 0.54
AF3 5.05 0.04f 0.038 0.022 0.054
AF7 62.5 1.12 1.12 0.68 1.7
AF7 20.4 0.49 0.45 0.25 0.58
AF7 5.05 0.046 0.041 0.024 0.058

From these tables it is clear, that input parallel resistance R.
(normal) is much more unfavorable on short waves (below say 25
meters) than output parallel resistance Re (normal). Feed -back ad-
mittance is inductive on short waves and may be compensated by a
suitable capacitance from grid to anode. It is given by the empirical
expression

Yag' = - Aw2)

where Cao is about 0.003 micromicrofarad for the valve AF3 and
A=7.10-'9 (Dimension: µµf/(c/s)2). Means for reducing A on short
waves by suitable mutual inductances between electrode leads were
given previously.*

It was the generally valid opinion, that most of the input damping
must be ascribed to electron -transit -time effects on short waves. One
of the prevalent aims of this article is to show that this opinion must

4 Op. cit., p. 267.
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be considered erroneous in so far as it concerns modern European
valves of normal dimensions. A very important contribution to the
input damping comes from inductive effects, associated with the
lengths of the electrode leads within the valves. The role of transit -
time effects is not predominant.

Previously' it was shown that anode admittance and feed -back
admittance must be wholly ascribed to inductive effects in the short-
wave region. Van der Pol and Posthumus of this laboratory first drew
attention to the role of impedances in the valve leads, and studied
them theoretically and experimentally in 1933.

II. GENERAL THEORY OF THE TETRODE AS A
HIGH -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

Fig. 1 shows the tetrode scheme. The meaning of some of the
symbols is as follows: i indicates alternating currents (effective value),

Tapp

iglk

'92
Yk

Tik

I
Yap Yak

ak

Ya

va'

Fig. 1-Schematic of tetrode as a high -frequency amplifier. i = currents, V = volt-
ages (both effective values), and Y = admittances. Arrows indicate alter-
nating phase relations of the currents.

V = alternating volts against the earth (chassis). As to the indexes,
occurring with these symbols, gl is the input grid, g2 the screen grid, k

7, the cathode, and a the anode. The symbol Y is an admittance, such as
Yak, the admittance between anode and cathode, Yk the admittance
between the cathode and the earth, 1792 the admittance between the
screen grid and the earth (chassis). M (not shown in Fig. 1) indicates
a coefficient of mutual inductance, such as Mg2k, the mutual in-
ductance between the leads to the cathode and the screen grid. The
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mutual inductance between the grid lead and the other leads is neg-
lected, the grid electrode being on top of the bulb. (Some valves on
the British market form an exception.) The influence of this inductance
can easily be incorporated in our theory. The symbol CO is the angular
frequency and j = S is the mutual conductance, such as S52
the mutual conductance between the input grid and the screen grid,
and S. between the input grid and the anode. The symbol V.' is the
anode voltage in the tube, measured on the anode itself, against the
earth, whereas Va is the voltage between the tube electrode pin and
the earth. This differentiation between the voltage on the electrode
valve pin and on the valve electrode itself could of course also be made
with respect to the other valve electrodes. Numerically, however, it is
of little consequence with these electrodes besides the anode .6

One finds

V. = V - is Y a+ jcoM.0242+ jaMokik;

V92 = 42/ Y92 +jwlbfo2kikiCOMa02ia;

Vk = ik/Y k jCOM g2kia2 jwMakia;

4192 = (V01 - Vg2)11g201;

2glk = (V01 - Vk)Yaik;

iagl = Val - Val) Yagl;

i002 = (Val - g2) 17,42;

Zak = (170' -17k) Yak;

igl = iglk jowl;

ia = Sa(Vgl Vk) iota + tick iagl;

= ia52 ± 4192 - S02(V 91 - Vk);

Zk = iglk Zak (Sa + 892)(V01 Vk).

(2)

(3)

In these twelve equations there are fourteen variables: V0' Va, V92,
V k, V al, 1g1g21 iglky ia01, ia02, tick, igly ia, i02, and ik. We shall express i01
and is by V91 and V.. The actual resolution of the 12 equations (1),
(2), and (3) is very tiresome and will be omitted here for the sake of
brevity. The resulting two equations are

iol = (Y9102 Yolk Yagl P) V01 Vag' + 01 a;
is = (Sa - Yagl A)Vgl Ya02 + Yak + Yagl B)Va.

In (4) and (5) the following symbols have been introduced:

6 Op. cit., p. 266.

(4)

(5)
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P = 1Y 0io2(02a1 - la2) - Yek(azai - cria2) (a1132 131a2)-1;

A = Yo02(132a1 - 01a2) - (Yak + Sa)(ap.ai - aia2) (a1132 - Oia2)-1;

Q = Y01a2(132bi - 131b2) - Yek(asbi - «A) (alt's- Pia2)-L;

B = Y ao2(132b1 - Sibs) - (Yak So)(asbi - cribs)) (a1132 - Oia2)

al = Y02 Yogi Ygla jaLltiag2 Yea Ya;

11/ «2 = jwMak Yk( Yag2 Yog2) - icoMak Yk Yoa2;

al = Y0102 Sus jc gskY os(Y sik + So + So) - jca assY sz(So - Yogi);

as = Yolk Sa g2 iCOM g2kY k(Y 9102 - Sg2) j(A)MakY k(Sa Y °in);

81 = iCOM g2kY g2(Y glk Yak Sa Se) - itOM ag2Y g2(Y ak Sa) Sg2;

02 = Y k Yolk Yak Sa S,2 iCOM ak(Y ak Sa)Y k;

b1 = Y002 + iCOMak Ya2 Yak - j0)Mag21702( Yag2 + Yak + Yogi);

b2 = Yak + iCOMg2k Yk Yao2 jadif akY k(Y ao2 + Yak + Yogi).

Formulas (4) and (5) are not yet very suited to practical applica-
tion. It is useful to develop these expressions in powers of w. One then
can immediately see which terms become most important if the wave-
length is decreased. Calculations are again very tiresome and for the
sake of briefness only the results are given here:

Y k = 11 jaak; Y g2 = 1 / jaig2; Yak = iCOC ak 1/Rak; Yaws = jWC a22;

Y gik = jWC gik + 1/ Rglk; Yolg2 = iCACota2; Yogi = jwCaai.

Here L is the coefficient of self-inductance of the lead inside the valve
between the prong and the electrode. C is the capacitance between
the electrodes, and R is a resistance.

We use the following abbreviations:

= Yogi Q; Yi' = Yi - P;
Y0' = Yo - B; Sa' = Sa - (A + Y001);
Yi = Yolk + Yea + Yogi; Yo = Yak + Vous Y agl

Then,

6 Yap' = Wag' - j(.03 Co02(LaCag1 Makekg1) Cak(Mg2kCO2gl

 Lkekol) (Ca02 Cak)(Maaeg2g1 M ake kg1)} + ;

Yi' = Yi co2 1 (Sa S02)(Lkekai 21foke020i) - Sa(MakCkoi

 Lo2C,201) - Sa(MakC kg1 M a22C g201)} + . . .
;

Y = Yo w2Sa CokLk Coa2M02k - (Cok Ca92)Mak  ;
So' = So - Wool jcoSo - Lk(So Sg2)

 M g2kS g2 M akSal + 

(5a)
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The proportionality of 1/R, (active) and of 1/Re (active), contained
in the real parts of Y,' and Yo', to w2 may be understood on a general
theoretical basis. Consider any agglomeration of inductances, re-
sistances, and capacitances and take the admittance between any two
terminals. This admittance Y may be resolved into a resistive part,
parallel to a capacitive part: I' = 1/R +W. In the complicated ex-
pression for Y the frequency w enters always and only in the combina-
tion jw. No other possibility exists for the imaginary unit j to enter
into the formulas. Hence, developing Y into powers of w, the real
quantities 1/R and C can only contain even powers of jw and hence of w.
This is exactly what (5a) shows,

III. EXTENSION OF THE ABOVE THEORY TO PENTODES AND HEXODES
USED AS HIGH -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS

If one considers attentively the arrangement of (5a) and takes into
account the new electrodes and leads with pentodes and hexodes, which
are additional to the ones considered above, it is not difficult to obtain
expressions for the admittances of the latter valves without further
calculations.

The tetrode considered above has no metal screen or metalization
outside the bulb. In Europe, such a screen or metalization (m) is,
usually present and has a separate lead to a connection on the tube
socket. We have to take account of the capacitance of the metalization
to the other tube electrodes and of the self-inductance and mutual
inductance of the lead. Formulas (5a) are slightly extended for such
a tetrode with metalization. A high -frequency pentode has, moreover,
a suppressor -grid electrode and lead. This is indicated by g3. We get,
instead of (5a), for a metalized high -frequency pentode

Y,' = jwCaut -jw3 Ca,(L.P.,0, Mmg,Cogi -I-Mmu2Co2oi Mmkt k01)

+ C age(M g3me mai+ Li p3C 930+ M g302G201+ 211 g3ke

± C aa2(M g2mC mg1+ M g2g3C gain+ g2C agl+ M g2ke kat)

± C ak(M kme mg1+ M kg3C g3g1+ M kg2C g2g1+ LkC kgl)

- (C a.+ C aa3+ C ag2+ C ak)(31 ame mg!

 M agge oat+ M ag2C g2g1+ M akC kg1)) + ;

(6)

Yi' = 17,-1-0,21 (So+ a2)(LIce k01+ M kg2C 9201+ M kg3C g3g1+ M kmC mul)

- 502(M take kill 4" g2G2P1+ M0203C0301+ Mg3mCnsgl) " (7)

- So (M.kekg I Mag2Cau 1 ± Mag3Cg3g1+ Mamerrigl) + ;

17 = 0+ CO2 Sate akidk+C ag2M gEk+C ag3M g3k+C amM mk
(8)

- (C ak+Cag2±C eta-K(2,0M akl + ' ' '
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Equation (8) was published previously' when discussing experi-
mental results on anode admittance.

The equation for the mutual conductance of a high -frequency
pentode is exactly equal to the corresponding expression (5a).

With a high -frequency amplifier hexode, the suppressor grid is
absent and a second negative grid 3 is introduced. Grid 4 is a screen.
The mutual conductance of grid 3 to the anode is Soa. We obtain

=j0)Capi j03 tC am(Lmemel+ Ma104C0401+ M g3mC g3g1 Mmg2Cg2g1

 MinkCk01) Ca04 (Mmg4Cmg 1+ LO4C94g1+ Mg4g3Cg301

.1104Q2CO201 Mg4kekg 1) -F Ca03(Mg3ntempl+310304C0401

4-1, 03C g3g1+ M g3g2C g2g1+ M ggke 401) Cag2(M02niCasu1

M g2g4C g4g1+ M g2g3C g3g1+ L02C g2g1+ M kgl)

+ C ok(M mke mgi+ 111 gskeg4g1+ M kg3C g3g1+ M kg2C g2g1+ L kC kg1)

- (C am+ C ag4+ Cao+ C 002+ C ak)(M °or mg1 . - -Mag4- Cg4g1

+ M 003C0301+ Mag2G2g1+MakCkg1) + 

Yi' = Yi-Fw2 (Sa+ S 02+ 04)(Lke k01+ M kg2C g2g1+ M kg3C 03g1

 M kg4C g4g1+ 211kmCmvi)

- Sg2(M g2kC kg'. L02CO201 .21/1 0203C 030+ 31 0204C94g 1 ± M g2mC mei)

- So4(111 kg1+ M0402CO201+ M 0403C g3g1+ L 94C 04g1+ M g4mCmg1)

Sa(M akC .111 ag2C g2g1+ M ag3C g3g1+ C 0401111 040

+Cmg1Mam)1 +

Y01 = Yo+w2(Spla+Spsa) IC akLk+C 602M ak+C ag3M gsk

+ ca04m04k + camm.k - (Cak + ca02 + cogs+ ca04+ cam)mak

- CO2 Sioa{C akM 43+ CapaMp203 Cao3L0 C ag4M gog

+ C am Mina (Cak+Ca02 Cag3 C ag4+ Cam) Mag3 . . ;

Sa' = S.- jae agi-Fjcot - Lk (Sa + Sp2+ Sg4)± M g2kSg2

M g4kSg4+ M akSa Sap + p

where Sa stands for Sgla, So for Sao, and So for Sp1p4.

On the basis of these expressions it is easy to obtain formulas for
any type of valve, such as high -frequency heptodes; expressions were
also derived for mixing valves. A discussion of these formulas falls out
of the scope of this article and will be given later together with the
results of measurements.

(9)

(10)

(12)
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IV. DISCUSSION OF THE OBTAINED EXPRESSIONS

Some general remarks on the above expressions may be useful. All
terms, proportional to the lowest powers of w were written down in the
above expressions, regardless of their relative magnitude. This magni-
tude depends on the respective values of the capacitances and induct-
ance coefficients. If we imagine the tubes mounted in a receiver chassis,
the capacitances must be reckoned between the tube grids, cathode,
anode, and metalization themselves, but also between the leads within
the tubes and from tube to chassis. Of course no exact values can be
given to each of these contributions, as concentrated capacitances

Ly

Fig. 2-Schematic "ndication of self -inductances, mutual inductance, and
capacitance between the leads and electrodes marked x and y.

were assumed in the derivation of the formulas and induction coeffi-
cients between the leads (see Fig. 2). In reality, the capacitance be-
tween the leads shunts part of the inductances. As to the values of the
inductances, to be inserted into the formulas, the same applies as for
the capacitances, the leads must be taken up to the connection to the
receiver chassis. In special cases, even parts of the chassis must be
taken into account (see Section VII).

It is useful to restate here some well-known formulas for the self-
inductances and mutual inductances of straight wires.
(a) Self-inductance of a wire, of length 1 and diameter d (1>> d):

41
L = 21 (ln - 1)  10-9 henry. (13)
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(b) Mutual inductance of two parallel wires, of length 1 and distance
a (1>> a):

21
Al = 2l In - - 1)  10-9 henry. (14)

a

(c) Mutual inductance of two straight wires, each of length 1, having at
one end the distance c and coinciding with their other ends (1>>c) :

2/
M = 2/ (ln -)  10-9 henry. (15)

Applying (13), we have for a wire of 4 centimeters length and 0.05
centimeter diameter L =38  10-9 henry. In (14), if we t. e 1=4 centi-
menters and a = 0.5 centimeter, M = 14 .10-9 henry. .ve take 1= 4
centimeters and c = 0.5 centimeter in the case of (15) we get
M = 22  10-9 henry.

For the actual calculation of the several expressions set
forth in Sections II and III, the capacitive values to be in-
serted must be known. We consider the valve AF3 as an example.
Cak+Cant+Cag3+Cag2= Co = 7.6 micromicrofarads; Cak = 0.1 micro-
microfarad; Ca = 0.5 micromicrofarad; Co g3 = 3.5 micromicrofarads;

= 3.5 micromicrofarads; Cogs+ C glk+C On= 7.0 micromicrofarads
(under normal operation); C9192 = 2.1 micromicrofarads; Calk = 3.4 mi-
cromicrofarads; Cala = 0.5 micromicrofarad; Caba = 1 micromicrofarad;
C091= 0.002 micromicrofarad. These values apply to an average valve
of this type.

The mutual inductance between two leads within the tube depends
very much on their distance; e.g., in the valve pinch or, with construc-
tions without pinch, on their relative position. It is possible to choose
this position, taking account of our formulas, so as to minimize certain
inductive effects. This was successfully carried out in several instances
(see Section VII). By inserting extra mutual inductances into the leads,
some valve admittances could be favorably altered.

From the equations of Section III, together with (13), (14), and
(15), it appears that in the short-wave region anode admittance and
feed -back impedance are made worse if the leads of the suppressor
grid and of the metalization of pentodes are connected to the cathode
within the tube. Some of the relevant inductances are thereby in-
creased from 1.5 to 3 times.

It should be stressed, that the mutual conductance does not enter
into (5a), (6), and (9) for the feed -back admittance. Hence, values
of the feed -back admittance taken with a cold cathode and under
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normal operating conditions will differ only in as much as some capac-
itances, such as C kin and Cg20 have different values under these cir-
cumstances. It will generally be sufficient to measure Yagi' with a cold
cathode.

On very short waves a wavelength is finally attained, at which
resonances may occur within the tubes. This may be shown from (5)
together with the expressions for P, Q, A, and B. The denominator of
these quantities consists of the expression (a02-«2131). If this denom-
inator becomes zero, the tube admittances become infinite. Of course,
our formulas lo not hold in the immediate vicinity of this frequency.
It is, however, possible to make a fairly satisfactory calculation of the
frequencies. which these resonances occur. As an example, take a
tetrode with( 'riutual inductance between the leads and with C ok= 0.
Then a092- a2P, = ( 2 Y Y )(Y Y Y -I-S +8 1 and- 092 . -glg2- k - a k . - glk . -a . - g2,
Y52+ Y552+ -= (jcoL02)-' 1 -Loco2(Cag2+Cgig2) I . The resonance
frequency follow app"oximately from (52/,,2(C.,72+C5152) = 1. Taking
Lio= 4.10-8 henry .72 = micromicrofarads, C9152 = 2.3 micromicro-
farads, co =2- 108 ' .ngth is about 1 meter. Experimentally we
found, that tubes ci 1.3r11ia1 dimensions showed resonances between
0.5 and 2 meters wavelength.

V. MEASUREMENTS LEADING TO A SEPARATION OF THE
CAUSES OF INPUT ADMITTANCE

According to (7) the input admittance Yi' consists of a part Yi
and of a second part, proportional to O. The former part Yi contains
the dielectric losses and the influence of electron -transit times, in the
resistance Roik, whereas the latter part is exclusively due to inductive
effects. Several measurements were taken, permitting a separation of
the electronic part from the inductive part.

A tetrode, with measured input admittance on a wavelength of
6.3 meters, was measured again, inserting a small self-inductance of
about 10-7 henry between the cathode prong and earth. The values of
input parallel resistance R. were as follows:

Anode current
milliamperes

R. without inserted extra R. with extra
self -inductive R. self-inductance

3 2450 ohms 1200 ohms
5 2050 ohms 990 ohms

By (5a) the additional input parallel resistance RL due to a self-
inductance in the cathode lead is given by

ft
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1

= 02(S. S 4)Lke ko.
RL

Taking w = 3.108, Lk = 10-7 henry, S= So = 6 milliamperes per
volt at 5 milliamperes anode current, and Ckg4= 8 micromicrofarads,
the value of RL = 2300 ohms. This is in sufficient concordance with the
measured value of 1900 ohms, if one takes account of the possible
errors in the determination of Lk and of Ckg1. Within the tube the
cathode lead consists of 6 centimeters of wire of 0.5 -millimeter diameter,
corresponding to a self-inductance of 6.10-8 henry. Calc1,11+ing RL due
to this internal cathode lead, one finds, that more than one nalf of
the measured input parallel resistance of 2450 ohms i ' to the in-
ductive effect of this lead. Hence, if we neglect the sm..' impensating
effects, due to screen -grid and anode -lead inductan according to
(5a), the electronic causes contribute less than one to the total
loss.

As a second experiment, tetrodes were taken, in some of which an
additional capacitance of known value was in led between the
cathode and the input grid. Small condei., rs of the same type now
used in octodes of type EK2 for compensating electron coupling were
connected directly between the cathode and the grid inside the tube.
We measured 4 valves with and 4 valves without extra capacitance.
Mean values of these measurements were taken, in order to exclude
uncontrolled tolerances of individual valves. The values of active
input parallel resistance on a wavelength of 6.5 meters were:

TABLE III

Type R. (active) at 2 milliamperes
anode current

R. (active) at 4 milliamperes
anode current

1 without extra capacitance
B with extra capacitance

3150 ohms
2280 ohms

2170 ohms
1530 ohms

The values of Clui were determined for both types under operating
conditions. With type A tubes these values were: at 2 milliamperes
anode current Ckg1=7.0 micromicrofarads and with 4 milliamperes
anode current 7.5 micromicrofarads. The extra capacitance of type B
was 4.6 micromicrofarads. Thus, at 4 milliamperes 4.6 micromicro-
farads extra capacitance cause a decrease of input parallel resistance
from 2170 to 1530 ohms and are equivalent to (2170- 1530)/640 = 5200
ohms parallel resistance. Hence, 7.5 micromicrofarads capacitance are
equivalent to 4.6.5200/7.5 = 3200 ohms parallel resistance. The input
parallel resistance due to electronic causes is 2170 .3200/1030 = 6700
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ohms. A similar calculation may be applied to the data at 2 milli-
amperes anode current. The final results are:

3200 ohms due to inductive effects

at 4 milliamperes: total input
parallel resistance 2170 ohms

6700 ohms due to electron -transit
times

5500 ohms due to inductance

at 2 milliamperes: total input
parallel resi'lance 3150 ohms

7500 ohms due to electron -transit
times.

The most 'portant contribution to input -parallel -resistance loss
is due to inducts -ice and not electronic -transit effects, exactly as in the
experi len t  quoted again, neglecting the small compensating
terms, due to screen -grid and anode -lead inductances (see (5a)).

From the above data the self-inductance of the cathode lead, with

S. + S.2 = 6 milliamperes per volt amounts to

3200
Lk = 8 .10-8 henry.

W2SC kg1

Taking a lead length of 6 centimeters and a diameter of 0.05 centi-
timeter, Lk = 6.3.10-8 henry, which represents a satisfactory check.

From (5a) and (7) it appears that the input loss, because of induct-
ive effects, is made up of two parts, one positive, which contains the
effect of the cathode lead, and a second part, containing the effects of
the screen -grid and anode -lead inductances, which has a negative sign
and hence may act as a compensation of the first part. Taking the case
of a tetrode, dealt with by the second part of (5a), the positive real
part of input admittance due to lead effects is co2(8.-FS,2) (LkCk.'
-I-M.2kC.2.1) and the negative part is w2 IR (Ai glg2+Lg2C g2g1)
+Sa(MaA.0 kg1+ Mag2C g2g1)]. From the discussion in Section IV it appears
that mutual inductances between parallel wires, at a distance equal to
ten times the diameter, are about one third of the self -inductances.
Hence we might, as a first step towards simplification of the analysis,
neglect the mutual inductance effects and we then obtain a positive
real input admittance due to the leads of 0,2(Sa+ Spa kCkg1 and a
negative real input admittance of co2S.2L.2C91.2. Taking the valve type
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AF3 as a normal European high -frequency pentode, So =1.8 mil-
liampere per volt, Sotg2 = 0.4 milliampere per volt, Lk=4.10-8 henry,
L92 = 4 10-8 henry, C ko= 3.4 micromicrofarads, and C,192= 2.1 micro-
microfarads. Hence the positive part is w2 30.10-2d mhos and the nega-
tive part is w2 3.4  10-23 mhos, which is only about one tenth of the
positive part. This is the reason, which for simplicity, made us neglect
the compensating effect of the screen -grid lead and anode -lead induct-
ances on input admittance in the conclusions, drawn from the fore-
going two experiments.

Fig. 3-Röntgen picture of two metalized valves, containing one (left) and two
parallel systems, equal to those, used in the Philips EF5 type. Total length
of valves on the picture is 95 millimeters.

In order to check this reasoning experimentally, we took a Philips
high -frequency pentode valve (glass type FE5) with rather short
leads. The data of this valve are : mutual conductance at anode current
of 8 milliamperes (screen -grid current of 2.6 milliamperes) 1.7 milli-
amperes per volt, cold input capacitance 5.4 micromicrofarads, vari-
able -A type. (For a comparison, take the 58 tube, with a mutual con-
ductance of 1.6 milliamperes per volt at 8.2 milliamperes anode current,
2.0 milliamperes screen current, and a cold input capacitance of 4.7
micromicrofarads.) The total outer dimensions of the EF5 are about
equal to those of the 58 (see Fig. 3). Our tube factory made two valve
types for us (see Fig. 3), one containing one system of the normal EF5
valve, with internal leads, bent as seen on the left of Fig. 3 and the
other containing two normal EF5 systems in parallel, with the leads
bent as seen on the Röntgen photograph at the right of Fig. 3. The
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input grids are brought out on top of the valves. Base connections
are equal to those of the normal EF5 type. The effects of the leads 
in the double valve are four times as large as those in the single
valve, as the capacitances and slopes of the double valve are twice
those of the single valve, whereas the lead inductances are approxi-
mately equal. If R.1 is the input parallel resistance due to the elec-
tron -transit times, we have for the single valve a composite input
parallel resistance R' =ReiRIARei-FRI), where R1 is the input parallel
resistanep -11e to the lead effects. For the double valve we obtain
R"=114.. (1-Rei-FiRi) as the transit -time effect for the double

is half that for the single valve due to doubling of the mutual
conductance (see (16)). Hence

R'/R"= 2(1 ± fraii) =2 + 2Ret/(Ret Ri)

The measured active (see the legend to Table I) resistances were for
two individual valves of each type:

single valve No. 1 R' 12100 ohms double valve No. 1 R" 4450 ohms
single valve No. 2 R' 12900 ohms double valve No. 2 R" 4650 ohms
single valve mean value 12500 ohms double valve mean value 4550 ohms

The measurements were taken at 6.05 meters wavelength at 8 mil-
liamperes anode current for the single valve and at 16 milliam-
peres anode current for the double valve. We find R' /R" = 2.75 and
R'/R1= 3/8, or R1=34,000 ohms and Rei = 20,000 ohms. The conclu-
sion is, that in this valve, resembling the 58, a very considerable part of
input loss on short waves is due to lead effects. In these experiments,
the compensating effects of screen grid and anode leads are fully in-
cluded, as all inductive lead effects are four times as large in the double
valve compared with the single one. In the valve pinch the leads are
respectively connected to the anode, suppressor grid, screen grid, two
heating wires, cathode, suppressor grid, and anode. The second and the
last lead end in the pinch. From these lead connections it is seen that
the mutual inductance between the anode lead and the screen -grid lead
is large and the mutual inductance between the screen lead and the cath-
ode lead is small, both of which promotes the compensation of input
loss due to the self-inductance of the cathode lead (see (5a)). But even
in the case of this favorably compensated valve about 40 per cent of
the total input loss is due to the leads.

It may be remarked that most of the measurements published by
Ferris' and North" are carried out with triodes. In a triode the com-

7 Refer to Bibliography.
'° Refer to Bibliography.
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pensation of the cathode -lead effect by the anode -lead inductance is
much more effective than with tetrodes or pentodes of the types consid-
ered here. Hence in their cases the major part of total input loss might
be due to electron -transit times and thus their experiments are favor-
able for studying transit -time effects. Our experiments, on the con-
trary, are specially suited, to show the inductive effects on input
parallel resistance.

The above data (second experiment) lead to the conel-sion, that
with decreasing anode current the influence of self-induc  on in-
put loss decreases faster than the influence of transit effects
This may be explained by theory, if we take account of the
for the input parallel resistance R.1 due to electrons2

1 1-= - S(car)2. (16)
R. 20

In this equation S is the total mutual conductance of the input grid
to the positive electrodes in amperes per volts and r the transit time of
electrons for the cathode -grid path in seconds. If we reduce S by nega-
tive grid bias, r is increased. On the contrary, in 1/RL = w2LkSCkgi the
conductance S and the capacititance C ko are both decreased. Hence,
1/RL decreases faster than 1/R.1.

By the above results we are able to prove that it is useless, in
valves of normal dimensions, such as the EF5 or the AF3, to decrease the
cathode -grid clearance too much. In (16) S increases with decreasing
distance, but r decreases. In 1/RL = co2LkSCkgi the conductance S and
the capacitance C kg' are both increased. Hence, 1/RL increases much
more than 1/Re1 and the reduction of electronic loss by decreasing the
the cathode -grid distance is overcompensated by the increase of in-
ductive loss. Of course, if all valve dimensions are decreased (acorn
valves), grid impedance may be increased.

For a physical interpretation of the inductive effects it may be in-
teresting to consider the question: Where does the energy, due to
increased input loss by self-inductance land? A simple calculation,
which is here omitted for the sake of briefness, shows, that this loss
energy is dissipated in the anode of the valve.

VI. MEASUREMENTS ON THE ELECTRONIC PART
OF INPUT ADMITTANCE

The application of (16) to actual tubes encounters some difficulties.
As a first point in the derivation of (16), a plane cathode and grid
are assumed and in the grid plane a homogeneous distribution of grid
potential. Due to the grid -wire spacing and the action of positive-po-

2 Refer to p. 683 of Bibliograghy reference.
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tential electrodes the latter condition is by no means satisfied in tubes.
Moreover, the distance between the grid surface and the cathode
varies, as is seen from Fig. 4. Thus, practical conditions depart widely
from those assumed in theory. It is difficult, if not impossible, to
take even an approximative account of these practical conditions the-
oretically. As a second point, there is a potential minimum between
cathode and grid because of the initial velocity (Maxwellian distribu-
tion) of th- 41ectrons drawn from the cathode. In theory, a zero initial
velocity,: ectrons is assumed.

ti

L

Fig. 4-Sketch of the cathode -grid arrangement of a commercial
valve (K =cathode, G =grid).

The above points make a quantitative application of the electron-
transit formula (16) to actual measurements impossible. A qualitative
application will be tried here. Taking the second experiment of Section
V, the cathode and the grid were both oval in shape, the cathode being
1.2 X2.0 millimeters in cross section with an emitting layer of 75 mi-
crons. The grid cross section is 2.0 X4.2 millimeters (outside dimensions)
and the grid -wire diameter is 60 microns. The cathode -grid distance d
is about 0.3 millimeter. The electron -transit time r in seconds is
T = 0.51.10-7 d./ V, where V is the grid -surface potential in volts.
Calculating this value from 2/3 SV where the conductance S is 6
milliamperes per volt and the anode current i.= 4 milliamperes, we
find V =1 volt and hence 7 = 1.5  10-9. Thus, using (16), R.1= 17,000
ohms, whereas the measured value is about 7000 ohms. The large
difference must be ascribed to the points considered above and, more-
over, to the influence of the transit time between the input grid and
the screen grid on input loss which was adequately dealt with by North.2°
Applying this correction yields a calculated value of R.1=9000 ohms.

The influence of the input-grid-screen-grid space has been investi-
gated in some measurements. Taking the valve AF7 the anode tension
was 250 volts, the screen -grid tension was varied and the input -grid
bias adjusted such that a constant cathode direct current ik was ob-
tained at varying screen -grid tensions. This results in an approximately
constant grid -surface potential and hence constant transit time T. We

2° Refer to Bibliography.
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measured input parallel resistance R. at 16.3 meters wavelength and
the difference ACi between the cold -tube capacitance and the actual
input capacitance. The suppressor was earthed.

Values of R. were
ik =1 ma

(volts)
50 43.103 ohms

100 62.103 ohms
150 80.103 ohms
200 98.103 ohms
300 138.103 ohms

ik =2 ma

32.5.103 ohms
52  10' ohms
62  103 ohms
74 .103 ohms
95 10' ohms

Values of ACi were (micromicrofarads)
V,, (volts)

50
100
150
200
300

ik=1ma

0.90.4.Af

ik =2 ma
1.68µµf
1.29µµf
1.15µµf
1.02µµf
0.81µµf

ik =3 ma ik = 4 ma

48.103 ohms
58.103 ohms
65.103 ohms
78.103 ohms

The values of R. increase somewhat
(V,2)i. The input -grid -bias values were

ik(ma) V,, =100 (volts)
1

2
3
4

- V. =3.28 (volts)
- 11. =2.76 (volts)
- V. = 2.30 (volts)
- V. =1.92 (volts)

45.103 ohms
10' ohms

nG?' ohms
. ohms

ik =3 ma ik = 4 ma- --
1.36µµf 1.44µµf
1.21µµf 1.27µµf
1.12µµf 1.15µµf
0.93µµf 0.98µµf

faster than proportional to

Ye =200
7.10 volts
6.42 volts
5.96 volts
5.52 volts

= 300
11.20 volts
10.40 volts
9.84 volts
9.38 volts

In these measurements it was not possible to separate the influence
of potential minimum, unhomogeneous potential on the grid surface,
and transit time between the input grid and screen grid. It is, however,
undoubtedly shown, that the latter cause has a considerable influence
in valves of this type.

Mainly for applications to hexode-type high -frequency amplifier
and mixer tubes, the influence of the suppressor -grid tension on input
loss and input capacitance was investigated. A bias tension on the
suppressor grid causes part of the electron current, flowing through the
screen grid, to return. Some of the returning electrons arrive again in
the vicinity of the input grid and add to the input losses. This state of
things is to be considered as more or less normal in hexodes used as
high -frequency amplifiers and mixers. With the AF3 valve the anode
voltage was Va = 250 volts, 17,2=100 volts, and V, = -3 volts. We
have measured input parallel resistance R. and input capacitance C, at
22.7 meters wavelength.
- V,, (volts) 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 47.5

(k ohms) 111 108 105 100 92 79 63 47 34 29
C. (win 7.8 7.8 7.82 7.86 7.89 7.92 8.05 8.17 8.36 8.56
i. (ma) 7.72 7.68 7.60 7.40 7.20 6.85 6.28 5.25 3.73 1.25
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At 8.7 meters wavelength we found
- V., (volts) 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 37.5
R. (k ohms) 15.3 15.0 14.8 14.0 13.0 11.7 9.6 6.8

These measurements show that variations of 1/R. and of C. are
approximately proportional t o variations of is until the latter values
exceed 4 milliamperes.

A simple calculation, which is omitted for the sake of briefness,
shows,2 thy., theory can only explain a small part of the additional
loss due icieCiturning electrons. Assuming, however, that a consider -
aisle 'lumber of electrons return more than once, this discrepancy is
t.-dily uncle- -4-lod. This effect is dealt with in a forthcoming paper.

VII. r ; REMENTS ON ANODE ADMITTANCE AND ON
FEED -BACK ADMITTANCE

It follows from the formulas of Sections II and III that anode
admittance and feed -back admittance are essentially caused by in-
ductive effects in the snort -wave region.

As to anode impedance, this is strongly influenced by small mutual
inductances between the input -grid lead and the anode lead. In re-
ceivers as well as in anode -admittance measuring devices, a most care-
ful screening is necessary. It is not to be expected, because of these in-
ductive effects, that measuring devices of different construction yield
identical values for output admittance and for feed -back admittance
of the same valve. These effects are, of course, also present in measur-
ing devices for the input admittance, but here the measurement is
considerably simplified by the fact that active input parallel resistance
is about ten times smaller than active output parallel resistance. Spuri-
ous effects of parts of the measuring -device chassis are relatively less
important with input -admittance measurements.

Considering the measured values of active anode parallel resistance
as a function of w for any individual value, it appears that they are
inversely proportional to 02, as is expected by theory. If these values
of R. (active) were principally due to electron -transit times, the same
dependence on w2 would be expected. We have, however, a simple
means for investigating the cause of R. (active) by considering its de-
pendence on the mutual conductance.

Measurements were carried out for several valves on 8.0 meters,
including the types AF3 and AF7. The slope was varied in these
experiments by applying suitable bias tensions to the input grid.
The dimensions, capacitances, and lead lengths of the types AF3 and
AF7 are equal, except for the first grid, which is of the variable-a type

2 Refer to Bibliography.
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for the AF3 and of the constant -A type for the AF7. The curve R.
(active) against grid bias is very different for these two valves. Fig. 5
shows 1/R0 (active) as a function of the mutual conductance for the
valve AF3. It is a straight line, as it should be by the theory (see (8)).
From this curve the magnitude of induction coefficients causing the
active resistance may be calculated. We use the simplified formula
1/Ra (active) = w2SCM, where S is the mutual conductance, C the capaci-
tance, and Ma coefficient of mutual induction. Only on^ single capaci-
tance and one single inductance coefficient is here assum( 1' king the
values of Fig. 5 we find CM = 8.5.10-20 and with a ea! ,nce C of
3.5.10-12 farad this yields M=24-10-9 henry. This is 3, value, rItt; g
rather well in the order of magnitude, following from ' equations of
Section IV.

fs

10

0 tO 2,0 3,0

Fig. 5-Vertical axis: Values of 1/R. (active) in mhos multiplied by 106 for the
valve AF3. Horizontal axis: mutual conductance of this valve in milliam-
peres per volt, varied by putting bias tension on the input grid. The linear
relation, demanded by the present theory, is satisfied by the measured
values. The wavelength is 8.0 meters.

The influence of the tube dimensions (leads and capacitances) is
shown by measurements on the types AF3 and AF7, compared with
the types EF5 and EF6, the latter two having identical mutual con-
ductances with the former two, but much smaller dimensions. Active
anode parallel resistance is considerably greater for the latter two types
in the short-wave region.

A valve type as measured, deviating in several respects from those
mentioned above, is shown below.

Valve Wavelength
meters

R. (biased)
megohms

R. (normal)
megohms

R. (active)
megohms

4673
4673
4673

21.0
10.9
6.3

0.19
0.097
0.047

0.14
0.065
0.030

0.53
0.20
0.08
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The valve 4673 (Philips) is a high -mutual -conductance pentode,
designed as a high -frequency amplifier for television purposes (mutual
conductance about 5 milliamperes per volt at 8 milliamperes anode
direct current). R. (active) is about the same for this valve as for the
valves AF3 and AF7, having less than half its mutual conductance.
We have obtained this result by applying a favorable sequence of the
leads in the valve pinch. Ordinarily, the cathode lead is adjacent to the
suppressor -grid lead. With the 4673, however, the cathode lead was
placed 1--+ -3n the heater leads. The capacitance Cak, together with
the coefl. .,5 -alc) Mmky M g3k, and M92k are small for the 4673.
r. Finally, al; anode -resistance measurement is given, wherein elec-

Otin-transit times are manifest. Some valves of the type EF5 (vari-
able -A high -frequency pentode) were fitted with an anode of gauze
material instead c f massive plate. On 6.2 meters the results were

Valve Ra (biased)
megohms

R. (normal)
megohme

R. (active)
megohms

EF5 (normal) 0.155 0.064 0.109EF5 (gauze anode) 0.142 0.038 0.052

As no other differences in the construction of these valves are known,
the decrease of R. (active) must be due to electrons crossing the anode
and returning to it after a long way.

As to feed -back admittance, the frequency dependence and the
independence of mutual conductance show that measured values are
in accord with theory?' The influence of self- and mutual inductances
of receiver chassis parts on the feed -back admittance may be illus-
trated by considering a self-inductance L, common to the input grid
and the anode side. The quantity A of the theoretical (and experimen-
tal) formula

Y09' = Meat, - A(02)
is in this case altered into

A' = A + (CoLC,) 1012.

Here Co is the output and C. the input capacitance of the valve. Taking
L only 5.10-0 henry and Co and C. both 10 micromicrofarad, we get
A' = A +50.10-20, whereas A is about 70.10-20. Hence an inductance of
5.10-9 henry, which, according to Section IV must be considered as
extremely small, may already cause a very considerable variation of
A.

From the equations of Section III it may be deduced that A may
be decreased considerably by a suitable mutual inductance between

' Refer to Bibliography.
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the anode lead and the screen -grid lead of a high -frequency pentode.
A valve of type EF5 was fitted with 7/4 turns in the anode lead and
1 turn in the screen -grid lead (diameter of turns about 13 millimeters)
close together. Feed -back impedance on 5.1 meters was increased from
0.058 (normal value) to 0.5 megohm. This improvement of feed -back
impedance, as it affects A, holds good for the whole short-wave range.

As to mutual conductance at short waves, an extended series of
measurements has been carried out, but results need mci.e discussion
than would fit into the scope of this article." It may be o' how-
ever, considering (5a), (7), and (12), that the phase ar gle of mutual
conductance due to inductive effects is very small, for instance so .!

degrees at 5 meters with normal high -frequency valves.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE IONOSPHERE AT
WASHINGTON, D. C., JUNE, 1938*

BY

T. R. GILLILAND, S. S. KIRBY, AND N. SMITH
(National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.)

)ATA on the critical frequencies and virtual heights of the iono-
sphere la:-ers for June, 1938, are given in Fig. 1 2 gives

- the maximum frequencies which could be used :o1 \)

wave communication by way of the normal E, F, F1, ,,d F2 lay<tm.
The flatness of the graphs indicates very little percentage ei-nge in the
maximum usable frequencies from day to night. Thi: is characteristic
of the months around the summer solstice.

Because of reflections from clouds of sporadic E layer during fre-
quent irregulaOriods, the maximum usable frequencies often ex-
ceeded the regular, dependable values shown in the graphs. Occasion-
ally they even exceeded 60 megacycles. Because of the erratic occur-
rence of these reflections, they could not be included in the average
graphs.

The ionosphere storms which occurred during June are listed in
Table I approximately in the order of their severity.

TABLE I
IONOSPHERE STORMS (APPROXIMATELY IN ORDER OF SEVERITY)

Date and
hour E.S.T.

hp before
sunrise, km

Minimum fr
during day

(before
sunrise), kc

.Noon fp,
kc

Magnetic
character) Ionosphere

character*00-12
G.M.T.

12-24
G.M.T.

June 8
rune 12
June 13 until 0900
June 10 after 2100
June 11 until 0600
June 22 until 1700
Average for undis-
turbed days

306
304
338-
312
302

291

5100
5200
4800-
4500
5000

5800

6200
6300---
6900

8100

1.2
0.8
1.3
0.5
0.6
0.5

0.2

1.1
1.1
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.0

0.2

1

1

1

1

1

I

0

American magnetic -character figure, based on observations of seven observatories.
* An estimate of the severity of the ionosphere storm at Washington on an arbitrary scale 0, I, IL

and 2, the character 2 representing the most severe disturbance.

Recent observations given in this series of reports have led to the
following tentative picture of an ionosphere storm. The ionosphere
storm, like the magnetic storm, has two phases. The first, or violent

Decimal classification: R113.61. Original manuscript received by the
Institute, July 11, 1938. This is one of a series of reports on the characteristics
of the ionosphere at Washington, D. C. For earlier publications see PROC. I.R.E.,
vol. 25, pp. 823-840; July, (1937), and a series of monthly reports beginning in
PROC. I.R.E., vol. 25, pp. 1174-1191; September, (1937). Publication approved
by the Director of the National Bureau of Standards of the U. S. Department of
Commerce.
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phase, occurs principally in the auroral zone. The second, or moderate
phase, is much longer in duration and spreads out from the auroral zone
toward the equator.

The violent phase consists of a boiling or turbulence of the entire
ionosphere in the auroral zone, resulting in irregularly moving small
clouds of ionization. The stratification of the ionosphere from the E
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Fig. 1-Virtual heights and critical frequencies of the E, F, F1, and F2 layers
of the ionosphere for June, 1938. The solid -line graphs represent the average
for undisturbed days. The dotted graphs represent values for the ionosphere
storm day of June 8.

layer up is literally torn to pieces. Either no reflections at all or very
erratic reflections are observed during this period. This phase only
occasionally extends as far south as Washington. On several occasions
when the auroral zone did extend as far south as Washington, an in-
crease of F -layer ionization has been observed to precede the violent
phase.

The second and more moderate phase extends to the latitude of
Washington much more frequently than the violent phase. This phase

4
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is characterized by an expansion and diffusion of the higher F region.
This expansion and diffusion result in abnormally low critical frequen-
cies and large virtual heights of the night F and daytime F2 layers
and to a lesser extent of the daytime F1 layer. The daytime E layer is
not appreciably affected during this phase of the storm. Increased
absorption is especially noticeable on the x components of the daytime
F1 and F2 layers. The ionosphere storms reported for June were all of
the moderate phase.
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Fig. 2-Maximum usable frequencies for radio sky -wave transmission, June,
1938. Solid -line graphs represent average values for undisturbed days, for
dependable transmission by the regular ionosphere layers. The values shown
were considerably exceeded during frequent irregular periods by reflections
from clouds of sporadic E layer. For distances of 1000, 1500, and 2000 kilo-
meters, the dotted and dashed portions of the graphs represent maximum
usable frequencies for F1- and F2 -layer transmission, respectively, when
these were less than those determined by the E layer. For distances of 2500
and 3000 kilometers the dashed line represents maximum usable frequencies
for F2 -layer transmission when these were less than those determined by
the F1 layer.

Table II shows the number of hours the night JP and daytime f,
differed from the average for the undisturbed days of June by more
than the given percentage. The disturbed hours are those listed in
Table I.

TABLE II
CRITICAL FREQUENCY VARIATION FOR 720 HOURS OF OBSERVATIONS

Per cent -30 -20 -10 -0 +0 +10 +20

Number of hours 1 30 115 391 329 48 3
Disturbed hours 1 26 65 83 3 0 0
Undisturbed hours 0 4 50 308 326 48 3

Sudden disturbances of the ionosphere as evidenced by radio fade-
outs observed at Washington during June are listed in Table III.
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TABLE III
SIIDDNN IONOSPNERN DIPTURBANCZIS

G.M.T.
Minimum'

Beginning of Beginning of RecoveryDate Location of transmitter relative
fade-out recovery complete intensity

June 29 1505 1510 1520 Ontario, Mass., D.C. 0.0
June 30 1504 1514 1535 Ontario, Mass., D.C. 0.0

Minimum relative intensities are in terms of received intensity from CFRX, 6070 kilocycles, 600
kilometers.

Thy d during which strong sporadic -E reflections were most
Dronoun., .t Washington are listed in Table I. Continuous observa-
t lorws were m tde at 4.5, 6, and 8 megacycles. The table shows the hours

These di, s during which sporadic -E reflections were observed at
these frequencies. When the frequency is reported as 8 megacycles, this
value may have een considerably exceeded.

TABLE IV
SPO FREQUENCINS IN MZOACYCLES

Midnight to noon
360 hours of observation

Hour, E.S.T.

Date 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11

June
5 8 8 8 8 8 8 4.5 8 8 8
6 6 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 8 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
7 4.5 4.5 8 8 8 4.5 4.5
9 4.5 4.5 6 6 6 6 6 4.5 8

18 8 8 8 8 4.5 8 8 8 8 4.5
19 8 8 8
20 8 8 8 4.5
22 4.5 8 8 4.5
28 8 4.5 4.5 4.5 8 4.5 4.5
30 4.5 4.5 8 8 4.5 6 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5

Noon to midnight
360 hours of observation

Hour, E.S.T.

Date 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

June
3 8 8 8 8 4.5
4 8 8 8 8 8
5 8 8 8 8 6 8 8
6 4.5 8 8 8 6 8

10 4.5 8 8 8 4.5
17 4.5 4.5 8 8 8
18 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 8 8 8 4.5 8
27 8 4.5 6 4.5 4.5 8 8 8 8 8
29 4.5 8 8 4.5 8
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BOOKLETS, CATALOGS, AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED

The following commercial publications of radio engineering interest
have been received by the Institute. You can obtain a copy of any
item without charge by addressing the issuing company and men-
tioning your affiliation with the Institute of Radio Engineers.

AIR-COOLED TRANSMITTING TUBES  RCA Manufacturing ( Inc.,
Harrison, N. J. Bulletin TT -100, 16 pages, 54 X84 inches, lith( _ Give:
tabular operating data.

ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT  The George L. Hall Company, Old .,t.
Folder, 4 pages, 8i X11 inches, printed. Description of pan-ty!-- qnd hopper -type
bins designed to speed-up assembly operations involving sir ! parts.

5 -KW BROADCAST
Avenue, New Y
scription of Wes

NSMITTER  Graybar Eler any, 420 Lexington
Y. Bulletin T1477, 16 pages, is X11 inches, printed. De-

lectric 405A type.

CAPACITANCE BRIDGES General Radio Company, Cambridge Al ,Mass.
Experimenter, for June, 8 pages, 6 X94 inches, printed. Description and operat-
ing characteristics of 2 new 60 -cycle bridges for capacitance and power -factor
measurements on condensers and dielectric samples.

Com  J. W. Miller Company, 5917 South Main Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Catalog No. 39, 32 pages +cover, 8 X11 inches, printed. The company's complete
line of radio -frequency and intermediate -frequency coils, transformers, and
chokes.

LACQUER  Communication Products, Inc., 245 Custer Avenue, Jersey City,
N. J. Bulletin 21, 4 pages, 34 X64 inches, printed. Improvements in Q -Max
lacquer, protective coating medium for radio -frequency products.

POWER RHEOSTAT  International Resistance Company, 401 North Broad
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Bulletin VI, 4 pages, 84 X11 inches. Description and
operating data on a 25 -watt rheostat of novel design. Included are performance
curves showing temperature rise as function of load and the fraction of the wind-
ing in service.

VIBRATION PICKUPS  Shure Brothers, 225 West Huron Street, Chicago, Ill.
Data Sheet No. 163, 4 pages, 84 X11 inches, lithographed. Covering description,
characteristics and operating instructions on 2 piezo-electric vibration pickups.
Output voltage is proportional to acceleration but modifying networks to pro-
duce voltages proportional to velocity or displacement are described.

VOLUME CONTROL  International Resistance Company, 401 North Broad
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Bulletin V, 4 pages, 84X11 inches. The switch on this
new attenuator is a molded motor commutator with a multi -finger brush.
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CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS ISSUE

Dome, R. B.: Born October 12, 1905, at Tell City, Indiana. Received B. S.
degree in electrical engineering, Purdue University, 1926; M. S. degree, Union
College, 1929. Test course, General Electric Company, 1926-1928; radio (trans-
mitter) engineering department, 1928-1934; radio (receiver) engineering de-
partment, 1' to date. Member, Sigma Xi. Associate member, Institute of
Radio i 1927; Member, 1938.

C ' k, L. F.: Born 1897 at Oslo, Norway. Graduated from Technical
orway, 1920. Nissen and von Krogh, 1920-1921. Stipendiate and

lical University of Norway, 1921-1924. B -engineer, Norwegian
States eiegraph Aministration, 1924-1929; head of laboratory, Nederlandsche
SeigAoestellen Faotrek, Holland, 1929-1934; head of radio department, A/S
Elatrick Bureau "3Ato date. Nonmember, Institute of Radio Engineers.

asii °finer', Fran .. . a April 8, 1911, at Chicago ois. Received B.
Chem. degree, Cornell Univeriity, 1933; M. S. degree, is Institute of
Technology, 1934; Ph.D. degree, University of Chicago, . Research assist-
ant, University of Chicago, 1935 to date. Member, Sigma Xi. Associate member,
Institute of Radio Engineers, 1936.

Gilliland, T. R.: See PROCEEDINGS for January, 1938.
Kirby, S. S.: See PROCEEDINGS for January, 1938.
Parker, William N.: Born May 9, 1907, at Aurora, Illinois. Received B. S.

degree in electrical engineering, University of Illinois, 1928. Test department
and advanced course, General Electric Company, 1928-1929; Western Television
Corporation, 1929-1934; television engineering department, Philco Radio and
Television Corporation, 1934 to date. Associate member, Sigma Xi. Associate
member, Institute of Radio Engineers, 1935.

Smith, N.: See PROCEEDINGS for January, 1938.

Strutt, M. J. 0.: Born 1903 at Java, Dutch East Indies. Studied at Univer-
sity of Munich; Institute of Technology, Munich; Institute of Technology,
Delft; graduated Munich, 1924; Delft, 1926. Assistant in physics department,..
1926-1927. Doctor Technical Science, Delft, 1927. Research staff, Philips' In Ai*
candescent Lamp Works, Ltd., 1927 to date. Nonmember, Institute of Radio
Engineers.

Terman, Frederick Emmons: Born June 7, 1900, at English, Indiana. Re-
ceived B. A. degree, 1920; E. E. degree, Stanford University, 1922; D. S. degree,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1924. Instructor, assistant professor
and associate professor of electrical engineering, Stanford University, 19251'
1937; professor and head of electrical engineering department, 1937 to date.
Associate member, Institute of Radio Engineers, 1925; Fellow, 1937.

Woodyard, John R.: See PROCEEDINGS for March, 1928.
van der Ziel, A.: Born December 12, 1910, at Zandeweer, Holland. Received

D. Sc. degree, University of Groningen, 1934. Research staff, Naturkundig ni.-
boratorium N. V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken, Eindhoven, Holland, 1934 te;
date. Member, American Physical Society. Nonmember, Institute of Radio
Engineers.
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TRANSMITTING and
RECTIFYING TUBES

dine craftsmanship . . .... expert workmanship
Characterize every element enters ',to tnr co"
struction of Arepeol Water Cooled tubes. The pa nsta.
ng thoroughness, precision nd sIill wi-h which these

elements ore designed and engineered is best ill.rs-ratea
by the grid.

Welding, the customary method of attaching the fin,
grid wire to the supporting rods, is entirely eliminated.
The intense beet oeveloped in this process results in the
formation of oxide films or the wires (a source of grid
emission) and is the crystalization of grid wire and rod
at the point of junction.

For the Amperes grids, a machine was aevelopsci whir,
slots the supporting moly rods at accurate intervals deter
mined by the pitch of the grid. The grid wire is secure ''y
:waged into these notches, to ming a strong rugged gr r
free from brittleness due to c-ystallization and free fro -
surface contamination aecaJse of any oxidation.

This minute attention to detail is a contributing Facto
.o the outsfancing oe-to,monze of Amperes tubes-

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, Inc.
79 WASHINGTON STREET BROOKLYN. NEW YORK



POSITIONS OPEN
The following positions of interest to I.R.E. Members have been reported as open
on July 30. Make your application in writing and ado,-xx it to

Box No.
THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS. INC.,

330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.

11,

TELEVISION -CIRCUIT ENGINEER

ENGINEER ., it It expe,:-.ience un television -amplifier circuits for de-

velopment wcrk in t:.-- .1--tcturer's laboratory. t staff knows

about this opening. Box No. 187.

ATTENTION EMPLOYERS .

Announcements fur "rusrfluNs urEN" are accepted with-

out charge from employers offering salaried employment

of engineering grade to I.R.E. members. Please supply

complete information and indicate which details should

be treated as confidential. Address : "PosmoNs OPEN,"

Institute of Radio Engineers, 330 West 42nd Street, New

York, N.Y.

The Institute reserves the right to refuse any announcement without giving a reason for the refusal.

hen writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.



the lnotitute of Ilabio enginterS
Incorporated

330 ' Vest 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.
APPLICATION FOR ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP

(Application forms for other rrrades of membership are obtainable
Institute)

To the Board of Directors
Gentlemen:

I hereby make app
Engineers on the basi
and refer to the mer

I certify th-'
sional expoco,iit

8-38

from the

Associate membership in the Institute of Radio
 and professional experience given herewith,

 who are personally familiar work.
record of my trainir i profes-
-4, that I will be p ,erned by the

member. Furtl more I E -
in my pow:r, and it

badge.



am.

Name

(Typewriting preferred in filling in this form) No
RECORD OF TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL

EXPERIENCE

(Give full name, last name first)

Present Occupation
(Title and name of concern)

Business Address

Permanent Horne Address

Place ofoir

Frlization
7 4.0
ree

Age



lication for q&
s of my trainidt

.nbe  named below
.at the std,ements made i.

.rience are correct, and agree it
of the Institute as long as I cont

to promote the objects of the Institute so far
membership shall be discontinued will return my t.

(Sig

(Address for mail)

(Date) (City and State)

Sponsors
(Signature of references not required here)

Mr. Mr.

Address Address

City and State City and State

Mr.

Address

City and State

The following extracts from the Constitution govern applications for admission to the
Institute in the Associate grade:

ARTICLE II-MEMBERSHIP
Sec. 1: The membership of the Institute shall consist of:   (c) Associates, who shall be

entitled to all the rights and privileges of the Institute except the right to hold any elective
office specified in Article V.   

Sec. 4. An Associate shall be not less than twenty-one years of age and shall be a person who
is interested in and connected with the study or application of radio science or the radio arts.

ARTICLE III-ADMISSION AND EXPULSIONS
Sec. 2:    Applicants shall give references to members of the Institute as follows:   for

the grade of Associate, to three Fellows, Members, or Associates;    Each application for
admission shall embody a full record of the general technical education of the
applicant and of his professional career.

ARTICLE IV-ENTRANCE FEE AND DUES
Sec. 1:  Entrance fee for the Associate grade of membership is $3.00 and annual dues

are $6.00.

ENTRANCE FEE SHOULD ACCOMPANY APPLICATION
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MODEL 1252
VACUUM TUBE

VOLTMETER
Tube On Cable-Particu-
larly Desirable for High
Frequency Work . . .

Ranges: 3-15-75-300
Volts.

An Outstanding Patented Circuit
Recommended by the Best Labora-
tories and Technicians

This model is self -calibrating, same
as other Triplett Vacuum Tube Volt-
meters, the self -calibrating feature
being automatic with the highly de-
veloped tube bridge circuit. It has
the exclusive feature for indicating
above and below null point. The
initial operation of adjusting the
bridge at the zero level cancels out
error independent of the tube emis-
sion values or when replacing tubes.

Model 1252 is furnished with the ex-

F)Ler
Pirechicgt

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

t.
eleck

inue a
,s shall bt.

nembershi

Model 1252
Dealer
Price

$48.33

clusive Triplett tilting type twin in-
strument. One instrument indicates
when bridge is in balance-other in-
strument indicates direct reading in
peak volts. Furnished complete with
all necessary accessories including
1-84, I -6F5, 1-76. Case is metal with
black wrinkle finish. Etched panel
is silver and red on black. Dealer
Price-$48.33.

Model 1251 same as 1252 but with tube
located inside case . . . Dealer Price-
$47.67.

Model 1250 same as 1251 except ranges
are 2.5, 10, 50 volts. Dealer Price-$36.67.

The Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
2t8 Harmon Dr.. Bluffton: Ohio

Please send me more Information on
Model 1252: Model 1251;
Model 1250.

Name

Address

city State

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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DESIGNERS
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Receivers Laboratory Equq.
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RESEARCH CORP.

145 West 45th Street, New York, N.Y.
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QUARTZ CRYSTALS
for Standard or Special
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BLILEY ELECTRIC CO.
230 Union Station Bldg.
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and Associated

Equipment For All
Purposes

Write for Complete
Technical Data
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LABORATORIES
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Technical cooperation with Attorneys in
coi.nection with patent litigation-De-
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t-114- 

Highest grade kralf 
con- 

denser tissue carefully 
tested and inspected for 

quality, porosity, uniform- 
ity of thickness and purity, 

used in multiple lamina- 
tions. Results: $table char- 

acteristics, 
lade 

facto 
safety, maximum lif 

Impregnated 
ailtetiffed 

with non -inflammable and 
non -explosive Dykanol. The 

high dielectric stremth 
high dielectric ceWant of 

Dykanol results in maximum 
compactness, dependable 

operation and long life. 

Hermetically sealed in non- 
corrosive aluminum con- 

tainers. Humidity, tempera- 
ture, varying climatic con- 

ditions have no effect upon 
these capacitors. Will re- 

tain their original neat ap- 
pearance for a life -time. 

TJALITY 

WHEN you buy C -D ty3e TL -A D:lzmol high cltage filter capacitors, 
W you don't spend-you inve. i of tai't buy good condensers for less. 

We don't believe that lastirs val See and "bargains" go together. Insist on 

C -D, the quality capacitor line. 

Have you sent for ye vi coo: of Cgtalog No. 166? 

Terminal insulator provides 
positive protection against 
leakage of current or Dy- 

kanol. Insulated washers 
and special soldering lug 
are furnished so that alum- 

inum container need not be 
grounded to chassis. 

Is appearance, tie C -D 
type TL -A Dykanol capaci- 
tors look like can -type elec- 

trolytics. Mounting is made 
simple, as holes punched 

for electrolytic: will accom- 
modate C -D type TL -A ca- 

pacitors. 

A PRODUCT OF THE 
WORLD'S OLDEST AND 

LARGEST EXCLUSIVE 
M- 'TURFR 

e IIGHS 

PAPER - MICA Irt KANOL 
WET & DRY ELECTROLYTIC. 

CORNELL- UBILIER 
ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

1022 Hamilton Boulevard, South Plainfield, New Jersey 
Cable Address. CORDU 



 
Users of condensers are new offered a more critical 

and conclusive yardstick of condenser quality in the 
AEROVOX Capacity and Resistance Bridge. Truly a 

laboratory technique reduced to a simple portable instru- 

ment obtainable at a cost within reach of every serious 
radio worker. Send for descriptive data. Or ask 

to see it at your local jobber. 

it . oes: 
?ACITY BRIDGE 

asures capacity (100 
cmfd. (.00011-100 mfd. 

NA, 6 ranges: leakage; 
power factor to 50'/,, etc. 

of condensers under actual 
working conditions. 

RESISTANCE 
BRIDGE 

Measures resistance values 
of resistors and electrical 

equipment and circuits. 10 
ohms to I megohm in S 

ranges. 
INSULATION 
RESISTANCE 

important 
factor in condensers and 
other devices. Meter is cali- 

brated directly in meg- ohms. Reads up to 10,000 
megohms. 

VACUUM -TUBE 
VOLTMETER 

Consists of amplifier stage 
and grid -leak detector. 

Measures minute values 
0-2 volts. 

VOLTMETER 
Available for voltage read- 

ings. 0-60 v., 0-300 v., 0- 
600 v. at 1000 ohms per 
volt. May be used 

nally 
MILLI VOLTMETER 

Meter terminals brought 
out directly. Range: 60 my. 

at 60 ohms. Can be used 
with external shunts. 

MILLIAMMETER 
Meter can be read in milli- 

amperes. 0-6 ma., 0-60 ma. 
May be used externally. 

VARIABLE POWER 
SUPPLY 

Available directly at ter- 
minals. 15 to 600 volts 

continuously variable over entire range. 

AEROVOX CORPORATION 
70 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN. N. Y. 

Salts Others lie All Pristipiel Cities 



THE BEST TELEPHONE SERVICE

IN THE WORLD AT THE

teedt POSSIBLE COST

The constant effort of the Bell System is to
give you more and better service and at the
same time keep rates low. That is easy to
say. It is not easy to do.

Two things make it possible. A well -
trained army of men and women, and the
best of tools and apparatus for their use.
These are the basis of your Bell
System service; two reasons why
you get the best telephone service
in the world.

hen writing to advertisers 'mention of the Nocrumlas will be mutually helpful.



New 60 -Cycle Schering Bridge
for Testing Materials and Measuring Dielectric Propertie, of
 Transformer Insulation
 Cables
 Electrical Machinery
 Ceramics
 Fabrics
 Paper Products
To Determine Moisture Content-Composition-Effects of
temperature, humidity and voltage gradient
This bridge is simple tc operate and is c: 1, of rapid routine measurements.
The a -c line is used as the power source, .o stparate oscillator being required.
The voltage across the material under measurement can be varied from zero
to ten times the line voltage. Input and output transformers are astatically
wound and the instrument is electro-statically shielsled; external 60 -cycle
fields do not affect the accuracy of measurements. For the usual type of meas-
urement no guard circuits are required.

TYPE 671-A SCHERING BRIDGE $325.00

Write for Bulletin 296 for Complete Data

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Cambridge, Massachusetts

New York Los Angeles

01011011 BANTA PUBLISHING COMPANY, MSNASHA, WISCONSIN


